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Politico-Economic Context of the SEZ-Based 
development strategy 

Indian society is presently in a transition and moving fast towards a new phase. 
Whether it is for better or for the worse? Whether it will be heading towards resolving 



the multidimensional crisis of Indian society and be able to move towards building a 
more equitable society? Which path is better for moving towards more equitable and 
sustainable development? There is no foolproof answer to any of these questions as 
yet. The new social forces and new alignments and new social movements are 
emerging and it seems that whole society is engulfed in a long lasting conflict. This is 
also linked with the politico-economic developments taking place internationally. The 
development strategies based on establishing huge Special Economic Zones and anti-
SEZ struggles are also the reflections of these conflicts. This is also not specific to 
India; but closely linked to the politico-economic developments taking place world 
over. 

The crisis that Indian society is facing is well reflected in the fact that even after 62 
years of development after independence, we could not eradicate the worst forms of 
poverty and social discrimination. About 42 percent of Indian population lives below 
poverty line (Patnaik 2006).1 It is also an important fact that about 75% of the Indian 
poor are in rural areas and majority of them are land less daily wagers or marginal 
farmers, majority of whom is represented by Scheduled castes/Scheduled Tribes and 
Other backward castes. Women of these sections are the worst sufferers.  

It is also well studied that poverty and social discrimination has a direct relationship 
with the lack of opportunities for decent employment. Both affect each other, but to 
resolve this problem, the second one is considered to be the deciding factor and the 
first comes mainly as a derivative of the second. Hence, creating decent employment 
opportunities for all emerges as the main task for resolving the problems of poverty 
and social discrimination. Economic well being ensured by decent employment does 
not automatically end the social discrimination, but it creates better environment and 
places oppressed communities in a better position to fight effectively against the social 
oppression/discrimination. Therefore, we must look at the economic developments in 
the country with this perspective to identify the reasons for our failures and to judge 
whether the present strategies of development will be able to resolve these problems 
and also to come out with alternative strategies. 

Generally, it is suggested that the problem of poverty and unemployment can be 
resolved by gradually transforming the predominantly agricultural economies to 
predominantly industrial economies; and that the growth in industries automatically 
resolves the problems of unemployment. Let us see how India moved towards this 
transformation and what were the outcomes? 
                                                            
1 The government survey of poverty line was challenged by many researchers including the Utsa 
Patnaik. Utsa Patnaik adjusted the figures for 2400 calorie norm in 1973-74 and on the basis of it 
calculated the poverty at 39 percent in 1999-2000 and 41.5 percent in 2004-05(based on fixed 
consumption basket).  
 



In this regard, the case of India is very peculiar. If we look at the decadal changes in 
the proportion of different sectors’ contribution in the GDP and employment, it gives 
a clear picture of the outcomes of the economic development in the country.  

In India from 1983 to 2004-05, share of agriculture in GDP and employment changed 
from 37 and 68.5 percent to 21.1 and 56.5 percent respectively. Share of 
manufacturing in GDP and employment changed in the same period from 14.3 and 
10.7 percent to 15.1 and 12.2 percent respectively. While the share of services in the 
GDP and employment changed in the same period from 38.6 and 17.6 percent to 53 
and 24.8 percent respectively. The share of industry (including manufacturing, mining, 
and electricity, gas and water supply) in GDP and employment in 2004-05 remained at 
just 26.4 per cent and 17.6 per cent respectively. (RUPE 2008)  

There are two peculiarities in this case. The agriculture gradually lost its predominance 
in terms of its contribution in GDP, but it maintained its predominance in terms of its 
contribution in employment. On the other hand the loss of predominance by 
agriculture in terms of its GDP contribution did not establish the predominance of 
industry; rather, it established the predominance of services2. It is also evident that 
service sector has lowest employment generating potential. More over, the growth in 
service sector, if it is not accompanied with and based on the growth of industry, can 
never contribute to or lead to a sustainable growth. Actually, when the service sector 
growth is not accompanied with and based on growth in the industry, then this 
growth is by and large influenced by the external factors, as is the case with India. It is 
true that this growth in service sector, to some extent, can break the stagnation of 
industry also but it has its own limits provided the nature of the service sector growth. 
One very important feature of the growth in service sector with external influence is it 
vanishes in no time with any hint of crisis in the global economy. It implies that more 
the disjunct-growth in service sector, more vulnerable is the economy to crisis.  

The economy of India is transformed in terms of contributions of different sectors in 
the GDP; but rather than resolving the problems, it aggravated the crisis. It can be 
easily understood why 75 percent of the poor are in rural areas and why they are 
facing extreme conditions of poverty. The contribution of agriculture declined 
drastically from 37 percent to 21 percent; but it still provides employment to 57 
percent of the population. The growth in industry plus services has attained the 
predominance over agriculture in terms of GDP contribution but the growth is such 
                                                            
3! ‘Services’ include trade, hotels, transport, communication (IT&ITES); financing, insurance, real 
estate and business services; and community, social and personal services. Construction is 
sometimes grouped under industry, sometimes under services 

 



that industry plus services are unable to absorb the surplus population dependent on 
agriculture. Therefore the agriculture became even more overloaded with surplus 
population in terms of GDP per capita. 

This problem of Indian economy has historical roots and it was supposed that the 
industrial developments will resolve this crisis; but we miserably failed in this regard. 
The industrial development was unable to absorb the surplus population from 
agriculture and the huge rural world could not emerge as an effective market for 
industrial goods. They both hinder the growth of each other. Even after 6 decades of 
development Indian economy could not break out from this vicious circle. 

As the Prabhat Patnaik says, “This is a result of their colonial or semi-colonial past. 
Both China and India experienced “de-industrialization” in the sense of the 
destruction of their craft industries, and the throwing of large numbers of traditional 
craftsmen into the ranks of labour reserves that typically got located in agriculture, but 
also spilt over into low-paid occupations everywhere in the economy in the so-called 
“informal sector”. W. Arthur Lewis calls India and China the locations of the world’s 
labour reserves, but these enormous labour reserves did not always exist in India and 
China; nor were they the outcome of excessively high population growth rates as is 
often supposed. They got created as a consequence of colonial penetration into these 
economies, where, in addition to de-industrialization, the forcible introduction of a 
commodity economy in the context of an unpaid appropriation of economic surplus 
by the metropolis also played a crucial role. By contrast, today’s developed capitalist 
economies not only never had such labour reserves to contend with, but even 
succeeded largely in exporting such labour reserves as they had, through emigration to 
the “new world” consisting of the temperate regions of White settlement.” (Patnaik 
2009) 

The resolution of this problem demanded a path of economic development based on 
thorough-going land reforms to promote peasant agriculture on the one hand and 
expansion of labour intensive manufacturing based on internal demand on the other. 
This would have broken the vicious circle hindering the overall growth, by absorbing 
surplus population from agriculture and creating an effective demand for industrial 
goods in vast rural areas. But the path of development followed in independent India 
was never directed towards this. Again in the words of Prabhat Patnaik, “The absence 
of thoroughgoing land reforms, a result of the bourgeoisie's compromise with 
landlordism, kept productive forces in agriculture arrested. The market for mass 
consumption goods remained restricted and grew slowly for this reason. Moreover, 
the ability of the state capitalist sector to keep expanding, and thereby to keep 
enlarging the market for the private capitalist sector, got progressively undermined: 
the low agricultural growth put a ceiling on the rate at which public investment could 
grow without squeezing the living standard of the masses to an extent intolerable in a 



democracy; in addition, the ruling classes enriched themselves from the public 
exchequer, a form of "primitive accumulation of capital," which further curtailed the 
growth of public investment. The dirigiste strategy of capitalist development, 
dependent on expanding public investment, entered a culde-sac and lost social 
support even as metropolitan capital—and, in particular, finance capital—stepped up 
its offensive against this strategy through the Bretton Woods institutions, and later the 
WTO, in a world where the crucial support coming from socialist countries had 
disappeared.” (Patnaik 1999) 

Actually, the path of development adopted after the independence not only lead to a 
failure in terms of resolving the problems of poverty and unemployment, it also 
entered in a phase of prolonged and chronic economic crisis as early as in the 1970s. 
However, even after entering in the crisis, root causes of the crisis were not identified 
and not addressed; rather the New Economic Policies since 1980s totally ignored 
these concerns. New Economic Policies were directed towards a path of development 
based on promoting foreign investments, more and more capital intensive industries, 
contract farming based on cash crops, expansion of service sector and export oriented 
growth. In the phase of globalization and liberalization, particularly after 1990, whole 
debate and struggle on alternative strategies of development was pushed in the 
background and it became the mantra that only these policies can be the growth 
model of today. The issues of poverty and unemployment found their place only in 
trickle down. This was very interesting phase in history, when a consensus on these 
anti-people economic policies of liberalization and globalization was gradually and 
systematically formed among parliamentary parties of almost all shades, from left to 
right. It was and it is largely justified by the TINA Syndrome-There Is No Alternative. 

Let us also see the reality of the claims about the industrial growth automatically 
resolving the problems of unemployment and poverty.  

Actually, it is ironic to see that while the country’s growth is roaring at 8 per cent and 
regular employment not exceeding even 1 per cent. The rulers of the country 
dreaming to achieve the status of a global power and the country remains a home of 
largest number of poor, unemployed, homeless, illiterate and ill-fed in the world. 

The explanations to this can be found in the growth model adopted in post 1980s that 
is rightly termed by many scholars as a model of jobless growth. Banergy-Guha (2008) 
describes it very well:  

“An increasingly irreversible production structure in favour of the rich has started 
consolidating and economic activities catering to the rich are being handed over to 
large corporations. Simultaneously a typical jobless growth is seen to flourish. To cite 
a few examples: the number of workers in the Jamshedpur steel plant of the Tatas 



came down from 85,000 in 1991 to 44,000 in 2005 while production rose from one 
million tonnes of steel to five million tonnes. This means output increased by a factor 
of five while employment decreased by a factor of half. Similarly, Tata Motors in Pune 
reduced the workforce from 35,000 in 1999 to 21,000 in 2004 while increasing 
production from 1,29,000 vehicles to 3,11,500. Bajaj motor cycle factory in Pune 
reduced the number of workers from 24,000 in the mid-1990s to 10,500 in 2004 while 
doubling the output with the help of Japanese robotics and Indian information 
technology [Bhaduri 2008]. In Maharashtra, the leading state in terms of foreign direct 
investment (FDI), the number of factory workers came down from about 1.22 million 
per day in 1989-90 to about 0.77 million per day in 2003-04, although the industrial 
output increased from around Rs 78,000 crore in 1992-93 to over Rs 2,36,000 crore in 
2003-04. Even today Maharashtra is the leading state in the factory sector in terms of 
investment, gross output and net value added; it is only factory employment that has 
declined [Singhvi 2008]. This is only possible with a huge rise in labour productivity, 
as mentioned earlier, that again is largely contributed by the unorganized sector 
accounting for more than 90 per cent of the country’s labour force. Ruthless 
exploitation of labour has thus become the source of increased corporate profit as 
well as international price competitiveness in a globalised world [Bhaduri 2008]. 
Banergy-Guha (2008) 

 

However, this is only part of the story. World over, the post fordist or non-fordist or 
lean-production techniques instituted an industrial restructuring in terms of a shift 
from large scale factory based mass production to dispersed and widely spread 
assembly line by subcontracting/outsourcing the production operations to small and 
tiny units and even to home based workers. This drastically brought down the cost of 
production, more importantly the cost of reproduction and worked towards an 
absolute exploitation of surplus (Chandoke 1991). On the other hand, it reduced the 
power of trade unions by dispersing and dividing the work force. It also made the 
unionization process difficult by forcefully realizing high degree of informalisation of 
the workforce. Actually it not only resulted in absolute loss of employment, 
transferring the jobs from organized sector to unorganized sector, but also in 
replacing the decently employed workers with low wage, semi employed workers in 
the organized sector.  

The same logic also worked in the international relocation of jobs. The new 
international division of labour rests on disaggregation of production and wage 
differentials. “For the purpose of increasing profit, greater mobility of capital, goods 
and services was pitted against the lesser mobility or near immobility of labour of 
poor regions and a transnational economic space was carved out in which a phase-
wise separation of production between capitalist and non-capitalist modes surfaced as 



a basic methodology. ILO (1981) noted that global corporations operating in Asia, 
Africa and Latin America, since the 1970s, increased the size of unskilled workers at 
the cost of large-scale displacement of production workers. During late 1980s, 
General Electric’s employment reduced by 1,00,000 while its revenue increased by $ 
13 billion, Fiat removed around 15,000 workers from employment while its revenue 
rose by 12.4 billion lire [Lowe 1992]. In Unilever, cost per worker in Asia was drasti-
cally brought down while profit per worker rose by 50 per cent [Elshoff 1988]. In the 
early 1990s, in Procter and Gamble in India, the entire production of certain products 
like Crest tooth paste, Clearasil medicated cream or Ultra Clearasil facial cream was 
undertaken by contract labour located in Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat or Maharashtra. 
During the same time, in the organized garment unit of Hindustan Lever while the 
number of workers was 250, it was 500 in the subcontracting units. Similar was the 
situation in H L footwear units.” (Banerjee-Guha 2008)  

We should try to understand the logic behind and the impact of the development 
strategy based on establishing large number of Special Economic Zones by situating it 
in the above background. However, in order to expose the larger issues related to 
SEZ rush in India, one more aspect of globalization and liberalization needs to be 
discussed briefly. 

 

As the David Harvey says, “The construction of globalization thus is found to have 
largely depended not only on geographical reorganization of economic activities but 
also historically evolved cultural landscapes. In the process, it has built and rebuilt 
geography of regions in its own images, creating newer socio-economic landscapes 
with produced space of infrastructure and institutions for the purpose of facilitating 
capital accumulation.” (Harvey 2000)3 

One very important aspect of capital accumulation in the era of globalization and 
liberalization is accumulation by dispossession. This dispossession is not only in 
relation to land; rather, in relation to dispossession from all resources and rights-by 
way of handing over the control of all natural resources and energy resources in 
corporate hands, privatizing all public sector industries and selling it to the corporate 
at throwaway prices, privatizing the transport-services etc.; and also in terms of 
stopping/minimizing expenditures on welfare schemes, stopping/minimizing 
subsidies to farmers and  people at large; and on the other hand granting huge 
subsidies to the corporate.  

The acquisition of peasant lands for the corporate sector and for SEZs is nothing but 
a new phase of primitive accumulation whereby lands are used more for real estate 
                                                            
3 As quoted in Banergi-Guha (2008) 



development and land speculation than for new manufacturing activities. It is 
projected that the real sector growth will reach up to $ 90 billion in 2015 from $ 12 
billion in 2005 (Patnaik 2008, Benergi-Guha 2008). Moreover, granting huge subsidies 
in the form of tax exemptions etc to SEZ developers and SEZ units is also nothing 
but the accumulation by dispossession, since it is accompanied with the cutting 
various subsidies to people at large in education, health, water, sanitation, energy, 
transport etc and subsidies to farmers and artisans etc. It is also accompanied with the 
increase in various taxes and imposition of new taxes on the public. 

Units in SEZs are also provided with the ensured infrastructure facilities, including 
the transport, water and energy. If we take only the case of water, it is very much clear 
that ensuring the huge water supply demanded by SEZs can be only at cost of 
dispossession of local population from this crucial resource. It is bound to affect the 
agriculture of that region. On the other hand, relaxation in labour laws in SEZs 
ensures super profits by overexploitation of labour. It amounts to denying rights of 
workers against exploitation. 

 

There is one more crucial aspect of the SEZ rush mainly based on huge subsidies in 
the form of tax exemptions and other facilities along with opportunities of land 
grabbing. It is well known that under the ASCM, the World Bank has already fixed a 
time table for abolition of such subsidies for promoting exports. Global powers like 
US, Japan and Europe may ignore it till they are benefitted by it. But lastly, they will 
compel to stop these subsidies. What will happen then? It is but natural that after 
stopping these subsidies, there will be no such attraction of zones for the investors. In 
such situation, SEZs may not get enough industrial units with in the enclaves. Then 
what will happen to the land? Land of peasants is being acquired in the name of 
industrialization and employment generation. But if the zones are not contributing in 
industrialization, the land must be transferred back to the peasants. But there is no 
such provision in legislations. Most of the developers are not the lease holders but the 
owners of the land, so this will never be possible. It also exposes the fraud, cheat and 
robbery for accumulation by dispossession.   

To assess the impact of the SEZ on the economy and society of India we must situate 
our analysis in the above background. The crucial point in analysis of the role of SEZs 
at this point is to assess whether this strategy of development is going to resolve the 
overall crisis of Indian economy and society or accentuate it? Whether it is going to 
accelerate the growth of labour intensive manufacturing and thereby able to absorb 
the surplus population from agriculture? In totality, whether the employment created 
by SEZs more than compensates the losses of livelihoods by land acquisition? 
Whether it is leading to a sustainable development? 



Lastly, what will be the future course of development? Whether the concerns raised 
by the anti SEZ movement and many scholars will be addressed and a policy change 
can be materialized in this regard? It will largely depend on the power relations 
between the people’s (including labour) movement and the pro-SEZ establishment. 
Therefore it is also necessary to analyze the class base of the anti-SEZ movement, its 
strong and week points and the future prospect of a strong people’s movement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SEZ rush in India and the role of the state 

After the independence, one of the major challenges before the state was how to 
accelerate the Industrialization process in the country. A policy framework was 
evolved to follow the path of mixed economy-a huge public sector along with a 
private sector. By the end of the Second Five Year Plan (1956-61), many steps were 
taken to promote private industries and one of these steps was to adopt cluster 
approach and about 60 Industrial Estates having 1000 small factories were set up in 
the country. Under the cluster approach advantage was taken of economies of scale in 
the supply of common services like water supply, electricity, post office, banks, 
telephones, road transportation, warehousing, maintenance and repair workshops etc 
(Modak 2007). We can search the indigenous roots of the walled zones in these 
clusters. Here also to attract the private investments several concessions and 
exemptions were offered. However, these were not for exclusively export industries 
and also not based on foreign investments.   

In the given compulsions of backward economy (lack of infrastructure facilities etc.) 
and the path of development adopted, it was very soon realized that special efforts 
were needed to boost the exports and generate foreign exchange required for crucial 
imports. Therefore, the concept of export promotion zones was evolved and the first 
such zone-Kandla Free Trade Zone was set up in Kandla in 1965. This is also said to 
be the first such zone in Asia. Thereafter, Santacruz Export Processing Zone was 



established in 1973. These were central government controlled zones. The private 
units (producing for export) with in the zones were offered the financial incentives 
like tax holidays, duty free imports and exports, dedicated infrastructure, cheap labour 
and strategic location etc. Labour laws were applicable in the zones but all the 
operations with in the zones were declared public utility services to ensure that labour 
had no voice.  

However, these two zones were not successful in either attracting significant amount 
of foreign investments or generating significant number of employment opportunities 
or boosting exports. Therefore, a committee (Tondon committee) was constituted in 
1980 to review the zones and come out with recommendations. Major problems 
identified by Tondon committee (1980) were: 1. The growth of EPZs was hampered 
by several handicaps including the absence of a policy, absence of implementation 
authority to centrally coordinate and control procedural constraints;  2. Infrastructural 
deficiencies; 3. Limited concessions; 4. Limited powers of the zone authorities to take 
actions on the spot resulting in inordinate delays. Tondon Committee along with 
suggesting concrete steps to resolve these problems also recommended establishing 
four to five more zones (Aggarwal 2001).  

To address the problems identified by Tondon committee needed a policy change and 
it could not be done in 1980s. However, four more zones were established in 1984 in 
Noida (Uttar Pradesh), Falta (West Bengal), Cochin (Kerala) and Chennai (Tamil 
Nadu). Soon after Visakhapatnam (Andhra Pradesh) EPZ was established in 1989.  

After 1990, with an overall change in the mindset in favour of policies of liberalization 
and globalization, there was a major policy shift from a growth model based on 
import substitution to one based on export oriented growth. Then naturally the 
Export Processing Zones attained the major importance. Initially the steps were taken 
to address the problems/constraints of the Export processing Zones as suggested by 
Tondon Committee in 1980, by delegating more powers to Zone authorities, 
providing additional fiscal incentives, simplifying policy provisions and providing 
more infrastructure facilities in the Zones etc. More over, the scope and coverage of 
the EPZ/EOU scheme was also enlarged in 1992 by permitting the agriculture, 
horticulture and aqua culture sector unit in the zones. In 1994, trading, reengineering 
and re-conditioning units were also permitted in EPZs. The EXIM Policy (1997-2002) 
finally introduced a new scheme from April 1, 2000 for establishment of the Special 
Economic Zones (SEZs) in different parts of the country (Aggarwal 2001).   

The Exim Policy (1997-2002) provided for conversion of all FTZs and EPZs in 
Special Economic Zones and also for establishing new Special Economic Zones. 
Thereafter, all the seven zones at Santa Cruz, Kandla, Surat, Cochin, Visakhapatnam, 
Chennai, Noida and Falta were converted in Special Economic Zones till 2003. 



Moreover, different states including Maharashtra, Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Andhra 
Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Goa, Haryana, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Kerala, Orissa, 
Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh, and West Bengal issued orders/resolutions 
laying down their policy framework for establishing new Special Economic Zones. 
Soon after, 19 new SEZs were established in different parts of the country. 

The Special Economic Zones were different from EPZs/FTZs in the sense that they 
were treated as foreign territories for all practical and legal purposes. They were also 
different from EPZs/FTZs in the sense that EPZs were only the industrial estates 
housing Export Oriented Units (EOUs), while the SEZs were to host commercial 
complexes, educational institutions, hospitals, hotels and recreation facilities also. 
EPZs/FTZs were provided with conducive operating environment, fiscal incentives 
and developed infrastructure, but SEZs were provided with additional benefits like 
better linkages with the economy, more attractive tax benefits, better control over 
foreign exchange for purchase of imported inputs, lesser penalty for failure to achieve 
net foreign exchange earnings, greater access to domestic market, import inputs on 
self-certification basis, exemption from routine custom’s examination of 
import/export cargo and 100 percent FDI through automatic route. Provision was 
also made to establish Free Trade and Warehousing Zones (FTWZ) as a special 
category of SEZs in the vicinity of gateway ports and airports to provide world class 
warehousing, transportation, commercial office space, water, power supply and other 
infrastructure facilities like banks, post offices etc. 

The special treatment to SEZs as foreign territory also necessitated enactment of 
special legislation for SEZs. “The policy of treating SEZs as foreign territories 
necessitated corresponding modifications in various domestic legislations. There was a 
plethora of Central and State Laws and Regulations that required to be brought in line 
through suitable amendments. So many Central Ministries, state governments and 
local governments were involved. The Ministry of Commerce and Industry was 
insisting that all SEZs should be provided with Single Window Clearance, whereas the 
states were slow in giving response. The Customs Act of 1962 influencing export-
import trade and the Central Excise Act of 1944 affecting manufacturing business had 
to be amended in keeping with the SEZ provisions. All this was achieved through 
measures like introduction of a new chapter XA in the Customs Act dealing 
exclusively with SEZ, and amendment of the Drawback Rules changing the definition 
of ‘export’ and thus granting immunity to SEZs and their units from the hitherto 
applicable provisions, rules, notifications etc. In short, the SEZs came to be treated as 
if they were physically outside the country. Subsequently, the government 
promulgated the Special Economic Zone Rules, 2003 and the Special Economic Zone 
(Customs Procedure) Regulations, 2003 in order to regulate the day-to-day operations 
concerning imports, exports, inter-unit transfers, procurements from DTA, clearance 



of goods into DTA, valuation of goods, subcontracting of jobs etc. of SEZs and their 
Units” (Modak 2007).  

Finally came the Foreign Trade Policy Statement 2004-2009 and soon after Special 
Economic Zones Act, 2005 was enacted and Special Economic Zones Rules, 2006 
were notified. Now the policy 2004-09 and the Act of 2005 clearly stated that SEZs 
can be established not only in public sector but also under private sector and joint 
sector and at the initiative of state governments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Major differences between EPZs and SEZs 

 

 Facilities EPZs SEZs 

Management 
and Control 

Only public sector EPZs  Along with public sector SEZs, 
provision for private sector and 
joint-sector SEZs also. 
Development commissioners 
appointed by central government 
acts as single point authority for all 
legal and procedural matters; 
private Developers with full 
freedom of operation and 
maintenance of the zones in given 
legal boundary 

Single window 
clearance  

No such thing  Single window clearance for both 
Central and State level approvals  

Minimum Net foreign exchange No minimum export performance 



Export 
Performance 

earning as percentage of 
exports (NFEP) required 

or NFEP is required for SEZ units

Foreign Direct 
Investment  

Approval by Foreign 
Investment Promotion 
Board (FIPB) was required 

Hundred per cent FDI through 
automatic route  

Reservation 
policy for SSI 

Applicable  Not applicable. No cap on foreign 
investments for SSI-reserved 
items.  

Domestic sales Permitted up to 50 per cent 
of exports at concessional 
duty  

Unlimited DTA sales on full duty. 
No limit defined as a ratio to the 
free on board (FOB) value of 
exports that apply on sales in the 
domestic tariff area (DTA)  

Supplies from 
DTA 

To be treated as deemed 
exports. 

 

Right to pay in dollars for 
indigenous supplies and also for 
inter-unit transactions within the 
zone  

Subcontracting 
in Jewelry 
units 

Not permitted  

 

Permitted 

Retention of 
Foreign 
Exchange 
Earnings 

Only up to 70 per cent of 
export proceeds was 
allowed to be retained in 
EEFC accounts  

Allowed to retain 100 per cent of 
export proceeds in the EEFC 
account to meet foreign exchange 
requirements of the units 

Procedural 
Simplifications 

No such thing  Procedural simplification ensured 
for operations like record keeping, 
inter-unit transfer, subcontracting, 
and disposal of obsolete material 
and waste and scrap 

Activity 
Sectors 

Manufacturing and trading Open to all activities including 
services 

Tax 
Exemptions 

Exemption from corporate 
tax for a block of 5 years in 
first 8 years of operations. 

5 year corporate tax holiday, 
followed by 50% exemption for 2 



Under  Sec-10a of income 
tax act, concession was to 
be phased out by 2009  

more years 

Duty recovery 
if no positive  

NFEP 

Full duty recovery  Duty recovery in proportion to 
shortfall 

  

Duty free 
import of raw 
material 

Yes, but with a condition to 
utilize these materials in 1 
year 

  

Yes,  condition to utilize duty free 
materials in 5 years 

 

Import 
Certifications 

Require attestation of DC Self certification  

Customs 
inspection 

Routine inspections of 
import/ export cargo 

No routine examination of 
import/ export cargo 

Public hearing 
for 
Environmental 
Clearance 

Required Not required 

Labour Laws 
of the land 

Applicable; only two zones 
were declared Public Utility 
Services under ID Act 

Applicable but with 
relaxations/exemptions in crucial 
sections by state; all the zones 
declared as Public utility services 

Source: Constructed on the basis of information provided in SEZ act and Rules and 
various Reports of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of India. 

 

We will be discussing the main features of the SEZ Act and its implications in the 
coming chapters. However, it is already clear that SEZs have got a special legal status 
and even superseded many laws of the land. 

The underlined major objective of the SEZ Act 2005 was to generate additional 
economic activity and to boost exports of goods and services by attracting 
investments from domestic and foreign sources. It was assumed that this will 
automatically generate huge employment opportunities.  



With the above perspective of economic development the state aggressively moved 
towards implementation. There was no significant opposition from any parliamentary 
party and SEZ Act 2005 was passed almost with out any opposition. Only left 
parliamentarians raised concerns against attempts to make SEZs immune to labour 
laws. At that time, the congress party government was formed at the center with the 
support of the left front; therefore, the left was successful in pressuring the 
government to address these concerns. 

Actually, on economic policies, gradually a consensus was formed among all the 
parliamentary parties of almost all shades-ranging from left to right. Opposition or 
dissent was only on this or that point and only in the form of if and but. This is why 
at national level and in parliament there was no opposition from any political party. 
More over, almost all parliamentary parties holding power in different states tried to 
attract more and more SEZs in their states. But where ever, strong anti SEZ 
movement emerged, the parties in opposition at state (including congress party) 
supported the anti SEZ movement.  

This is also important to note that along with the geographical and locational 
advantages, the attitude of the state governments played a major role in the 
concentration of SEZs in few states. The state governments of Tamil Nadu, Andhra 
Pradesh, West Bengal and Maharashtra made extraordinary efforts and moved in very 
decisive manner to promote SEZs and attract FDI in their states, even when there 
was a strong opposition from the people. All these states won major share of SEZs. If 
Budhdev Bhattacharya failed in this regard, it was not because of any lack of efforts 
from his side, but the credit goes to the people’s movement of Singur and Nandigram.  

It is worth mentioning that the Singur and Nandigram movements in West Bengal 
and anti-SEZ movements in other states particularly Maharastra and Orrissa were not 
only successful in halting some projects (like Nano project of Tata), they were also 
successful in compelling the central government to halt the SEZ approvals under In-
Principle category, at least for time being.  “The widespread protests resulted in the 
federal government announcing, in February 2007, the suspension of all land 
acquisition for establishing new SEZs until a new rehabilitation scheme for displaced 
people was put in place (Bhaduri 2007; Bidwai 2007).  

In the mean time, the Parliamentary Committee on Commerce headed by Murli 
Manohar Joshi came out with following recommendations: 

i) That the maximum size of a multi-product SEZ should be 5,000 hectares of 
fallow land or 2,000 hectares of one crop land. There should be no SEZs on 
multi-crop land 



ii) That land should be taken on lease from farmers and farmers should be paid 
periodic rentals 

iii) That the state government should set the benchmark price for land and farmers 
should be paid a price higher than that price.  

iv) It was urged that the processing area in an SEZ should be raised from 35 
percent of the total area to 50 percent of the same. 

v) The committee noted the lack of representation from the Ministry of 
Agriculture in the implementation of SEZs.  

(Mukhergi 2007) 

 

At such critical moments also, when the people’s resistance movements compelled to 
rethink on the SEZ path, the state governments of Andhra Pradesh and Tamilnadu 
stood firm and provided crucial support in favour of SEZs.  

“The political support for SEZs came from the Department of Commerce, the Prime 
Minister’s Office and the Chief Ministers of Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu, who 
had succeeded in attracting substantial investment to their states. Investors had betted 
on these zones in the hope that SEZs would provide policy stability. Investments 
would not be forthcoming if investors were not clear about the policy framework 
within which investments needed to succeed. Neither the Department of Commerce 
nor the Prime Minister’s Office saw SEZs as a zero sum game between the interests 
of industrialists and the common man whose livelihood and aspirations needed to be 
protected. The crisis in Nandigram had alerted these two institutions to the obsolete 
regulatory framework (Land Acquisition Act of 1894) which did not leave the 
common citizen with appropriate avenues to pursue their interests. An Empowered 
Group of Ministers headed by Mr Pranab Mukherjee was to arbitrate these issues 
between the supporters and opponents of SEZs. The critical factor favouring SEZs 
was the success of Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu in attracting employment 
generating investments. In February 2007, Chief Minister Karunanidhi of Tamil Nadu 
and Chief Minister Y. S. Rajasekhar Reddy of Andhra Pradesh wrote strongly-worded 
letters to the Prime Minister and the head of the Empowered Group of Ministers on 
SEZs, respectively. The Chief Minster of Andhra Pradesh argued that the state was 
larger than West Bengal and Tamil Nadu and only 30 percent of its land was 
cultivable. SEZs were a good option for employment generation.”(Mukherji 2007) 

The people’s resistance against forcible land acquisition also compelled the 
government to redefine the policy of land acquisition.  



 

Most state governments were acquiring the land for SEZs invoking the Land 
Acquisition Act 1894 (amended in 1984) of the colonial era. Under the act, the land 
acquisition is defined as forcibly acquiring the private land for public purpose by the 
government without the consent of the land owner. 'Public purpose' is defined to 
include village-sites, town or rural planning, land for residential purposes for poor or 
displaced due to natural calamities, land for planned development (including 
education, housing, health and slum clearance), or land needed by a state corporation.  

The major demand of the peoples’ resistance movement against such land acquisition 
is that if the land owner is not ready to sell his/her land, the government can not 
forcibly acquire it. They argued that the government should not forcibly acquire the 
land of the peasants and handover it to the corporate; rather the corporate should 
bargain with the people and purchase the land directly, if any one is willing to sell.  

Government of India came out with a National Rehabilitation and Resettlement 
Policy 2007 and it was notified in October 2007. The government also came out with 
two bills: Rehabilitation and Resettlement Bill 2007; and Land Acquisition 
(Amendment) Bill 2007. These bills were hotly debated. There was an opposition 
from within the government and also from the peoples’ movement. Both of these 
bills could not be passed and have lapsed. They may be introduced afresh in the new 
Lok Sabha. Opposition from within came from Railway Minister Mamta Banergi who 
enjoys the image of a leader of the Nandigram movement and with this image she is 
confident to make a history by defeating the CPM in coming assembly elections in 
West Bengal. She opposed the bill and clearly said that she had fought and won the 
poll battle on land acquisition issues and could not return to Singur or Nandigram if 
the Bills were passed in the present shape.4  

The Bill superficially looks nice and in favour of the public; but in essence it actually 
widens the scope for land acquisition. The new definition of ‘public purpose’ in the 
Bill includes (i) strategic naval, military, or air force purposes, (ii) public infrastructure 
projects (iii) for any purpose useful to the general public where 70% of the land has 
already been purchased from willing sellers through the free market. The 
'infrastructure' includes projects relating to electricity, construction of roads, 
highways, bridges, airports, rail, mining activities, water supply, sanitation and 
sewerage, and any other notified public facility.  

The new definition of ‘public purpose’ on the one hand clearly widens the scope for 
land acquisition by adding new categories; and on the other hand, in its wordings, “for 
any purpose useful to general public” the scope is left to include almost every thing by 
                                                            
4 Mamata virtually nixes land acquisition bill; Times of India; Jul 25, 2009  



justifying it for “useful to general public.” It reminds the judgment of the Supreme 
Court in September 2008 on a complaint against Andhra Pradesh government 
acquiring land for APIIC. The livemint commented: “We seem to have learnt little 
from the land-acquisition imbroglio at Singur. Justices C.K. Thakker and D.K. Jain of 
the Supreme Court have recently dismissed a complaint against the Andhra Pradesh 
government for acquiring land for Andhra Pradesh Infrastructure Investment Corp. 
The court ruled that any project which brings foreign exchange and creates 
employment is for “public purpose”, clearing the road for more forceful land 
acquisitions.”5 One can imagine from this that if ‘public purpose’ is not clearly 
defined, virtually every thing can be included in it.  

“The original Act had the wording “for a public purpose or for a company”; the 
words “or for a company” are now being omitted; but the definition of “public 
purpose” itself is being changed to include a (supplementary) acquisition for “a 
person” (including a company). If the private party purchases 70 per cent of the 
required land through negotiation, the balance 30 per cent can still be acquired by the 
government for that party. This means that sovereign compulsion will be brought to 
bear on those who are not inclined to sell their land, and also that state patronage for 
industrial houses can continue. Incidentally, it will be seen that the definition of 
‘public purpose,’ instead of being made stringent and narrow as many had 
recommended, is being widened. Moreover, it was necessary not merely to rule out 
(or limit) the acquisition of land for private parties under the Land Acquisition Act, 
but also to ensure that rural communities are not taken advantage of by corporate 
bodies in unequal negotiations. There is no such provision in the Bill.” (Ramaswamy 
2009) 

Till now all the disputes related to land acquisition are referred to the civil courts for a 
decision. But now the Bill establishes the Land Acquisition Compensation Disputes 
Settlement Authority at both the state and national levels to adjudicate all land 
acquisition disputes within six months. The Bill provides these Authorities powers of 
a civil court. As for as the peoples’ interest is concerned, how can one think that these 
authorities will be better that the civil courts?  

The Rehabilitation Bill of 2007 also apparently looks nice. It provides for Social 
Impact Assessment clearance, suggests for minimum displacement and opting non 
displacing alternatives etc. But in the social impact assessment mainly the physical 
assets (buildings, temples), institutions, facilities etc are included and not the broader 
social environment. As for as the matters of ‘minimum displacement’ and ‘non-
displacing alternatives’ are concerned, decision will be taken by the administrator for 
                                                            
5 Live Mint; Tue, Sep 9 2008; http://www.livemint.com/2008/09/09004252/A-judgement-and-
economics.html 
  



R&R and not by any independent body. The most important point raised against this 
Bill is regarding its approach on rehabilitation. “In the case of the Sardar Sarovar 
Project the basic principle in force (though it may not always be complied with) is: 
rehabilitation must precede submergence. The present Bill retreats from that position 
and requires only “adequate progress in rehabilitation” prior to displacement.” 
(Ramaswamy 2009) 

We have already discussed that both of these Bills lapsed and they may be introduced 
in the new Lok Sabha in near future. There is strong opposition from peoples’ 
movement against these Bill and they can not be accepted in their present form. 

Now, let us briefly look at the amendments done in the land acquisition acts of 
different states to put aside all the hurdles and accelerate the process of land 
acquisition. Let us take the example of Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu.  

The Andhra Pradesh government took several steps to ease the land acquisition for 
SEZs and other industrial projects. On the one hand it amended the laws to acquire 
huge amount of assigned land for which very low or no compensation was to be paid. 
On the other hand to break the movements against land acquisition, it offered better 
compensation packages to farmers. 

In 2006, Andhra Pradesh government announced its new land acquisition policy 
aimed at, “ensuring greater transparency and sharing the developed area with the 
original landowners” in order to give them more profits. The policy offers the farmers 
and land owners a share of the developed land in addition to the sale price. This is a 
big offer since the prices of the land will be many times higher after the development. 

In Andhra Pradesh between 1969 to 2002, about 1.71 million hectares of government 
lands were given to 29,23,000 landless households belonging to the socially weaker 
sections and oppressed classes. These lands are known as assigned lands. Legal 
position of these lands was that the assignees or patta holders were not permitted to 
sell these lands, however the holders have the right for intergenerational transfer of 
holdings. The ownership always vested with the government. There were big scams in 
allotting these assigned lands and in the name of recovering such land redistributing 
among the poor, Andhra Pradesh Assigned Lands (Prohibition of Transfer) Act, 
1977, was amended in 2006 (India Today 2007). However, this amendment actually made 
it easy to acquire these lands for SEZs. Now, these assigned lands are being taken 
back by the government in the name of public purpose and handed over to projects 
like SEZs, industrial parks, coastal corridor or PCPIR. Therefore the amendment to 
the act actually reversed the Social justice. 

In July 2009, Andhra Pradesh government brought an ordinance amending the Land 
Ceiling Act, facilitating assignment of surplus land (which is generally regarded as 



government land bank for allotting the pattas to the poor households) for industrial 
development. In the first step, about two lakh acre land pending before the courts 
would be freed and sold to industrial houses.6    

Now let us take the case of Tamil Nadu, which is more interesting. AIDMK 
government in 1991-96 took initiatives to smoothen the process of land acquisition 
for industrial development. A government order of 1995 was passed to constitute 
district level committees under the Collector and a state committee under the 
Commissioner of land administration to acquire the land through private negotiation 
rather than invoking Land Acquisition Act. DMK led government in 1996-2001, 
formulated the strategy of Export Promotion Park for accelerating the 
industrialization in less industrialized southern part of the state. To smoothen the land 
acquisition process the government took a major step and Tamil Nadu Acquisition of 
Land for Industrial Purposes Act (TNALIPA) was passed in 1999. The Act and Rules 
came in to force in 2001. This act is more flexible in terms of compensation and 
offers much less room for negotiations through legal route than 1894 act. By applying 
this act, the land acquisition can be completed in much shorter duration, from about 
three months to less than 180 days. There are very few avenues for the dispossessed 
to negotiate outside the domain of monetary compensation. The compensation need 
not be paid before the land vests with the government and there is no time limit for 
passing the award. In the Act of 1894, there was a time limit of two years for passing 
the award and many times it lapsed. TNALIPA therefore also overcomes this 
problem since there is no time limit. In Tamil Nadu huge amount of land was already 
acquired for industrial development before 2005 and a land bank was created. This is 
also one of the reasons for the state’s success in winning more SEZs on the one hand 
and almost absence of any strong anti-SEZ movement on the other. Tamil Nadu was 
also one of the first states coming out with state level SEZ policy in 2003 and the 
state level SEZ Act was passed in 2005. 

There are specialties in policies and measures adopted by different states to promote 
SEZs and to make land acquisition process easier, depending on the indigenous 
specialties and compulsions. The state governments were actually competing with 
each other to win more and more SEZs and more and more investments in their own 
states.   

The real great SEZ rush started after the SEZ Act 2005 was passed and the SEZ 
Rules 2006 were notified. However, even before the SEZ Act 2005 was passed, 19 
new SEZs were created. With in less than three years (2006-Dec 08) the number of 
approved SEZs reached to 693 (552 formally approved and 141 in-principle 
approved), out of which 274 were notified.  

                                                            
6 Amendment to Land Ceiling Act Proposed; The Hindu, Saturday, Aug08, 2009  



As of now a total of 726 (575 formally approved and 151 in-principle approved) SEZs 
have got approvals and out of it 348 SEZs are already notified (Factsheet on special 
economic zones March 2010-see Annexure 4). We can see in table 2&3 that Maharashtra, 
Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu are three top winners in the SEZ list. 131 SEZs 
have already become operational in different parts of India and largest share of 
operational SEZs is with Andhra Pradesh. 21 operational SEZs are running in Andhra 
Pradesh. Tamil Nadu has 19 operational SEZs and Maharashtra has 15 operational 
SEZs.  

If we look at the state wise distribution of SEZs in overall terms, the majority of 
SEZs are concentrated in coastal regions, and then in and around NCR Delhi. Out of 
571 formally approved (FA) and 147 in-principle approved (IA) SEZs (state wise and 
sector wise breakup is available for these numbers only) 438 FA and 95 IA SEZs are 
concentrated in coastal regions with highest number of SEZs in Maharashtra 
(109FA+36IA), Andhra Pradesh (102FA+4IA), Tamil Nadu (68FA+19IA), 
Karnataka (52FA+9IA) and Gujarat (48FA+11IA). On the other hand regions in and 
around NCR Delhi including Uttar Pradesh, Haryana, Chandigarh and Punjab 
collectively host 92 formally approved and 29 in-principle approved SEZs.  

If we look at the sector wise distribution of SEZs, IT and ITES sector accounts for 
the highest number of SEZs. 351 out of total 571 formally approved and 10 out of 
147 in-principle approved SEZs are for IT&ITES sector. 22 formally approved and 
55 in-principle approved SEZs are for Multiproduct sector. Other major winning 
sectors are Textiles and Apparel, Pharmaceuticals, Biotech, Engineering, Multi-
services, Gems and jewelry etc.  

The state wise distribution of SEZs very clearly shows that apart from other factors, 
locational advantage seems the major consideration behind the concentration of SEZs 
in only few regions. This will further increase the regional disparities in industrial 
development among different states. 

On the other hand, the sector wise distribution of SEZs clearly reflects on the nature 
of industrial development. More that 50 percent of SEZs are meant for IT and ITES 
sector.  

Table 2: Sector Wise Distribution of SEZs 

  

S. No. Sectors 
Formal 
Approvals

In-principle 
approvals 

Notified 
SEZs 

1 Aviation Aerospaces 1 2 2  



2 
IT / ITES/ Electronic  
Hardware / Semiconductor 351 10 216 

3 Textiles Apparel/Wool 19 13 12 

4 Pharmachemicals 23 2 20 

5 Petro chemicals & Petro 4 0 1 

6 Multi- Product 22 55 13 

7 Building Product / material 1 2  1 

8 Beach & Mineral/ metals 2 0 2 

9 Bio- Tech 31 0 17 

10 Ceramic & Glasses 1     

11 Engineerings 23 9 16 

12 Multi- Services/ Services 16 13 7 

13 Metallurgical Engineering 1  0 0  

14 Electronic prod/ind 3 4 3 

15 Auto and related 3 5 1 

16 Energy related       

17 Footwear /Leather 7 2 5 

18 Gema and Jewellery 12 4 5 

19 Power / Alternate energy 4 2 2 

20 FTWZ 9 9 4 

21 Metal / Stain.Steel/Alum 9 5 5 

22 Food Processing 5 2 4 

23 Non- Conventional Energy 5  0 3 

24 Plasting Processing  0 1 0  



25 Handicrafts 4 1 2 

26 Agro 5 4 4 

27 Port- based multi - product 7 0  2 

28 Airport based multiproduct 2 2  0 

29 Writing- printing paper mills 2 0  1 

 Grand Total 571 147 348 

Source: Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Department of Commerce, 
http://www.sezindia.nic.in; accessed on March, 12, 2010 

 

Table 3: State wise Distribution of SEZs  

 

S. No. 
State 

Formal 
Approval  

In-principle 
approval 

Notified 
SEZs 

1 Andhra Pradesh 102 4 72 

2 Chandigarh  2  0 2 

3 Chatiisgarh 1 2  0 

4 Delhi  3 0  0 

5 D & N haveli 4 0  2  

6 Goa  7 0  3 

7 Gujarat  48 11 30 

8 Haryana 45 17 32 

9 Himachal 
Pradesh 0  3 0  

10 Jharkhand 1  0 1 

11 Karnataka 52 9 29 



12 Kerala 25 0 15 

13 Madhya Pradesh 14 6 6 

14 Maharashtra  109 36 57 

15 Nagaland 2 0  1  

16 Orissa 10 3 5 

17 Pondicherry  1 1  0  

18 Punjab  8 7 2 

19 Rajasthan 8 11 7 

20 Tamil Nadu 68 19 55 

21 Uttar Pradesh 34 5 16 

22 Uttarankhand 3  0 2 

23 West Bengal  24 13 11 

 Grand Total 571 147 348 

Source: Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Department of Commerce, 
http://www.sezindia.nic.in; accessed on March, 12, 2010 

 

 

SEZ Act 2005: Realizing the Corporate Agenda 

As we discussed in the preceding chapters, SEZs emerged from the womb of 
indigenous economy which had already entered in a crisis and simultaneously got 
situated in the world economic environment of liberalization and globalization and 
was trying to resolve its crisis through the model of export oriented growth. We have 
already discussed that the policies of liberalization and globalization in essence meant 
to remove all barriers in all possible way to exploit nature and human labour and to 
promote easy transfer and centralization of ownership/control of natural resources 
and other means of production in corporate hands; the accumulation by dispossession 
being inbuilt in this strategy. The Special Economic Zones actually emerged as role 
models of these policies, since to materialize these goals, what ever could not be done 



in the economy as a whole, was achieved by way of establishing large number of 
Special Economic Zones. It also provides an explanation about why the state is so 
aggressive and not ready to listen in any voice of dissent on the issue of SEZs. The 
nature of development promoted by SEZs also shows the aggressiveness of the state 
and the corporate against the people.   

 

No Democratic Space for Opposition 

The Special Economic Zones Act was passed in the parliament in 2005 in a hurry and 
the whole process was managed in such a way that it faced no significant opposition. 
We have already discussed that there was almost no opposition to the act in the 
parliament; only the left parliamentarians raised concerns on the labour issues and 
these concerns were addressed. However, later in the SEZ rules, such provisions were 
made that again created similar concerns for labour issue but in a different way. We 
will discuss this issue in the coming chapters. What is important here is that the state 
managed the affairs in such a way that the SEZ act did not face any opposition in the 
parliament and also at the time, there was no strong opposition from any other social 
forces outside the parliament.  

Actually, it was the fruit of consistent propaganda work done by the state and the 
national and international media in favour of policies of globalization and 
liberalization. In whole two decades, from 1980 to 2000 they were successful in 
constructing, manipulating and building this consent on the one hand and suppressing 
and isolating the voices of opposition on the other. It was almost impossible for the 
state to move on the SEZ path till 1990, when trade unions and broad left formed a 
strong force against the policies of globalization and liberalization. TINA syndrome 
was very systematically established and made acceptable. The role of academicians 
also can not be underestimated in building this consent. 

The people’s opposition to the SEZ Act started emerging only after a large number of 
SEZs were already approved and the process of land acquisition started. 

Whatever opposition to SEZ Act emerged before or during the introduction of the 
act in the parliament; was suppressed or manipulated tactfully. We have already 
discussed that some amendments were done in the draft after the concerns were 
raised by left parliamentarians on anti-labour clauses; but later the anti-labour 
elements were reintroduced in the SEZ rules of 2006. There were opposition from the 
important state departments also, but they were suppressed. The Union Finance 
Ministry in 2005, made an internal assessment of the SEZ policies and projected that 
there will be a revenue loss of about Rs. 160000 crores by the year 2010, by 
promoting SEZs in the style proposed by the Commerce Ministry. 



The 1998 report of Comptroller and Auditor-General (CAG) on EPZs clearly stated 
that the customs duty amounting to Rs.7, 500 crores was forgone for achieving net 
foreign exchange earnings of Rs. 4,700 crores. It also said that the government does 
not seem to have made any cost benefit analysis. Another CAG report on indirect 
taxes (tabled in parliament on 11 March 2008) pointed out that in case where there is 
"nil" excise duty in DTA, SEZ units have been selling manufactured items and no 
provision has been made to recover duty foregone on inputs procured by the SEZ 
units. The report exposes the distortions in 22 units out of the 550 units audited for 
the report. The CAG report raised the issue that the revenue implications of the audit 
review of SEZs was Rs 247 crores. More over, an additional Rs 1,725 crores was 
foregone or could not be recovered in the absence of enabling provisions.7 The Duty 
foregone by the Government on the SEZ scheme during the period 2000-01 to 2005-
06 was estimated to be Rs. 8,842 crores and the budget estimates of the duty foregone 
for the year 2006-07 was Rs.2,146 crores. 

Many other concerns were raised by politicians, economists and also the industrialists.  
Union Development minister Raghuvans Prasad Singh termed the promotion of 
SEZs a land scam. Former Prime Minister VP Singh raised the concern against land 
acquisition and evictions and said that in the name of promoting development the 
basic rights of lakhs of people can not be denied. The interests of corporate can not 
be advanced at the cost of farmers. (Venkitesh Ramakrishnan 2006). Noted 
industrialist Rahul Bajaj said that such SEZs will compel even established industries to 
move in to special zones. Tax concessions and other privileges extended to SEZ 
projects will lead to an unequal trade-industry regime and it will be hazardous to the 
country’s economic health in the medium and long term. (Venkitash Ramakrishnan 
2006). Noted economist CP Chandrashekhar raised the concern that there is every 
possibility that later in the name of level playing field the industrial units outside the 
enclaves may also succeed in getting the same benefits that are provided to SEZ units. 
Then SEZs may not get enough industrial units in their enclaves. In such a situation 
who will hold the land and why? (Chandrashekhar, 2006) 

But these voices were not heard. Not only this, the recommendations of the 
parliamentary committee were also not taken in to consideration. Only one of its 
recommendations related to the proportion of processing area was considered, which 
was also demanded of the left parties. Thereafter, the processing area in an SEZ was 
raised from 35 percent to 50 percent of the total area acquired.  

When the strong people’s movement started emerging against the land acquisition in 
different parts of the country, the state everywhere crossed all brutalities in 
suppressing these movements. What happened in West Bengal, in Singur and 

                                                            
7 Business Standard; March 11, 2008 



Nandigram is well known to every one. But there are so many stories of similar 
repressions from other states also, may be not of that scale, but the nature of the 
repression was same. However, the repression could not suppress the movements. It 
was the force of people’s movements that compelled the state to put a halt to new 
SEZ approvals and land acquisition process for at least time being and also to de-
notify or reconsider approvals of some of the SEZs.   

In the whole structure of approval and clearance process for SEZs and units; and in 
deciding about the land acquisition and compensation, there is no scope for people’s 
voice. There is a three tier administrative set up for setting, governing and functioning 
of SEZs: Board of Approval (BoA) at the Centre is the apex body and headed by 
Secretary, Department of Commerce. At Zone level, there is an Approval Committee 
which is responsible for approval of units. Each Zone is headed by a Development 
Commissioner, who is also the ex-officio Chairperson of the Approval Committee at 
zone level. The Developers have to first identify an area and then send their proposal 
to concerned state government. The state government forwards the proposal to the 
BOA at the centre for approval. The Central Government or the state governments 
may also set up SEZs on their own. In case of central government, it has to first 
identify an area, then consult the state government concerned and go ahead by setting 
up the SEZ without referring the proposal to the Board of Approval. In case of the 
state government, it has to first identify the area and then send the proposal directly to 
the Board of Approval for consent. The BoA at the center has 19 members with 
Secretary, Department of Commerce as Chairperson and including officials from the 
Central Board of Excise and Customs, Central Board of Direct Taxes, Departments 
of Economic Affairs, Commerce, Science & Technology, Small Scale Industries and 
Agro-Rural Industries, Home Affairs, Defense, Environment and Forests, Law and 
Justice, Overseas Indian Affairs, Urban Development, Director-General of Foreign 
Trade, Concerned Development Commissioner, Professor at the Indian Institute of 
Management or Indian Institute of Foreign trade and a Senior Official from the 
Ministry of Commerce and Industry as its Member Secretary. 

The Development Commissioner (DC) is an officer not below the rank of Deputy 
Secretary and is appointed by the Central Government. The function of DC is to 
guide the entrepreneurs in the setting up of units in the SEZ and ensure that suitable 
steps are taken for export promotion and foreign exchange earnings. DC ensures 
effective coordination between the various departments of Central and State 
governments and other agencies involved in operations. He issues the letter of 
approval in Form G to an entrepreneur for setting up a unit. DC also regulates the 
entry of the persons to the processing area of the SEZ by issue of identity cards. No 
one can enter the zones without the permission of DC.  



Is their any scope for people’s voice/representation in the above governing structure 
of SEZs?   

Actually, the website of the ministry, very clearly reflects on what importance the 
government gives to the issues related to the people. There are bunch of information 
and updates on the ministry’s website about the number of SEZs in different states, 
facilities provided to investors and growth of investments in SEZs etc., but there is no 
information on the status of rehabilitation, compensation, population affected, extent 
of loss of livelihood etc.  

It is also worth mentioning that the whole structure of the SEZs is undemocratic. The 
SEZs are with in the area of village Panchayats and Municipalities, but for all practical 
purposes they are out of ambit of any of these public bodies. The SEZs will eat large 
part of natural resources including water and will affect the local population adversely 
by polluting the environment, but there is no scope for any democratic dialogue 
between local people and the SEZ investors. There is no space for local People’s 
representation in any decision making body for approving SEZs or units with in the 
zones.  

More over, with in the SEZ, the work force has virtually no right to raise voice against 
exploitation, since all the operations within the enclaves are declared as public utility 
services. We will discuss this in detail in coming chapters on labour issues.   

 

Forcibly Acquiring People’s Land for Corporate 

The issue of Forcible land acquisition is the hottest issue with regard to SEZs. 
However, the Special Economic Zones Act 2005 is completely silent about this. The 
central SEZ act of 2005 does not address the issues of mass destruction of livelihood 
and mass displacement of people which is a product of SEZ act. It also does not 
provide any specific provision for compensation and resettlement.  Indian people are 
for the first time facing this problem in such a massive scale. However, it is ironic, 
that the act which creates this problem leaves the whole question unattended. 

The SEZ act in defining the category of SEZs provides very clearly a lower limit for 
the amount of land to be acquired for an SEZ, but there is no upper limit for the 
same. Not only this, Chapter2-section 4 of the act provides that after notifying the 
SEZ, the central government can notify an additional area under the SEZ, if it 
considers it appropriate. On the other hand, the SEZ rules of 2006 say that the land 
can be acquired by a developer only after BoA approval. However, it was also violated 
by many developers who acquired the land even before the BoA approval, for 
example, in Haryana and Maharashtra. 



The land being a state subjects, land acquisition and related issues are by and large left 
to the states. The states are acquiring the land by using the colonial land acquisition 
act 1894. The principle of "eminent domain" that is the basis of colonial Land 
Acquisition Act of 1894 gives unquestioned authority in the hands of state to 
dispossess the people and acquired the land for ‘public purpose’.   

It is also interesting to note that it has become a case of establishing SEZs on 
demand. There is no limit to the number of SEZs. The location, size and nature of 
the zone is not determined by the requirements of the states and not decided by the 
states; rather, it is decided by the private capital. The great SEZ rush is completely 
determined by and led by the private interests and people are forced to loose their 
shelter and livelihood for the same.  

 

The people’s movement raised this issue very strongly and claimed that state can not 
compel the farmers to sell their land to private capital; the state can not forcibly 
acquire their land and hand over it to the corporate. 

Ministry of Commerce issued guidelines on June 15, 2007, directing that no forced 
acquisition of land will take place for private SEZs. However, it had no practical 
impact. The states are still acquiring the land for SEZs using the Land Acquisition Act 
of 1894.   

More over, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and some other states used urgency clause – 
17/4 of the Land Acquisition Act 1894 that leaves almost no space for people to raise 
any dispute against it.  

We have already discussed, how different states made amendments to state land 
policies and came out with new land acquisition policies and acts to speed up and 
smoothen the land acquisition process. Tamil Nadu Acquisition of Land for Industrial 
Purposes Act (TNALIPA) 1999 assures more speedy and smooth process of land 
acquisition process than the act of 1894. The Andhra Pradesh government amended 
its Land Ceiling Act and Andhra Pradesh Assigned Lands (Prohibition of Transfer) 
Act, 1977which made it possible to acquire the assigned lands for SEZs.  

Compelled by the people’s movement, the central government came out with Land 
Acquisition Bill 2007. But as we have already discussed in the previous chapter that 
this Bill not only retains the provisions for forcible acquisition of land, it also widens 
the scope for land acquisition. It provides that the Developers must acquire the 70 
percent of the land to establish the SEZs then the state will forcibly acquire the 30 
percent of the land for them.  It seems as if the Bill provides freedom to farmers, they 
can decide to sell or not to sell their land; or at least it increases the bargaining power 



of the peasants. But, practically, the Bill throws the farmers on the mercy of the 
corporate since they are using all the bad tactics to compel the farmers. On the other 
hand, by retaining the provision of 30 percent forced acquisition, actually it conveys a 
message to the peasants that at any cost you have to loose your land.  

The acts, policies and processes of land acquisition for the SEZs openly violate the 
73rd and 74th amendments of the constitution that transfers the powers to 
Gramsabhas regarding the use of their local resources.  

 

 

 

 

Creating Dream Enclaves for Investors 

SEZ Act 2005 and Rules of 2006 in real sense of the word create the dream enclaves 
for the investors. On the one hand when the state is slashing all the subsidies 
provided to the people and drastically minimizing the expenditures on public welfare; 
the investors in SEZs are granted huge subsidies in the form of dream facilities and 
huge tax exemptions/concessions.  

To expose it properly we can see the crucial provisions of the SEZ Act and SEZ 
rules. This will also make it clear that some crucial elements which were not there in 
the act of 2005 were later incorporated in the Rules of 2006. 

Main Provisions of SEZ Act 20058:  

Chapter V:  Single Window Clearance  

• With in six months of establishment of the zone, the central government will constitute an 
approval committee at zone level consisting of: Development Commissioner (Chairperson, ex 
officio), two officers of the Central Government to be nominated by the Central Government 
(Members, ex officio), two officers of the Central Government to represent the Ministry or 
Department dealing with revenue (Members, ex officio), one officer of the Central Government 
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to be nominated by that Government to represent the Ministry or Department dealing with the 
economic affairs-financial services (Members, ex officio), two officers of the State Government 
concerned to be nominated by that Stated Government (Member, ex officio) and a 
representative of the Developer (Special invitee). More over, Approval Committee may invite 
any such person to its meetings, whose assistance or advice it may consider necessary. This 
Approval Committee will work as single point authority for ensuring single window clearance to 
units with regard to all relevant state and central departments. 

• Provision for setting up and operation of Offshore Banking Unit and one International Financial 
Service Center in the Special Economic Zones 

• Provision for a “single application form for obtaining any license, permission or registration or 
approval by a Developer, or an entrepreneur under one or more Central Acts; and also a single 
form for furnishing returns or information by a Developer or an entrepreneur under one or 
more Central Acts” 

• Single enforcement officer or agency for notified offences 

• “No investigation, search or seizure can be carried out in a Special Economic Zone by any 
agency or officer other than those referred to in sub-section (2) or sub-section of section 21 
without prior approval of the Development Commissioner concerned” 

• The State Government may with the concurrence of the Chief Justice of the High Court of 
that State, designate one or more courts to try all suits of a civil nature arising in the Special 
Economic Zones; and to try notified offences committed in the Special Economic Zones. 
Appeals against decisions of these courts can be filed in the High Court with in sixty days.  

Chapter VI: Special Fiscal Provisions for Special Economic Zones 

• “Exemption from any duty of customs, under the Customs Act, 1962 or the Custom Tariff Act, 
1975 or any other law for the time being in force, on goods imported into, or service provided 
in, a Special Economic Zone or a Unit, to carry on the authorised operations by the Developer 
or entrepreneur” 

• “Exemption from any duty of customs, under the Customs Act, 1962 or the Customs Tariff Act, 
1975 or any other law for the time being in force, on goods exported from, or services provided, 
from a Special Economic Zone or from a Unit, to any place outside India” 

• “Exemption from any duty of excise, under the Central Excise Act, 1944 or the Central Excise 
Tariff Act, 1985 or any other law for the time being in force, on goods brought from Domestic 
Tariff Area to a Special Economic Zone or Unit, to carry on the authorised operations by the 
Developer or entrepreneur”  

• “Exemption from service tax under Chapter-V of the Finance Act, 1994 on taxable services 
provided to a Developer or Unit to carry on the authorised operations in a Special Economic 
Zone” 



• “Exemption from the securities transaction tax leviable under section 98 of the Finance (No. 2) 
Act, 2004 in case the taxable securities transactions are entered into by a non-resident through 
the International Financial Services Centre”  

• “Exemption from the levy of taxes on the sale or purchase of goods other than newspapers 
under the Central Sales Tax Act, 1956 if such goods are meant to carry on the authorised 
operations by the Developer or entrepreneur.” 

(Second schedule of the SEZ act provides 100 percent exemption from income tax on profits for 
the first 5 years and 50 percent for the next 5 years by modifying the Income Tax Act) 

 

Chapter VII: Special Economic Zone Authority 

A Special Economic Zone Authority will be constituted for each zone. Every Authority shall consist 
of Development Commissioner (Chairperson, ex officio), two officers of the Central Government 
(Members, ex officio), an officer of the Government of India in the Ministry or Department dealing 
with Commerce on matters relating to Special Economic Zone (Member, ex officio), not more than 
two persons being entrepreneurs or their nominee, to be nominated by the Central Government 
(Members, ex officio). The main functions of the Authority include, the development of 
infrastructure in the Special Economic Zone, promoting exports from the zone and reviewing the 
functioning and performance of the zone. 

Chapter VIII: Miscellaneous  

• “Every person, whether employed or residing or required to be present in a Special Economic 
Zone, shall be provided an identity card by every Development Commissioner of such Special 
Economic Zone, in such form and containing such particulars as may be prescribed.” 

• “The Central Government may, by notification, direct that any of the provisions of this Act 
(other than sections 54 and 56) or any other Central Act or any rules or regulations made 
thereunder or any notification or order issued or direction given thereunder (other than the 
provisions relating to making of the rules or regulations) specified in the notification--shall not 
apply to a Special Economic Zone or a class of Special Economic Zones or all Special 
Economic Zones.”  

(The concerns were raised by left parliamentarians on this section and later there concerns were 
addressed by adding following to this: “ Provided that nothing contained in this section shall apply 
to any modifications of any Central Act or any rules or regulations made thereunder or any 
notification or order issued or direction given or scheme made thereunder so far as such 
modification, rule, regulation, notification, order or direction or scheme relates to the matters 
relating to trade unions, industrial and labour disputes, welfare of labour including conditions of 
work, provident funds, employers’ liability, workmen’s compensation, invalidity and old age 
pensions and maternity benefits applicable in any Special Economic Zones.” 

• “The State Government may, for the purposes of giving effect to the provisions of this Act, 
notify policies for Developers and Units and take suitable steps for enactment of any law- (a) 
granting exemption from the State taxes, levies and duties to the Developer or the entrepreneur; 



(b) delegating the powers conferred upon any person or authority under any State Act to the 
Development Commissioner in relation to the Developer or the entrepreneur.” 

• Overriding effect: “The provisions of this Act shall have effect notwithstanding anything 
inconsistent therewith contained in any other law for the time being in force or in any 
instrument having effect by virtue of any law other than this Act” 

• Foreign Territory: “A Special Economic Zone shall, on and from the appointed day, be 
deemed to be a territory outside the customs territory of India for the purposes of undertaking 
the authorized operations.  

“A Special Economic Zone shall, with effect from such date as Central Government may notify, be 
deemed to be a port, inland container depot, land station and land customs stations, as the case may 
be, under section 7 of the Customs Act, 1962” 

 

Main Provisions in SEZ Rules (incorporating amendments till May 2009)9:  

CHAPTER II 

The State Government shall forward the proposals to the Board of Approval at center Along with 
its recommendations, within forty-five days of receipt of such proposal and while forwarding it has 
to ensure the following:  

• Minimum area: For multi product SEZ- a contiguous area of one thousand hectares or more; 
for SEZs exclusively for services- may have a contiguous area of one hundred hectares or more; 
for SEZ exclusively for handicrafts, bio-technology, non- conventional energy, including solar 
energy equipments/cell, or gem and Jewellary sectors- ten hectares or more. More over, at least 
fifty per cent of the area shall be earmarked for developing the processing area. 

• “Exemption from the State and local taxes, levies and duties, including stamp duty, and 
taxes levied by local bodies on goods required for authorized operations by a Unit or 
Developer, and the goods sold by a Unit in the Domestic Tariff Area except the goods 
procured from domestic tariff area and sold as it is” 

• “Exemption from electricity duty or taxes on sale, of self generated or purchased electric power 
for use in the processing area of a Special Economic Zone” 

• “Providing water, electricity and such other services, as may be required by the developer be 
provider or caused to be provided” 
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• “Delegation of power to the Development Commissioner under the Industrial Disputes 
Act, 1947 (No. 14 of 1947) and other related Acts in relation to the Unit” 

• “Delegation of power to the Development Commissioner under the Industrial Disputes Act, 
1947 (No. 14 of 1947) in relation to the workmen employed by the Developer” 

• “Declaration of the Special Economic Zone as a Public Utility Service under the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (No. 14 of 1947)” 

• “Providing single point clearance system to the Developer and unit under the State Acts and 
rules” 

 

These are only the major elements of the SEZ act and the SEZ rules. Several other 
benefits are also provided to SEZ units and developers. Just before a decade it was 
unbelievable that the state can go to such an extent in benefitting the corporate. 
Granting 100% income tax exemption on export income under Section 10AA of the 
Income Tax Act for the first 5 years, then 50% exemption for the next 5 years and 
thereafter 50% of the ploughed back export profit for the next 5 years is amazing. 
Not only this, The SEZ units will also be exempt from minimum alternate tax under 
section 115 JB of the Income Tax Act. The Units will also be allowed external 
commercial borrowing through recognized banking channels up to US $ 500 million 
in a year without any maturity restriction. The Profits earned by the Unit will be 
allowed to be repatriated freely without any dividend balancing requirement. Cent 
percent Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in manufacturing sector will be allowed 
through automatic route barring a few sectors. The Supplies from the Domestic Tariff 
Area (DTA) to the SEZ units will also be treated as deemed exports. And what is 
required from the units? Only requirement is that they must be a net foreign exchange 
earner within three years. 

One may ask, whether such path of development can be appreciated in any way? How 
can one justify granting such a huge amount of subsidies to the corporate when the 
state is slashing/minimizing subsidies provided to the people? Is it not the case of 
benefitting the corporate by robbing the people? 

But here we want to ask another question. How the country is moving on such a path 
of industrial development when under the ASCM, the World Bank has already fixed a 
time table for abolition of subsidies. Is it not at the mercy of global powers like US, 
Japan and Europe? Till they are benefitted by these policies, they will ignore it, but 
lastly, they will compel to stop these subsidies. What will happen then?   

Modak very clearly explains this situation in his paper: “The WTO has fixed a time 
table for abolition of subsidies. It has designated some as prohibited subsidies and 



according to the time table, the developed countries were required to eliminate all 
prohibited subsidies by 1st January 1998. Countries which are less developed or least 
developed or transition economies are given different time frames and requirement. 
…ASCM (Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures) defines an export 
subsidy as one which is given on the basis of export performance of the enterprise. 
For example, if a tax holiday is given to all companies of the SEZs on the condition 
that they export a certain percent of their production, it is a prohibited subsidy. The 
Agreement requires all categories of economies to eliminate such subsidies in a 
specified time frame. Some countries may request an extension of these dates on year 
to year basis, but they must begin the discussion at least one year before the expiry of 
time limit. Member countries of WTO are required to officially notify the WTO about 
any specific subsidies that they may be giving to SEZ firms. If they fail to comply with 
the requirement, other countries can ask them to notify to the WTO about it. The 
WTO expects the members to regulate themselves and other members too. It is 
observed that not all countries are sincere in honoring their obligations. Such 
countries are then put in the dock by economic superpowers like USA, Europe and 
Japan. The best policy for SEZs in all countries is therefore to move away from 
dependence on subsidies as instrument of export promotion.” (Modak 2007) 

 

Creating Autonomous ‘Foreign’ Enclaves  

Provisions of SEZ act and Rules demarcate SEZs as industrial townships functioning 
as self-governing and autonomous bodies: “an authority shall be constituted for the 
SEZ…to undertake such measures as it thinks fit for the development, operation, management and 
maintenance.” SEZs are also deemed as foreign territories and treated as outside the 
customs territory of India.  

SEZs are put outside the ambit of all elected local public bodies like Panchayats and 
Municipalities and hence even if the SEZs are eating away large part of local natural 
resources, there is no scope of any democratic dialogue between the local 
communities and the SEZ managements.  

The state SEZ policies provide a clear cut autonomous structure for SEZs, for 
example the Andhra SEZ policy says: “The State Government will declare the SEZ as 
a local authority, which shall replace the existing Panchayats. Such local authority will 
be vested with all powers and shall carry out all functions in the existing provisions. 
The State Government may further declare this local authority as a Municipality.” 
Therefore, the SEZs have got not only an autonomous structure but also an 
autocratic structure, since the authority governing the SEZs, whether call it local 



authority or municipality, will control the life and work of a huge population residing 
or working in the zones, but it will not be an elected body. 

The SEZ act grants developers full freedom for operation and maintenance of the 
zones. There is a single point authority for SEZs as Development commissioner. No 
other government department can interfere or inspect the zone or units with in it. The 
people’s representatives also can not make any inspections. It is already clear from the 
provisions of the SEZ act and rules that no one can enter the zones without the 
permission and identity card issued by DC. Therefore, the implementation of 
different laws will largely depend on themselves. The inspections in this regard will be 
carried out only if the Development Commissioner feels a need.  

SEZs will have their own security system and their own police. In our interviews, 
workers of Brandix Apparel city told that police were not entertaining the complaints 
related to the incidents inside the zone. Workers told that they tried to file a complaint 
regarding sexual harassment inside the zone, but police denied to entertain it; saying 
that police was not authorized to file a complaint for incidents happening inside the 
zone. Actually, most of the state governments including that of Andhra Pradesh have 
made provision for separate police for SEZs and local police is not allowed to enter 
the zones. The Andhra Pradesh SEZ policy says: “The State Government will process 
creation of State Police, Fire Services and Home Guard Structures for SEZ(s) for the 
maintenance of law and order.” However, till now such system is not functional. 
More over, workers think that if police is especially for SEZ, it will work for investors 
and against the workers.  

There is also a provision for the separate courts for these autonomous enclaves. 
Matters/complaints related to SEZs can only be adjudicated by these courts.  

Further, the overriding effect of the SEZ act provides permanency to this 
autonomous structure of the enclaves that can not be challenged.  

SEZ policies and acts of different states have widened and institutionalized it further, 
for example, we can see the provisions of the SEZ policy of Andhra Pradesh in the 
box-1 below: 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Box 1. Autonomy to SEZs in Andhra SEZ Policy 

Policy Framework: 2. Industries Department 

2.1.b: Single window for all agencies of GoAP including Power, Water, Commercial Tax Department 
(sales tax, entertainment tax), Food & Drug Administration, Andhra Pradesh Pollution Control Board 
(APPCB), Industries & Commerce Department, Commissioner of Industries/District Industries 
Commissioner, Chief Inspector of Factories, State Labour Officer, Employment Exchange Officer 
(Apprenticeship Act, etc.), District Fire Officer, AP Transco, and Police Department (foreigners' 
registration cell) available at SEZ, and other terms and agencies included from time to time by GoAP. 
Officials of above state departments and agencies will be nominated to DC's office to assist the DC on a 
need basis, at the discretion of the DC. 

2.2.d: SEZ Company will provide necessary infrastructure (building, office space and equipment) for DC 
and pay equitable amounts as salary and prerequisites to the DC's office staff through suitable escrow 
account. 

2.3.b: Role of Development Commissioner 

Regulation: To provide clearances under various statues and regulations of Government of India and 
State Government 

Facilitation: To facilitate clearances not granted within SEZ and advise Government on issues requiring 
framework amendments of clarifications 

Promotion: To undertake marketing of the zones along with private promoter 

4.3 The APSEZ will take necessary steps to make arrangements in respect of transmission, distribution 
and collection of bills. 

5. The SEZ Company will ensure the provision of adequate water supply within the SEZ. 

6 Labour Department



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Establishing hegemony of corporate over people 

The whole SEZ rush actually establishes the hegemony of corporate over the people. 
The SEZs enjoy not only an unquestioned supremacy in the economy of the country 
and autonomy from the society; they also enjoy guaranteed rights on local natural 
resources without any obligation towards the local population. They literally seem to 
be physically a foreign enclave on the Indian soil with all the rights but no obligations. 
SEZs are leading to mass destruction of livelihood but they have no obligation to 
provide decent alternative livelihood. SEZ units will be polluting the local 
environment but they have no obligation to do any thing to improve the 
environmental conditions and compensate the affected population. SEZs will 
consume major part of ground water and other water resources and affect the 
agriculture of the surrounding areas but they have no obligation to compensate the 
affected agrarian community. 

The major difference between the Indian SEZ policy and that of China is that in the 
later the government acquires the land for SEZs and remains the owner of the land, 
but here in India, huge amount of land is acquired and sold to the corporate. They are 
provided with full rights on land, full freedom of operation and maintenance of 
enclaves.  

Not only this, the developers are also provided with the opportunity to use the 
significant part of the land to develop residential complexes and recreational facilities, 



since the processing area is regarded as only 50 percent. This actually means that the 
corporate will convert huge part of land is real estate. It reflects on the brutality 
inherent in the SEZ land acquisition which is leading to mass destruction of 
livelihoods and mass evictions for profiteering by real estate business. 

73 rd and 74th amendments of the constitution was a major achievement of the 
people in the direction of promoting local self governance and local people’s control 
over their resources. However, the state fully ignored these constitutional rights of the 
people in establishing the SEZs. The local people were never consulted whether they 
wanted SEZ or not? Whether they were willing to transfer their land to the corporate 
or not? What they felt about the impact of SEZs on them? How they wanted to be 
compensated for the same? There was actually no scope for people’s voice in whole 
process of establishing SEZs. The corporate identified the land and sent the proposal 
for establishing the SEZs and the government approved the proposals; no one asked 
with the people who were going to be affected. Only when the people’s movement 
started, the government started uttering the words like ‘people’s consent’, 
‘consultation with people’ etc. Lastly, it was said that the corporate Developer should 
acquire 70 percent of land by directly purchasing from peasants and then 30 percent 
will be acquired by the government forcibly. It also established the hegemony of the 
corporate in a different way by allowing them to use all money and muscle power to 
acquire the land.  

We have already discussed that the SEZ enclaves enjoy special rights on natural 
resources for example the water resource. To site few examples, Mundra SEZ in 
Gujarat will require 400 million liters of water per day. POSCO SEZ in Orrissa will 
require 286 million liters per day. Similar is the demand of other SEZs. This water will 
be taken from the dams, rivers and from the ground water which are the major 
sources for irrigation water. Every year we face irrigation water crisis and farmers take 
streets for the same. What will happen if the huge amount of water will go the SEZs? 
The SEZ policy does not propose any initiative to increase the availability of water; 
without saying any thing, it clearly declares-the corporate first. 

We have also already discussed that the SEZs are such autonomous territories which 
physically fall under the Panchayats, but they are put out of the jurisdiction of 
Panchayats. On the other hand they are not governed by any other elected public 
bodies. The gates of these SEZs, which emerged on the land of the people, are closed 
for the people’s representatives. They can not enter the zones with out permission of 
DC. 

“Key implication of prevailing policy environment would be that urban industrial 
townships of whose populations could run into millions will not have a democratic 
process of election of local government and private monopolies will be responsible 



for provision of a wide range of services falling into the third tier of government – 
such as water supply, solid waste and sanitation. In some cases the developer may 
have the right to tax the population in order to provide essential services. The 
Constitutional tenability of private monopolies running local governments (for a 
sizeable cluster of the urban population) without being elected is thought provoking. 
All the non-economic laws of the land under the IPC and CrPC would be applicable 
to SEZs. However, internal security will be the responsibility of the developer.”          
(Vaidya, Chetan and V.K.Dhar 2009) 

Now, if we look at the whole scenario of SEZ rush in India, there is significant 
number of SEZs with more than 50 hectares of land. There more than 27 SEZs with 
an area of 50-100 ha; more than 55 SEZs with an area of 101-200ha; more than 16 
SEZs with 201-500 ha; more than one SEZ with 501-1000ha and more than 19 SEZs 
with an area of more than 1000hactare. They are mainly concentrated in 
comparatively already developed and highly urbanized states like Andhra Pradesh, 
Gujarat, Tamilnadu, Maharastra and Haryana.  

 

The big SEZs will actually develop in themselves as big urban centers or act as such 
centers which will promote the urbanization around its periphery and the end product 
will be many new big cities. In such situations when there are strong points to believe 
that large portion of land acquired by SEZs will be used for real estate speculation, 
this aspect gets more importance. We know that there is provision for only 50 percent 
area for industrial processing in multi-product zones. More over, there is also a 
proposal to establish Special Residential Zones (SRZs) along with SEZs, spreading 
over at least 500 acres, outside the main cities.  

As the Vaidya, Chetan and V.K.Dhar say; “Typically SEZs are completely separate 
and isolated from rural and urban hinterlands. The isolation of SEZs from their 
hinterland, however, has greatly influenced their development influence. The main 
local benefit they have created is employment. However, many SEZs may not provide 
enough housing and basic services to the people employed within the enclave, thereby 
forcing them to stay in surrounding areas. The information collected by a researcher 
for 110 SEZs shows the generation of direct employment to the tune of 2.14 million 
employees and indirect employment to the tune of 2.94 million employees 
(Mukhopadhyay, Partha, 2008). While indirect employment will vary widely across 
SEZs, nearly 60 per cent of direct employment i.e. 1.25 million employee is proposed 
to be employed by the IT/ITeS alone exceeding the current employment in that 
sector. There is bound to be trickle down effect with rapid hinterland development. 
Some of these SEZs will cover more than 1000 ha. Social infrastructure like housing, 
open spaces, markets, entertainment etc. within the zones will be well planned. 



However, the SEZs will need support service population of 2 to 10 lac each outside 
the zones. We shall have over 50 to 70 new towns/cities in the next 5-10 years in 
India. In this context, it may be mentioned here that Government of India is 
considering a proposal from real estate developers to set up Special Residential Zones 
(SRZs) outside the main cities on the lines of SEZs with tax benefits and single 
window clearance. The SRZs would help the developers build and sell affordable 
houses to low income groups. SRZs would be spread over at least 500 acres.” (Vaidya, 
Chetan and V.K.Dhar 2009) 

On the other hand, the zones will not be governed by any elected public body, but a 
three tier administrative set up with Board of Approval (BoA) as apex body headed by 
the Secretary, Department of Commerce; Approval Committee at Zone level dealing 
with approval of units in the zones and related issues; and each Zone headed by a 
Development Commissioner, who is ex-officio chairperson of the Approval 
Committee. Therefore, the population running in millions will be devoid of 
democratic rights to elect their local government and their fate will be in the hands of 
non elected autocratic corporate body. 

 

SEZs as role models of policies of liberalisation 

It is propagated that Policies of the liberalization and globalization are meant to oust 
the state from the economic sphere so that market can freely act and resolve all the 
problems of earth by its wonders of supply and demand. But, this is only rhetoric. 
The real meaning and the essence of the policies of globalization and liberalization is 
that the state must transform itself in an active agent of the corporate, national and 
international, and facilitate the accumulation of capital by all means using its legal and 
administrative powers. In India what ever is done in the name of liberalization and 
globalization, is actually in the same direction. However, the state is facing resistance 
from the people at each and every step and it could not achieve the goals as yet to the 
extent demanded. Some of the unfulfilled goals of liberalization as identified by the 
state and the representatives of global capital are: Fully opening India's markets for 
competition and reducing the role of the state in the economy; removing all barriers 
for FDI in all sectors; opening and liberalizing the financial-banking sector; amending 
the labour laws to make hire and fire smooth and easiest; providing world class 
infrastructure and other facilities to investors;  (along with producing a pool of 
‘educated’ cheap labour force to fulfill the demands of outsourcing and removing all 
the subsidies provided to the people; reducing the expenses on public welfare to the 
minimum etc.) These tasks are still incomplete and due to opposition from mainly the 
trade unions and the left political forces (along with other given constraints) it is not 
easy to achieve the liberalization of the whole economy in above terms. Therefore, the 



strategy of establishing large number of special economic zones actually provides a 
short cut to achieve these objectives at least in part of the economy. If we look at the 
provisions in SEZ act and rules, in many respects, some most crucial goals are 
achieved in these special zones: The state acting as corporate agent to facilitate the 
capital accumulation; SEZs as autonomous ‘foreign’ territory; single point authority 
and no inspections; labour laws applicable in words but not applicable in practice; 100 
percent FDI through automatic route; No cap on FDI in reserved sectors; 100 
percent retention on foreign exchange earnings; Duty free import of raw materials; 
Import on self certification basis; No need for environmental clearance;  
Subcontracting permitted; Provision for setting Offshore Banking Unit and 
International Financial Service Center; Exemption from duties and taxes; boundary 
walls and restricted entry to hide all their sins; overriding effect of SEZ act providing 
permanency to the system by making it immune to all democratic interference. 

  

 

SEZs realising the goals of labour law reforms 

The issue of labour law reforms emerged as one of the major focus areas in the 
corporate agenda with the advent of liberalization and globalization. Particularly after 
1990, representatives of both national and international capital, pro-liberalization 
economists, national and global media started crying in chorus against labour laws, as 
if all the problems of the country are created by the ‘rigid labour laws’. The agenda 
was for total reforms but major focus was against some crucial section of the labour 
laws which provide any kind of service security or ensure any rights of workers at 
workplace, put any obligation on management to ensure wellbeing of the labour or 
provide any power to labour for collective bargaining or provide for routine 
inspections to ensure implementation of labour laws. Successive governments tried 
again but due to strong protest from trade unions, they could not realize any 
significant achievement in this direction, as yet.  

The labour laws which are major targets can be listed as follows:  

1. Section V-B of the Industrial Disputes Act 1948, which makes it compulsory for 
the units with 100 or more workers, to take prier permission from the government 
before moving for retrenchment of workers or for closures. It is to be noted that 
prior to 1976 this threshold limit was 300 or more workers, and after a long 
struggle by trade unions, the threshold limit of 100 or more workers was 
introduced in 1976.  

2. Section 9-A of the ID Act which makes it compulsory for employers to give 21 
days’ notice of change to the workmen or to their union before effecting any 



change on any matter specified in Fourth Schedule attached to the act which 
relates to conditions of service. 

3. Contract Labour (R&A) Act 1970, which prohibits employment of contract labour 
in core activities and in jobs which are perennial in nature; and also provides for 
regularisation of the workers who are employed as contract labour in such jobs 

4. Trade Union Act 1926; which guarantees rights of the workers to form trade union 
and also the rights for collective bargaining 

In 2001, the task force on employment opportunities (Ahluwalia Committee) 
recommended for completely eliminating the permission clause (in chapter V-B) in all 
establishments. The Second National Labour Commission recommended restoration 
of the original threshold limit of 300 or more workers for the purpose of permission 
clause in chapter V-B of the ID Act. The commission also recommended the repeal 
of section 9A of the ID Act. Both Ahluwalia Committee and the Second National 
Commission on Labour recommended amendments in Contract Labour (R&A) Act 
to allow the use of contract labour in not only non-core activities but also to some 
extent in core activities. The task force on administrative and legal simplifications 
(Kumar Mangalam Birla as convenor and Nusli Wadia, PK Mittal and Ratan Tata as 
members), constituted in the same period, made recommendations for even more 
thoroughgoing labour reforms.  

In 2002, Bhartiya Janata Party led National Democratic Alliance government moved 
forward to realize some crucial amendments in labour laws. The government 
proposed that provisions of Chapter V-B of the ID Act should apply only to 
industrial establishments employing 1000 or more workers, instead of 100. The 
government also proposed to increase the separation compensation from 15 days to 
45 days for every completed year of service. Similarly, the government also proposed 
to amendment Contract Labour (R&A) Act to facilitate outsourcing of activities 
without any restrictions as well as to offer contract appointments. The union cabinet 
actually approved the above-said proposals but due to strong protest from trade 
unions the amendments could not be materialized. 

Despite all the efforts of the state and the industrialists, no major amendments in the 
labour laws could be done except in Trade Union Act 1926 which was amended in 
2001. This amendment makes unionization process more difficult by making a 
provision that a trade union can be registered only when 10 percent (subject to 
minimum of seven) or 100 workers of the unit are its members.  

However, even when there is no major change in labour laws, labour law 
administration machinery was made almost defunct and hence there starts a phase of 
extreme cases of violation of labour laws. Moreover, then started a phase of anti-
labour judgments. A series of judgments came with totally different interpretation of 



labour laws than what was interpreted in earlier phase. Actually many interpretations 
changed the meaning of labour laws in tune with the agenda of labour law reforms. 
Either it is a case of retrenchment, closure or contract labour, the workers are, in 
general, not getting any relief.  

To understand the recent approaches of the judiciary we can cite here three examples: 
one, in a recent Judgment in Uma Devi's case on temporary, contractual, casual, daily 
wage or adhoc employees/workers ('Secretary State of Karnataka and Others Vs Uma 
Devi and Others), delivered by the Constitution Bench of the apex court on April, 10, 
2006, it is held that the casual, daily rated, adhoc, temporary employees have no right 
to get any regularization in service. (Ray 2008)  

Second example is of Kerala general strike. In 2002, the State of Kerala issued an 
order stating that all general strikes were illegal when they involved a complete close 
down of all activities. Furthermore, organizers of a general strike who cause a 
shutdown can also be held financially liable for damages caused to an employer. The 
Kerala state order was challenged, but it was upheld as legal by the Supreme Court.   

In a case on strike in Tamil Nadu, similar approach came from the apex court: “In 
case of TR Rangarajan Vs Government of Tamil Nadu (AIR 2003 SC 3032) it is held 
that for a government servant there is no legal/statutory right to go on strike.” (K 
Subba Rao  2008) 

The situation is so worse that recently apex judiciary made an open self criticism in 
this regard:  

“Division Bench of Justice G S Singhvi and Justice A K Ganguly, in two separate 
orders, cautioned judges of the Supreme Court and Constitutional courts that there 
will be “precarious consequences” will visit the nation if they dilute constitutional 
imperatives to promote the “so-called trends of globalization”. Further, “Justice 
Singhvi, observed how he had noticed a “visible shift” generally in the courts’ 
approach in dealing with cases involving the interpretation of social welfare legislation 
like the Industrial Disputes Act.” Further, “The attractive mantras of globalization 
and liberalization are fast becoming the raison d’etre of the judicial process and an 
impression has been created that the constitutional courts are no longer sympathetic 
towards the plight of industrial and unorganized workers,” Justice Singhvi said in his 
order. Justice Singhvi said a large number of cases end up with the workmen being 
denied any relief from judges, who readily accept the justification employers give 
about such “illegal retrenchments.” (Rajgopal 2010)  

The policy of special economic zones goes one step further in terms of realizing the 
corporate agenda of labour law reforms. It is worth mentioning that original SEZ Bill 
(that later took the shape of SEZ act) which was introduced in Parliament May 10, 



2005 actually proposed to exempt SEZs from labour laws. Section 50 of the Bill 
contained: “The state government may, for the purpose of giving effect to the 
provisions of this act, notify policies for developers and units and take suitable steps 
for enactment of any law granting exemption from state taxes, levies and duties to the 
developer or the entrepreneur….” It further said: “Directing that any of the 
provisions of any act relating to trade unions, industrial and labour disputes, welfare 
of labour including conditions of work… invalidity, old age pensions and maternity 
benefits or any other activity relating to the SEZ shall not apply…’. Section 49 of the 
original bill said: ‘The central government may by notification, direct that any of the 
provisions of this act (other than section 54 to 56) or any other central act or any rules 
or regulations made there under or any notification or order issued or direction given 
there under (other than the provisions to making the rules and regulations) specified 
in the notification shall not apply to SEZ….” It was opposed by mainly the Left 
parliamentarians and finally in section-50 the clause exempting application of any state 
act relating to trade unions, industrial and labour disputes, and welfare of labour 
including conditions of work in the SEZs was deleted. Section 49 of the act, finally, 
carries an special provision that says that this section shall not apply to matters 
relating to trade unions, industrial and labour disputes, and welfare of labour including 
conditions of work, PF, employer’s liability, workmen ’s compensation, invalidity, old-
age pension and maternity benefits.( Venkatesan 2006)  

The major relaxation in labour laws in SEZ enclaves came in SEZ rules 2006 which 
directs the state governments to declare whole enclaves as ‘public utility services’. 
Under section 22 of the ID Act, 14-days notice is compulsory before employees 
undertake a strike or the employers a lockout, in any public utility service. Moreover, 
the act and rules direct the state governments to delegate all powers of relevant 
departments for SEZ to Development Commissioner. The powers of labour 
commissioner are also delegated to the development commissioners of SEZs. Hence, 
even if labour laws are not amended, SEZs have a different industrial relations 
structure which practically creates a situation where investors do not care for labour 
laws. More over, strike is the only effective weapon to compel the management to 
implement the labour laws but declaring SEZs public utility services actually means no 
right to strike in SEZs. Unionization also becomes difficult. 

But the story does not end here, it actually starts from here. What was not done by 
SEZ act and rules was later done by state governments by way of framing their own 
SEZ policies and enacting state SEZ acts. State governments started a larger move to 
amend the labour laws (or exempt from crucial provisions) for SEZs. An amendment 
is proposed by the government of Maharashtra seeking to avoid the application of 
Chapter V-A in SEZs. Another amendment is already made to the ID Act in terms of 
exempting employers from the compulsion of giving notice to the workmen, before 



making a change in conditions of service (section 9-A). Uttar Pradesh government has 
exempted SEZs from Contract Labour (R&A) Act and, therefore, contract workers in 
SEZ in the state will have no status in labour law. Several amendments to various 
provisions of the Factories Act, 1948, have been proposed by AP, MP, UP and 
Maharashtra etc. Most important among these are related to working hours. Andhra 
Pradesh government has exempted SEZs from section 18 of the Minimum Wages Act 
and, therefore, employers in SEZs are not required to maintain registers and records 
giving the particulars of employees employed, the work performed, wages paid and 
receipts given. SEZs are also exempt from section 11 of the act. Maharashtra and 
Madhya Pradesh governments have proposed to exempt the principal employer from 
the liabilities under the Employees Provident Fund and Miscellaneous Provisions Act.  
It is also proposed by both the states that principal employers in SEZs must be 
exempted from any liability under Employees State Insurance Act, 1948, towards 
employees employed indirectly. Madhya Pradesh government has proposed to amend 
the Employment Exchanges (Compulsory Notification of Vacancies) Act, 1959, in 
terms of exempting SEZs from the provision of calling the unemployed persons for 
interview. The state has also proposed to exempt SEZs from the application of the 
Apprentices Act, 1991. (Colin Gonsalves and Pragya Freya Mehrotra 2007) 

However, this is only the tip of the iceberg. Actually most of the states governments 
have proposed to amend many crucial sections of the labour laws in tune with the 
corporate agenda of labour law reforms. To properly understand it, we can see for 
example, the labour framework of Andhra SEZ Policy in Box-2 below. 
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Box-2: Proposed 
Simplifications/amendments in labour Laws
1. Industrial Disputes Act 

Notified 100% EUs as Public Utility Services; Development Commissioner delegated powers 
for Sec 25-M and 25-N; Development Commissioner and other senior officers notified as 
Conciliation Officers for SEZ 
Exemption from Sec 9A-Notice of Change to SEZ Units; Deletion in Chapter V.B (2 months 
advance period for layoffs/retrenchment) from Act 

2. Minimum Wages Act, 1948:  Exemptions under Sec 18, 11 and 13 (Sec 18 -Maintenance of 
Registers and Records; Sec 13-Fixing hours for normal workdays); Jurisdictional Labour 
Officer to be notified as Inspector under Minimum Wages Act 

3. Payment of Bonus Act and Payment of Gratuity Act: Simplification of Procedures: 
Changes by notification 

4. AP Shops and Establishments Act, 1988 : Suitable exemptions to make possible 365 days 
working for 24 hours in a day,  provided suitable overtime allowance is paid 

5. Industrial Employment (Standing Orders) Act, 1946; Exemption from publication of 
working time, wage rate and shift working 

6. Contract Labour Employment: Power of registering and licensing delegated to 
jurisdictional Labour Officer; Sec. 31 presently allows exemption by State under emergency - 
amendment to  empower appropriate Govt to exempt establishments from Act without 
reference to Emergency



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nature of Industrialisation and Economic development Promoted by SEZs 

It is claimed that SEZ rush in India will lead to an overall development of economy 
and accelerate the industrialization process many fold. If the SEZs are able to attract 
expected amount of investments in manufacturing sector, then these claims can be to 
some extent justified. But what is actually the emerging nature of industrial growth 
promoted by SEZ rush in India? Whether such growth will lead to a sustainable 
economic development?  

It is very much clear from the data on approved SEZs that the SEZ rush in India is 
IT&ITES dominated. More than 50 percent of SEZs are exclusively for IT&ITES 
sector. More over, the over all focus of SEZ rush appears to be on services and 
capital intensive industries rather than labour intensive manufacturing. It does not 
mean that the there is no focus on labour intensive manufacturing; it is there, but it 
acquires only minor space in whole SEZ rush.  

It has its own implications on the nature of economic development. If we recall what 
we discussed in the first chapter on the recent trends in the economic growth in India, 
it is clear that the SEZ rush is going to increase further the share of services in GDP 
of the country. As we observed earlier, the services are least employment generating 
sector. The share of the service sector in GDP went up by 14.4 percentage points 
between 1983 to 2004-05, however, it share in employment went up only by 7.2 
percentage points. The resultant effect was that even if the economy was recording a 
high growth rate, it had virtually no transformative impact on economic and social 
structure. Agriculture remained overloaded with surplus population facing acute 



poverty; since even if the share of agriculture in GDP drastically declined, its share in 
employment remained at more than 56 percent. In such a situation, we can only 
expect that IT&ITES dominated SEZ rush will aggravate this problem rather than 
resolving it. 

Generally the employment generating potential of SEZs is overestimated. We have 
already discussed that SEZ rush is largely dominated by the services, especially the 
IT&ITES, which have very low employment generating potential. Not only is this, the 
cost of employment creation in IT&ITES is very high. An analysis shows that if the 
number of potential jobs in IT&ITES is put against the volume of investment, it 
comes out that creation of one job requires an investment of Rs 1 to 1.5 crore or 
more (RUPE 2008).  

Another factor is the tendency of ‘Maquiladorization’ of the economy. This happens 
to be largely a general phenomenon in third world countries that the units already 
operating outside the zones, shift in to the zones to get the tax exemptions and other 
benefits; therefore they create no new employment. In Mexico, “employment in the 
EPZs (Maquiladoras) grew by 10.4% in 1995, but this was accompanied by job losses 
of 9% in Mexico’s manufacturing industries outside the zones. In other words, 
employment in manufacturing industries shifted towards the EPZ sector without 
increasing the total number of jobs. This process was described as the 
"Maquiladorization" of the Mexican economy. The overall problem of unemployment 
has remained.” (ILO 1998, Jauch 2006) 

In India also such tendencies are very much visible. Many big industrial units were 
already established or were going to be established outside the zones but later, they 
were successful in getting the status of SEZs. There is one very interesting example 
from Kolhapur region of Maharashtra. Here, the  state industrial development 
corporation has made special provisions for development of small and medium 
industries in various industrial estates in the region, but the industrialists were not 
ready start their industries there and the existing industries were also closed. The main 
reason behind this was that the industrialists were demanding the SEZ status to these 
industrial estates. The Maharashtra Industrial Development Corporation also 
supported their demand. There is every chance that they will be able to get the SEZ 
status. (Kulkarni 2008) 

The following news headlines of Business Standard (from March 2006 to March 2010) 
reflect on the rush for getting the SEZ status: 10 IT parks get SEZ status in AP, 20-
MAR-06; SMEs in industrial estates demand SEZ status, 10-JUN-08;  No SEZ status: 
Chandigarh IT park, 13-JUL-07; Food parks likely to get SEZ status, 14-JUN-07; 
Investments in Hazira prior SEZ nod, small: Essar, 21-MAY-07; PwC lays out 
Kannauj`s route to SEZ status, 26-JAN-07; SEZ status to private sugar units 



opposed, 07-DEC-06; Coimbatore IT park gets SEZ status, 26-JUN-06; Xenitis 
computer unit gets SEZ status, 16-JUN-06; Leather units in Jalandhar seek SEZ 
status, 21-MAR-06; Revenue dept objects to SEZ status for Infy's Chandigarh unit, 
04-MAR-10; Malabar's first IT park gets SEZ status, 18-DEC-09; Technopark Phase 
3, Kollam get SEZ status, 23-NOV-09; DLF to go ahead with four IT project, sans 
SEZ status, 03-JUN-09; There is also demand for granting SEZ status to cement 
industries. Most interesting is the case of north east. Trade ministers of Northeastern 
states while raising the concern that creation of SEZs and industrial parks across the 
country will further diverge investment from the backward regions; demanded SEZ 
status for the whole region to boost development.10  

This rush for getting SEZ status shows that now every industrial unit working out 
side the zones, wants to avail the huge tax exemptions and other facilities provided in 
the zones, either by getting SEZ status (in case of larger industrial units or clusters) or 
shifting their operations in the zones.  

The case of IT industry is also worth mentioning. To promote the software industry a 
Software Technology Parks of India (STPI) scheme was initiated under which 
software companies were provided exemption from paying tax on export earnings. 
But this scheme expired on March 31, 2009. Therefore it is but natural that IT 
companies are moving to the SEZs where a great space is provided for them. More 
over there is a strong demand to grant all these parks SEZ status.11  

PTI reported: “This year's budget was a big let down for export oriented units and IT 
software companies, as the finance minister did not extend the tax benefits for them. 
Companies dependent on these sops are now shifting base to special economic zones 
in order to retain benefits.”12  

The above accounts clearly reflect on strong tendencies of Maquiladorization of the 
economy. It raises serious questions on the claims that SEZs will generate ‘huge’ 
additional employment opportunities.  

On the other hand, the problem of getting enough investments in the SEZs has also 
started appearing. “An increasing number of special economic zone (SEZ) developers 
are asking for additional time to develop the tax-free industrial enclaves due to 

                                                            
10 How about SEZ status for North-East states; Economic Times; 29 Nov 2006; 
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/policy/How-about-SEZ-status-for-North-East-states-
/articleshow/630017.cms  
11 IT firms want STPI scheme to continue; Financial Express; Tuesday, Dec 04, 2007  
12 Export-oriented units shifting base to SEZs; Press Trust of India, March 10, 2010 (New Delhi) 

  



insufficient demand for space, land acquisition problems and the liquidity crunch 
arising in the backdrop of the global economic crisis.”13 

Now, let us look at the nature of economic development based on foreign 
investments.   

The India is not the only country which has adopted SEZ based development 
strategy. SEZ rush has emerged as a world-wide phenomenon. Now, majority of third 
world countries are moving on the same path, creating large number of SEZs with 
provisions of huge tax exemptions and other facilities to attract foreign investments. 
Therefore, the SEZ rush is emerging as a unique war among third world countries to 
win more and more share of foreign investments from, and more and more share in 
exports to developed countries. The war is unique in the sense that the victory lastly 
depends on another actual war with its own people, its own working class. Actually, 
the competition between developing countries for the above gains is lastly based on 
creating opportunities of profit maximization based on exploitation of cheap labour. 
Hence, the victor is one who is able to suck more blood of its own labour. In this cut-
throat competition the capital of one country flourishes at the cost of the other, while 
the labour in all the countries faces inhuman hardships, irrespective of who wins this 
war?  

We can site here the example of emergence of china as most favored destination for 
the investments. “China is a successful exporter because her effective wage rate is 
significantly lower than in the west. If this gap in wages between China and the west 
got closed, or even significantly narrowed, then her growth strategy will no longer be 
successful. In the west, in the current epoch of “globalization” the wage rate of 
workers has been virtually stagnant. As a result, Chinese wage rates, which necessarily 
have to remain persistently lower than the western ones for the success of her export-
led strategy, cannot increase much either. No matter how high the rate of growth of 
labour productivity in China in the export sector, since this rate of growth of labour 
productivity is more or less what obtains in the west (because China is not an 
innovator and only adopts technologies innovated in the west), the growth rate of 
China’s wage rates cannot move out of sync with that of western wage rates. If the 
latter are stagnant then so must China’s be, even though labour productivity 
everywhere is rising at a fantastic rate’ [Patnaik 2007]. Harvey (2005) notes that hourly 
wages in textile production in China in the late-1990s stood at 30 cents compared to 
Mexico’s and South Korea’s $ 2.75. These incredible wage labour advantages made 
China compete against other low-cost locations, such as, Mexico, Indonesia, Vietnam 
and Thailand in low value added production sectors and emerge as the major supplier 
of the US market in consumer goods.” (Banergy-Guha 2008)  

                                                            
13 SEZ developers seek more time; http://propertybytes.indiaproperty.com/index.php/tag/Special+Economic+Zone 



Further; “Labor Laws in China were made lax for SEZs. The enforcement machinery 
was, as though, under suspension. Factories had become like sweatshop. Protesting 
workers were threatened with loss of jobs. They were obliged to work for long hours; 
12 to 14 hours a day. Pregnant woman were shown no sympathy or consideration. 
The turnover rate of labor had gone up to as high as 10%. All this could happen 
because China had an authoritarian government.” (Modak 2007) 

There are large number of studies showing that to attract the foreign investments and 
to boost exports, many countries, along with offering tax exemptions and other 
benefits, amended their labour laws to make them more investor friendly and to 
ensure availability of cheap labour.  

In India, it is being done in two ways: one; mass destruction of livelihoods and mass 
evictions swelling the ranks of reserve army of labour and putting the downward 
pressure on wages. Two; Declaring all the operations in SEZs as public utility services 
and amendments in labour laws by different state governments.   

 

Now, what will be its implications? One implication is very much visible. Even if the 
country achieves exceptionally high rate of economic growth, it will further aggravate 
the problems of unemployment and poverty, rather than resolving it.  

But, there is one more implication of this strategy and that is even more serious. In 
the era of globalization capital has attained unrestricted mobility and after getting 
better investment opportunities else where or even if there is a hint of crisis, it moves 
away in no time, leading to disinvestments. A country may win huge foreign 
investment at one period of time, but soon after, it may face disinvestments if 
investors speculate otherwise. Here also we can cite the case of china’s emergence as 
most favoured destination for investments. “China’s accession to the World Trade 
Organization and phasing out of the Agreement on Textiles and Clothing (ATC) 
which allocated clothing export quotas to developing countries, have accelerated the 
recent trend of shutting down operations in various countries throughout the world 
and relocating to the Chinese zones. The International Textile, Garment, Leather 
Workers’ Federation (ITGLWF) estimated that the phenomenal rise of China would 
lead to a million jobs lost in Bangladesh (an estimate confirmed by the UNDP), 
another million in Indonesia, around 200,000-250,000 in Sri Lanka, several thousand 
more in the Philippines and many other countries. Hundreds of factories have closed 
down in Mexico since their orders have gone to China which offers cheap and 
perhaps the most exploited labour” (M.Suchtra 2008). Phasing out of MFA/ATC 
created a favorable situation for garment exporters to freely choose the production 
locations according to speed, quality and price. Therefore, now the competition is 



intensified and most of the third world countries are trying to compete on the basis of 
low wages, making the life of workers hell. The winner in this competition will be the 
one who is able to suck more blood of its own working class along with ensuring 
better quality product. More over, this war amongst third world countries is not one 
time event, but a continuous war. Winning huge investments at one point of time 
does not mean that the war is over. The capital having got unrestricted mobility, it 
becomes a continuous fight among the third word countries, not only to win it but 
also to retain it.  

The situation becomes more critical in the case of India, where the SEZ rush is highly 
dominated by IT&ITES sector. More than 50 percent SEZs are exclusively for this 
sector. The IT sector in India is mainly constituted by software sector and the IT-
enabled services (ITES). This sector is mainly based on the outsourced work from 
developed world particularly from America, and the major part of activities include 
call centers, medical transcription, data entry, ticket-reconciliation, claims processing, 
credit card administration and such other routine office work as can be performed at 
remote locations. From the nature of activities, it is clear that it does not require any 
superior education skill. The only requirement is knowledge of English. In this sector, 
India enjoys the advantage of being one of the top countries with largest number of 
population with knowledge of English. But now many other countries, erstwhile 
colonies of England are emerging as potential competitors in this sector. “The call-
centre business is now booming in the Philippines. Therefore the high growth in this 
segment in India may not be long lasting. The sole basis on which India is competing 
is wages and it will lose its competitive edge if wages in India rise or if other poorer 
countries join the game.” (RUPE, 2008) 

Another corner from which the crisis is emerging for this sector is the development 
of Optical-character-recognition software which is automating the work of data entry 
workers; and natural-language speech recognition software which may automate some 
of the call centre work. 

Considering the above discussion, if we look in overall terms, SEZs are emerging a 
model of growth which may not lead to a sustainable development. It may contribute 
to exceptionally high rate of growth at one point of time by winning huge amount of 
investments; but sooner or later, it may also face disinvestments and enter in a serious 
crisis. There may be intermittent period of booms and crises. It may create significant 
number of employment opportunities at one point of time but may create serious 
unemployment crisis when it faces disinvestments. 

The economic structure promoted by SEZs has these inbuilt characteristics, which at 
one time may win huge investments and accelerate the industrialization; and at 



another time may face disinvestments and lead to de-industrialization. This will create 
an economy more vulnerable to crisis. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Situating the SEZ Rush in Political Economy of 
Andhra Pradesh 

There are vast regional disparities in the distribution of SEZs across the nation. Large 
number of SEZs are concentrated in the coastal regions and then in and around the 
National Capital Region of Delhi. One factor behind this is the locational advantage-
that is obvious in both the cases. But this is not the only factor. Regional politico-
economic factors also contributed a lot in this dynamics. This is also reflected in the 
regional variations in the anti SEZ movements—very strong in West Bengal, 
Maharashtra and Orissa; but not so strong in Andhra except in Kakinada and very 
weak, as if absent, in Tamil Nadu and Gujarat. It is not possible here to fully explore 
on this issue and make a comparative study of different states in this regard, but we 
can attempt to briefly outline the specific politico-economic factors in case of Andhra 
Pradesh.  

The state of Andhra Pradesh was formed on 1st November 1956 and it comprises 
Coastal Andhra, Rayalaseema and Telangana regions. Let us first discuss in brief, the 
socio economic conditions in the state, prior to its journey on SEZ path.     

The state is very rich in natural resources and minerals, but it could not be utilized 
properly for overall development of the state. It still lags behind the most of the states 



of the country in terms of per capita income, literacy level and other parameters. The 
economy of the state basically remained agrarian in character. Agricultural sector in 
Andhra Pradesh still contributes to more than one-third of Gross State Domestic 
Product and supports more than two-thirds of the rural population. However, on the 
one hand, the plan allocations in agriculture declined continuously and on the other 
hand with the implementation of the policies of liberalization subsidies to farmers 
were gradually withdrawn raising the cost of inputs drastically. Cumulative effect of all 
these factors resulted in a severe agrarian crisis, reflected in the cases of large number 
of suicide deaths of farmers especially in Telangana and some parts of Royalseema. 
The crisis was aggravated by great rush for paddy cultivation on the one hand and 
commercial non-food crops on the other. The rush for paddy cultivation was 
influenced by state assurance of minimum support price for paddy, after the 
introduction of massive public distribution system and 2 rupee rice scheme by the 
T.D.P. government in 1983. On the other hand, the Gross area irrigated has been on 
the increase from 26.56 percent in 1956-57 to 44.12 in 2000, and that also due to 
increase in dug wells and bore wells. The ‘mad competition’ among the big, small and 
marginal farmers to produce paddy led to overexploitation of water by energized tube 
wells. Number of tube wells and dug wells increased up to 24 lakhs. Along with other 
factors, it contributed heavily in depleting the water table in both regions Telangana 
and Rayalaseema. Gradually most of the dug wells and tube wells are dried up. Now 
people are suffering for drinking water, what to say about irrigation. Major parts of 
the dry lands in these regions were gradually converted in fallow lands, area under 
which increased from 7.00 lakh hectares in 1955-56 to 14.17 lakh hectares in 2000-01. 
There were recurrent drought conditions in Telangana and Rayalaseema regions 
which led the small and medium peasants in deep debt crisis; they could not repay the 
bank loans; and were compelled to fall in the hands of money lenders. However, there 
are regional variations in the situations. Krishna, West Godavari, East Godavari, 
Guntur and Nellore regions being the green revolution belt look entirely different 
from other regions. There is high level of commercialization and mechanization of 
agriculture in these regions. Bigger farmers in these areas gained from cultivation and 
generated surplus in agriculture; which is also invested in industrial and service sector, 
e.g., transport, cinema, real estate, business and trade, finance etc.  However, in overall 
terms, Andhra Pradesh state lagged behind many other states in the field of industrial 
development and whatever industrial growth took place was said to be a jobless 
growth, with factory employment almost stagnant (from 1995-96 to 2000-01 number 
of industrial workers increased only from 8,23,979 to 8,25,827). The economic growth 
is largely dominated by service sector, contributing around 48 percent to the Gross 
State Domestic Product. More over, Village and small industries also succumbed to 
the onslaught of liberalization and globalization. Crisis is worsened by an 
unprecedented drought situation since 2002-03. Employment generation programs 
and food for work programs also could not provide much relief since much of these 



were snatched away by contractors, politicians and officials denying employment to 
the village labourers. The resultant effect is high level of migration of youth in search 
of jobs, leaving the old age people alone at home. People from Sreekakulam and 
Vizianagaram districts migrate to Visakhapatnam and Vijayawada; Chittoor people 
migrate to Bangalore and Chennai; Ananthapur people to Bangalore; Nalgonda, 
Warangal and Medak people migrate mainly to Hyderabad in search of livelihood. 
(Planning Commission 2004) 

With this background, the successive governments in Andhra Pradesh decisively 
pushed the state economy towards industrialization. But the path adopted for this was 
not consistent with what was demanded by the above situations. Actually, the above 
situations demanded larger plan allocation and land reforms to resolve the agrarian 
crisis on the one hand and promote labour intensive manufacturing on the other. 
However, the path adopted was just opposite. It relied on export oriented growth 
strategies; totally ignoring or destroying the peasant-agriculture and promoting the 
corporate agriculture on the one hand and services plus capital intensive industries on 
the other.  

 

The State of Andhra Pradesh, particularly after 1990, very systematically moved 
towards promoting export led growth, irrespective of the ideology of political parties 
that ruled in the state. It is interesting to note that there was a high level of consensus 
on it among parliamentary parties, regional, national and international policy makers 
and think tanks. Justification largely came as TINA syndrome.  

A consulting firm McKinsey in the year 2000 prepared a consultation document for 
the Government of Andhra Pradesh– ‘Vision 2020’. This ‘vision’ strongly proposed to 
stimulate export-led growth and diversification out of agriculture. ‘Vision 2020’ aims 
to reduce the number of people working in agriculture from 70% to about 40-45% 
over the next 20 years. Concerns have been raised that this ‘vision’ of AP government 
also intends to promote corporate/contract farming which will actually convert the 
peasants in wage workers on their own fields to generate the wealth for foreign 
corporations and the new corporate landlords. 

Almost during the same period, Veeresh Committee was constituted by the 
government of AP to study the factors behind the large number of cases of peasant 
suicides and to recommend policy initiatives to overcome this problem. After a 
through study of the problem, Veeresh Committee recommended almost to do away 
with small farming, considering it as uneconomical. “One of the important 
recommendations of this Committee is to bring radical changes in the existing Land 
Reforms Act. As the tenant farmers are leasing in land on contractual basis, they are 



not eligible for institutional credit and crop insurance. They have to depend on private 
sources of money lending at high rate of interests. The Committee has therefore 
recommended for “appropriate amendments to the Land Reforms Act so that the 
consolidation of small holdings and leasing operations of land are facilitated for a 
gainful employment without sacrificing the interests of farmers. Such amendments 
should be pro-active in attracting private investment and to prompt contract farming 
by groups, corporate sector and individuals can take lead on lease basis. Further such 
activities should also be declared as eligible for availing institutional finances and 
MSP.” (RM Vidyasagar and K Suman Chandra 2004) 

The recommendations of the Veeresh Committee are actually in the same direction as 
that of Vision 2020. The essence of the recommendations is to promote corporate 
farming by facilitating corporate sector to lease in vast tract of lands. It is very clear 
that peasants, who are already ruined, cannot lease in land size that may be 
‘economically viable’. It is also interesting to note that other states are also taking 
steps to promote corporate/contract farming. The well known examples of contract 
farming are Ugar’s barley contract farming in Karnataka; Pepsi Foods Ltd. Led 
contract farming in Punjab; Appachi’s Integrated Cotton Cultivation in Coimbatore, 
Tamil Nadu; and Hindustan Lever Ltd (HLL) led contract forming of wheat in 
Madhya Pradesh etc. Further, “Karnataka Govt. has already identified certain districts 
in the state to be covered under the Agri-Export Zones where the corporate sector 
would be provided a package of service. An MOU has already been signed with 
Gherkins Production. There are moves by the Tamil Nadu Govt. inviting corporate 
sector to lease vast tracts of the so-called ‘waste lands’. Instead of making the small 
and marginal farms more viable with appropriate supportive measures, the 
suggestions for so-called radical changes in the land reforms would only push the 
resource poor farmers out of their own land adding to their misery.”(RM Vidyasagar 
and K Suman Chandra 2004) 

However, the specificity of Andhra Pradesh is that it is proceeding with a well 
formulated long term vision (Vision 2020), concretely identifying the goals; and 
moving systematically in the same direction.  

We should also not forget that Andhra Pradesh Assigned Lands (Prohibition of 
Transfer) Act, 1977, was amended in 2006 to actually facilitate the acquisition of Patta 
and assigned lands for industrial development, which practically reversed the social 
justices.14 More over, in July 2009, Andhra Pradesh government brought an ordinance 
amending the Land Ceiling Act, facilitating assignment of surplus land (which is 
generally regarded as government land bank for allotting the pattas to the poor 
                                                            
14 The Law Of The Land: India Today, JULY 16, 2007;  http://www.indiatoday.com/itoday/20070716/ 

  



households) for industrial development.15 Further, the state used the urgency clause of 
Land Acquisition Act of 1896 for evicting and dispossessing the farmers in large 
numbers and transferring their land to the corporate. 

If we look at the Industrial policies of Andhra Pradesh, it is clear that the state started 
decisively moving towards export oriented growth path with its Industrial Policy of 
1995-2000 and finally reached to the Industrial Policy of 2005-10, of which the SEZ 
policy is a part. Industrial Policy 1995 declared its aim to achieve accelerated rate of 
industrial growth of 20% per annum by attracting an investment of Rs.1000 billion in 
next 5 years. Attractive incentives were also offered to the investors. The 
Commissionerate of industries was set to acts as nodal agency for investment 
promotion. Hydrabad was already developed as a center for a software technology 
with about 60 reputed national and multinational software firms; by virtue of the huge 
incentives offered by the government including 100% foreign equity allowable, 
income tax holiday, no customs or central excise duties, re-export of capital goods 
allowed, and availability of high-speed data links at international tariffs etc. The 
Industrial Policy of 2000-05, continued the previous policy provisions, continued 
incentives and subsidies to investors, but also declared its aim for phasing out of 
subsidies. More emphasis was put on offering high class infrastructure facilities at the 
door steps; single window clearance and procedural simplifications. The Industrial 
Policy of 2005-10 finally came with bigger plans for promoting industrial clusters and 
dream package of incentives to investors and export oriented units. The policy clearly 
aims at “rapid and substantial economic growth and integration with the global 
economy in a harmonized manner” by developing the state in a competitive 
destination for foreign investment and by creating a market driven environment with 
the private sector being the primary engine of growth. The incentives include, 100 per 
cent stamp duty and transfer duty reimbursement; reimbursement of 0.016 cents per 
unit on power charges etc; Special incentives to EOUs including, Sales tax exemption 
on purchase of raw materials for EOUs; financial assistance to EOUs at concessional 
interest rates; 30 per cent grant for ground rent for participation in the international 
trade fairs, subject to a maximum limit of 9 sq mt; export awards to best performing 
units; and special package of fiscal benefits on a case-to-case basis; Reservation of 
10% of water for industrial use from the existing projects as well as future projects. 
Moreover, 50 per cent of the expenditure incurred in obtaining the patent will be 
reimbursed to enable the industry to protect the invention. The Government has 
announced an exclusive policy for the IT sector with an attractive package of 
incentives. Agro policy is also formulated under the Industrial policy claiming that by 
2020, Andhra Pradesh will have a modernized and vibrant agro-industry, which will 
create higher incomes, export earnings and employment in rural areas. Highest 
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importance is given to promote the industrial clusters. The special economic zone 
policy is the part of Industrial Policy 2005-10 in which huge incentives and other 
dream facilities are offered to SEZ developers and the SEZ units.16  

It is interesting to note that the industrial policies from 1995 onwards do not have any 
emphasis either on generating employment opportunities for the poor people or on 
producing goods for the poor people. Some times the policies say in passing that the 
growth in investment will generate employment opportunities. Policies statements 
here and there say that the labour intensive manufacturing will be promoted; however, 
there is no clear cut focus on promoting labour intensive manufacturing. There is no 
emphasis on providing employment opportunities to agrarian community and artisans 
whose livelihood is destroyed either by land acquisition or by modern industries 
capturing their market. The only condition for investors is that they come and invest 
in the state and earn the foreign currency. As for as creation of employment 
opportunities and eradication of poverty is concerned, magic of ‘trickle down’ will 
take care of it.  

The state of Andhra Pradesh is one of the states which formulated its SEZ policy as 
early as in 2000. We have already discussed in chapter 2 that governments of Andhra 
Pradesh and Tamil Nadu provided critical support to central government in favour of 
SEZs when after the Nandigram incident the policy was facing an all-round attack. 
The Chief Minster of Andhra Pradesh also argued that the state was larger than West 
Bengal and Tamil Nadu and only 30 percent of its land was cultivable; hence, SEZs 
were a good option for employment generation.  

We have already discussed few aspects of Andhra Pradesh SEZ policy while citing as 
example in chapter 3. Other aspects are largely in accordance with the central SEZ act 
of 2005 and Rules 2006. We can see the detailed structure of AP SEZ policy in 
Annexure 1.  

The specificity of Andhra Pradesh is in its special efforts to attract investments in 
certain sectors and its innovative strategies for land acquisition without letting any 
strong anti SEZ movement to emerge. The second aspect we will be discussing in the 
next chapter focusing on the anti SEZ movement. To explore on the first aspect, we 
can briefly discuss here the strategies adopted to attract the foreign investments in 
textile sector.  
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Andhra Pradesh’s textile policy yielded good results in being able to attract investors 
such as Brandix Apparel and MAS Holdings – Sri Lankan companies which service 
brands such as Victoria’s Secrets. Textiles have traditionally been the strength of the 
Tirupur area in Tamil Nadu. Andhra Pradesh realized that the cotton growing region 
within the state did not enjoy any value addition from manufacturing. This was 
remedied by the Government’s Textile and Apparel Promotion Policy, 2005 - 2010. 
The end of Multi-Fiber Agreement quotas on 31 December 2004 and the initiation of 
multilateral trade in textiles under the governance of World Trade Organization were 
viewed as an opportunity. Andhra Pradesh competed with states like Gujarat, Tamil 
Nadu and Punjab to make it an attractive investment destination. The government of 
Andhra Pradesh provided a number of incentives within in its explicit policy 
statements in order to attract investments. The policy encouraged investors to work 
with consultants such as Infrastructure Leasing and Financial Services Limited 
(IL&FS) by providing special incentives for this purpose. Water and power were made 
accessible at cheaper rates compared with neighboring Tamil Nadu. Power in Andhra 
Pradesh was available at Rs.2.75 per unit when the same was priced at Rs.6 per unit in 
neighboring Tamil Nadu. Units were exempt from zoning regulations, which had 
involved the administrative costs of converting agricultural zones into industrial ones. 
There was 100 percent reimbursement for stamp duty on land procured for setting up 
textile units. Textile and Apparel Parks were treated as public utility services under the 
Essential Services Maintenance Act for ensuring ‘labor discipline’ and productivity. 
There were special incentives for projects employing greater than 2,500 people with 
an investment higher than Rs.1 billion. There were special exemptions from corporate 
tax and urban land ceiling regulations for textile SEZs. There was to be a one time 
grant of Rs.1000 per worker for spinning units, and garmenting and weaving units 
enjoyed an incentive of Rs.5000/ per worker for costs incurred towards training 
workers. Easy clearances on regulatory matters such as pollution, water, and electricity 
were made available via a single window located within the state government. 
Provision was made for health care, fire station, bank, police station, and other human 
and social infrastructure that could be made available via a special purpose vehicle. 
(Rahul Mukhergi 2007)   

Not only that, in case of Brandix, the Andhra Pradesh government showed flexibility 
beyond the policy stipulation, in order to compete with other states. In other sectors 
also, the government is adopting the similar strategies to win the investments. Far 
example, it is now competing with Gujarat for attracting petrochemical and oil 
refining investments.  

With all these efforts, the state of Andhra Pradesh successfully won the comparatively 
larger share of investments. It is on top of the list with highest number of operational 
SEZs. As for as the major investments in labour intensive manufacturing is 



concerned, there are three success stories: Brandix Apparel City, in Vishakhapattanam 
employing about 4000 workers; Apache SEZ (company manufacturing shoes for 
Adidas) in Nellore employing about 4,500 workers and Hyderabad Gems SEZ 
Limited employing about 1200 people. It is expected that employment may further 
increase by expansion of production in these facilities.  

As for as other sectors in which large number of big SEZs are approved, include 
ports, power sector, petrochemical sector and IT sector etc.  

Hyderabad has already emerged as a major centre for IT and IT-enabled services, 
pharmaceuticals, call centers and entertainment industries. Now city is also called 
Cyberabad and already gifted by presence of several big corporations including, 
Microsoft (with its largest R&D campus outside the US), Accenture, ADP, Agilent, 
Alcatel Lucent, Amazon, AMD, AT&T, Bank of America, Computer Associates, 
CSC, Convergys, Dell, Deloitte, DuPont, Electronic Arts, Facebook, Fidelity 
Investments, Franklin Templeton, GE, Google, Hewlett-Packard, Honeywell, 
Hyundai, IBM, Motorola, Nvidia, Oracle Corporation, Qualcomm, Rockwell Collins, 
SAP AG, UBS AG, Verizon, Virtusa, Wells Fargo etc; along with major Indian IT 
Corporations Mahindra Satyam, HCL, Infosys, Wipro, Patni Computer Systems, 
Cognizant Technologies, Tata Consultancy Services ,Persistent Systems and Polaris 
Software Lab Limited etc. The SEZs in and around Hyderabad are mainly for 
IT&ITES, pharmaceuticals and Biotechnology.    

Vishakhapattanam is traditionally a well developed industrial area with well developed 
infrastructural facilities. It hosted Visakhapatnam Steel Plant, Hindustan Petroleum 
Corporation Ltd, Hindustan Zinc Limited, Synergies Castings Ltd., Rain Calcining 
Limited, Coromandel Fertilizers, Hindustan Ship Yard and Bharat Heavy Plate and 
Vessels Limited (BHPV) etc. It is also a home for IT&ITES sector. Therefore, many 
SEZs related to many sectors are emerging in and around Vishakhapattanam. One old 
Export Processing Zone-VEPZ is also located here and now converted in to SEZ. 
Reliance, Brandix and HPCL are establishing their SEZs in the district. Knowledge 
City of Unitech Limited is coming in an area of 1750 acres.  Moreover, Bhabha 
Atomic Research Center (BARC) is also planning to set up its second research facility 
in Vishakhpattanam district near Brandix India Apparel City SEZ.  

East Godawari district is adjacent to Vishakhapattanam where big SEZs are coming 
up especially in petro-chemical sector. The dream project of the Andhra Pradesh 
government is Visakhapatnam – Kakinada Petroleum, Chemical and Petrochemical 
Investment Region (PCPIR). “The GOAP formally signed an MOU related to the AP 
PCPIR on October 1st 2009 with the Union Ministry of Petroleum and Chemicals. 
The cost of total infrastructure for the project is approved at Rs. 19,031 crores. As 
part of this agreement, the Center will provide assistance to the tune of Rs.6334 



crores while the GOAP will invest Rs.2132 crores towards providing power and water 
facilities for the project. The total investment expected is above 3 lakh crores over a 
period of 7-10 years. As part of developing the first cluster of the AP PCPIR between 
Vishakapatnam and Kakinada, heavy investments are also planned for expansion of 
NH 5 into a six lane road and NH 214 into a 4 lane road for greater connectivity. 
Following cabinet approval and signing of MOU for the AP PCPIR, the government 
plans to develop the first of the four clusters proposed under the project between 
Vishakapatnam and Kakinada, covering an area of 603.58 sq kms. The GO.373 
notifies 110 Revenue Villages across 10 Mandals of Visakhapatnam (7Mandals) and 
East Godavari (3 Mandals) Districts as falling under the PCPIR Special Development 
Authority.”17 

The other major centre of SEZs is the region adjacent to Chennai of Tamil Nadu, 
where Apache SEZ (Nellore), Sri City SEZ, Krishnapattanam port SEZ and Reliance 
Power SEZ etc are emerging. These all SEZs have acquired huge land area of the 
region resulting in large scale evictions.  

 

Up till now, a total of 106 SEZs are approved (102 formal and 4 in-principle 
approvals) in Andhra Pradesh and out of it 72 are already notified. A total of 21SEZs 
have already become operational. About 55 percent of SEZs are for IT&ITES sector. 

On the other hand, the other dynamics has also started emerging in terms of 
converting the acquired land in pure real estate. Promoters of Special Economic 
Zones (SEZs) are now queuing up before the state government for de-notification of 
SEZ status (for some part of land). Actually, state government’s No Objection 
Certificate (NOC) is required to make the land a free hold, particularly to those firms 
that availed land from the government. “Once de-notified, the promoters can make 
use of the land for any real estate purpose; or they can keep it till the market picks up 
and then sell it. The government allotted its own land to several SEZs and also 
acquired land from the private persons and allotted it to SEZs. Sources said that the 
SEZ board of approvals of the Union commerce ministry has deferred the decision 
on Indu Tech Zone’s request to de-notify 46.54 hectares out of its already notified 
60.70 hectares. This will limit the processing zone to 14.16 hectares.”18  

 
                                                            
17 Overview of East Godavari District; A Report circulated by People’s Audit of SEZs  
18  SEZs give up status for land; Deccan Chronicle; March 2nd, 2010; 
http://www.deccanchronicle.com/hyderabad/sezs-give-status-land-535  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mass Destruction of livelihood systems and Mass 
evictions in special context of Andhra Pradesh 

The SEZs are leading to mass destruction of livelihoods, including agriculture, 
horticulture, fisheries and also other traditional livelihood options. A systematic data 
for analyzing the overall impact is still not available. But if we take only the case of 
grain production, it becomes evident that the SEZ rush is going to aggravate the crisis 
of food security. 

It is well studied that the huge amount of agriculture land is already transferred to 
non-agricultural sectors to meet the needs of fast expanding urban centers and for 
industries. “In recent years, according to Ministry of Agriculture data, the net sown 
area has actually fallen, from 143 million hectares in 1990-91 to 140.9 million hectares 
in 2003-04. One reason for this may be the increasing encroachment by 
nonagricultural interests (such as urban real estate) on agricultural land. There is even 
a decline in the net irrigated area, from 57.1 million hectares in 1999-2000 to 55.1 
million hectares in 2003-04; as a result, the cropping intensity has stopped growing at 
around 1.35 (i.e., 35 per cent of the area is cropped more than once)” (RUPE, 2008). 

In only about 10-12 years about three million hectares are transferred from agriculture 
to non-agriculture sectors prier to the period when great SEZ rush started. With this 



background, one can imagine, how disastrous will be the impact of acquiring huge 
amount of agriculture land for SEZs all over India. 

The report of the Committee on State Agrarian Relations and Unfinished Task of 
Land Reforms (2009) says: “Total area under SEZ across India is expected to be over 200,000 
hectares, an area the size of the National Capital Region. This land – predominantly agricultural and 
typically multi-cropped – is capable of producing close to one million tons of food grains. Estimates 
show that close to 114,000 farming households (each household on an average comprising five 
members) and an additional 82,000 farm worker families who are dependent upon these farms for 
their livelihoods, will be displaced. In other words, at least 10 Lakh (1,000,000) people who primarily 
depend upon agriculture for their survival will face eviction. Experts calculate that the total loss of 
income to the farming and the farm worker families is at least Rs 212 Crore a year. This does not 
include other income lost (for instance of artisans) due to the demise of local rural economies.” 
(Committee on State Agrarian Relations and Unfinished Task of Land Reforms 2009)  

In Andhra Pradesh, more than 15000 hectares of land is to be acquired exclusively 
for SEZs. 18000 acres (about 8000 hectares) of land has already been acquired. It is 
interesting to note that out of 18000 acres, 11,274 acres were patta lands and 4,000 
acres were government land, which were also regarded as a land bank for distribution 
among the poor landless. It is said that a significant share of land to be acquired for 
SEZs is waste/fallow land. However, acquiring wastelands is also not a simple issue, 
since 55.2 million ha of wasteland of India is actually very much valuable as grazing 
land, pasture or shifting cultivation. The survival of poorest and most marginalized 
depends on this. They are source of firewood, fodder for animals and minor forest 
produce for them. (Down to Earth 2006)19  

Andhra Pradesh (mainly the fertile area between the Godavari and Krishna rivers in 
coastal Andhra) is historically called the "Rice Bowl of India". More than 77% of its crop 
is rice; Andhra Pradesh produced 17,796,000 tones of rice in 2006. Approved SEZs 
will acquire about 15000 hectare land of the state, leading to mass destruction of 
livelihoods not only in agriculture and horticulture but also fisheries. The huge 
amount of land for SEZs is going to be acquired from the state’s rice belt. The PCPIR 
project extending in an area of about 700 kms will eat a major part of this rice belt. 
Actually the area of coastal Andhra extending from Kakinada, the bordering area of 
Orissa to Nellore is considered to be the most fertile belt and now large numbers of 
big SEZs are coming in this area. They will affect not only the rice production and 
horticulture, but also the fish catch and thereby the fish exports. 

We have already discussed that about 10 lakh people (1.14 lakh farming households 
and 82,000 farm worker families) will face eviction as a result of land acquisition for 
SEZs in India. In Andhra Pradesh, even if we make a conservative estimate, total 

                                                            
19 As quoted in Swapna Banerjee-Guha (2008) 



figure of displacement may come out more than one lakh people of which about 
more than one third people are already displaced.  

The agony of poor people of Andhra is doubled in the sense that a significant 
proportion of people were displaced without compensation, since they did not 
possess land titles (patta and assigned lands). A significant portion of acquired land 
shown in the data as government land actually falls in this category. A significant 
portion of land is recovered on the pretext that it was left unused, therefore, the 
government had all the rights to recover it, redistribute or use for some other ‘public 
purpose’.  

Now, let us situate the issues of dispossession in the concrete socio-economic 
conditions of Andhra Pradesh. About 73 percent of Andhra Pradesh is rural and out 
of which 69 percent are dependent on agriculture. The land distribution is such that 
top 10 percent of rural population holds 44 percent of the agriculture land and 
bottom 50 percent population holds only 15 percent. Bottom 30 percent hold only 
five percent of agricultural area and with a size of land holding less than 0.5 hectare; 
the main occupation of this section is agriculture labour. Majority of them are drawn 
from SC/ST or OBC categories. In the State OBC constitute 38 percent of the 
population, SC 16 percent and ST seven percent.  

According to the Statistical Abstract of A.P. 2005, published by the Director of 
Economics and Statistics, there are 43,35,285 operational holdings of below 0.5 
hectares size having 11,41,679 hectares of area, which represent 38% of the total 
holdings (1,15,31,945).The average area of a holding comes to 0.26 hectares (Ac. 0-
55). According to the booklet published by Society for Elimination of Rural Poverty 
on “LAND”, approximately 10% of the households own land 36% own less than ½ 
acre of land each in rural areas of the State. On the other hand, a door-to-door survey 
of 84,430 families in 255 villages of 200 Mandals in the State conducted by Andhra 
Pradesh Agricultural Workers' Union revealed that 55 per cent of the rural population 
remains landless and out of which close to 40 per cent are without house sites. The 
survey also identified 30,000 acres of excess cultivable land in just 255 villages 
surveyed, that can be distributed among the landless.20  

Land Committee report (2006) of Andhra Pradesh provides even more valuable 
insight on this issue. The scheduled caste population in the state (16 per cent) control 
only 7.5 per cent of the operated area. Both SC and ST are loosing the control over 
the land with every passing year, despite the stringent Land Transfer Regulations. 
Andhra is one of the states with greater emphasis on land distribution among the 
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landless poor. Land distribution through the assignment of land was instituted in 1969 
and in order to qualify for the program a farmer must own less than 2.5 acres of 
irrigated land or 5 acres of dry land.  Since 1960s, about 42 lakh acres of government 
land have been assigned to the landless poor, but a significant percentage of these 
assigned lands is now not in possession of the poor. More over, there are large 
numbers of cases where, even if the landless poor are holding the patta or assigned 
lands, the same is not entered in the records, therefore they do not have any proof of 
the allotments. Moreover, Land purchasers of lakhs of acres of patta lands through 
plain paper transactions (75-80% of whom are poor) are not recognized as legal 
owners of the lands. Further, more than 50 percent of lands in coastal areas is given 
on lease and almost hundred percent of lease is informal; therefore, the lease holders 
can not provide a proof that he/she is a share cropper.  

In case of acquisition of assigned lands, legally there was no obligation for 
compensation, since they were considered to be the government lands. Actually, this 
is why the acquisition of assigned land was preferred. “The standard assignment deed 
stipulates that if the government ever takes over the assigned land for a public 
purpose, no compensation will be paid to the assignee. After considerable agitation, 
the government issued an order laying down that a minimal amount of compensation 
will be paid.” However, the rules for compensation are unclear, therefore “In practice 
the government pays or does not pay according to the pressure the landholders are 
able to put up.”21  

In such situation, a large number of people dispossessed and lost their livelihood, are 
unable to claim any compensation except house for house. Large number of share 
croppers and patta holders are not considered for compensation for the loss of 
livelihood. They are entitled only for house for loss of house, if they are facing 
eviction. The same is true for all the landless rural workers. 

Further, if we explore the issues of livelihood by situating it in the situations at the 
ground, the impact is more devastating. A report by Sandeep Pandey on Nellore 
region is eye opener in this regard: 

“The government of Andhra Pradesh has acquired 340 acres of village common land, 70 acres of 
temple land from the endowments department and 500 acres from the local gram panchayat — 
China Mambattu of the Tada Mandal in Nellore district — to set up a special economic zone (SEZ). 
Some private industrialists have purchased another 100 acres of agricultural land in the vicinity and 
400 acres of the SEZ are being given to Apache to set up a shoe factory. Three hamlets of the 
panchayat, N.M. Kandrika, China Mambattu and Peda Mambattu, are being affected by the SEZ. 
These villages are inhabited by weavers, shepherds, barbers, washermen and women and Yanadi 
tribals. The most vulnerable among these are the Yanadis, because they do not own land and are 
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Land Acquisition Andhra Style– Land for industry via a land for the poor program; http://zweland.net/?p=26 



thus ineligible to receive any sort of compensation for the displacement caused by the SEZ. For 
projects like these, the question of these communities whose livelihoods do not depend on farms 
but on natural resources and community property resources, is very crucial. Bandi Polamma, a 
Yanadi community member, says that because the land is being sold off they are losing their daily 
wages. The water bodies too are either being taken over by the company or are being polluted, as a 
result of which fishing is becoming increasingly difficult as a livelihood option. Moreover, since 
Apache is now erecting a fence, it is becoming difficult for the Yanadis to access the forest which is 
a source of firewood for them. These tribals used to earn a part of their income by selling the 
firewood they collected. So the shoe company is seriously affecting the lives and livelihoods of these 
people.  

“The local community being displaced was promised jobs, education for their children etc., promises 
which turned out to be false. The displaced people have now been left to fend for themselves, with 
only two women being taken in as sweepers by the shoe factory! The people feel let down and at a 
public hearing organised in Nellore on January 31 this year by the Andhra Pradesh Vyavasaya 
Vruthidarula Union and Andhra Pradesh Matsyakarula Union they expressed their intention to wage 
a struggle for their basic rights. Earlier, a public hearing organised by the government on January 6 
turned out to be a sham as no one was allowed inside the hearing. The people are demanding that 
every family displaced by the SEZ be provided two acres of agricultural land with irrigation facility 
within panchayat limits, a housing site with low cost houses built by the government, fishing nets 
worth Rs 3,000, one bicycle and a compensation of Rs 10,000 per annum for the next 25 years.  

“At the same public hearing, people from the Midderevu village of Muthukur Mandal of the same 
district voiced their woes: 1329.43 acres of land in three panchayats,  Krishnapatnam, Muthukur and 
Thamminapatnam are being acquired by the government to set up the Krishnapatnam Greenfield 
Port and Krishnapatnam Ultra Mega Power Project. The village of Midderevu is next to Kandaleru 
creek and Bay of Bengal. The land along the seashore is used to park boats, nets, catamarans etc.  
People use common plots of land for cattle grazing and firewood collection. They have also planted 
ten acres of casuarina trees along the seashore. The village was hit by the 2004 tsunami and is only 
beginning to recover from the economic shock caused by the disaster. And now, in violation of 
CRZ regulations, the villagers are being asked to cut down the casuarinas plantation. They are being 
asked to resettle at a distance of seven kilometers from the seashore, with the local district collector 
promising jobs for every youth. The 180 families living in the village, including 20 Yanadis, mostly 
depend on fishing for their livelihood.  

“They are surprised that they are being asked to stay seven kilometers away from where they fish. 
Fish move in groups and the colour of the sea is to be watched regularly to determine when to start 
fishing operations. If they have to shift, where will they park their boats and fishing gear? In 
addition, they would have to buy wood and fodder, which would impose an extra burden on their 
income. Midderevu’s people also face the dilemma of repaying the Rs 38 lakhs they had taken as 
loan from fish merchants in the post-tsunami phase on the condition of supplying their catch. 

“People of Midderevu would not get any compensation because they do not own any agricultural 
land. Fishing has been their traditional occupation. But the existing legal framework doesn’t 
recognize fisher people’s right over the sea for payment of compensation. The people of Midderevu 
are determined that they will not be displaced before the promises being made to them are fulfilled. 
For each family displaced they want 2.5 acres of agricultural land, a house constructed at a cost of Rs 
1 lakh, a compensation of Rs 5 lakhs for foregoing the right to fish in the sea, and adequate 
compensation for all plantations in the households and along the sea. Collectively, they want the 



government to repay the loan amount of Rs 38 lakhs on their behalf to the fish merchants, to 
construct a fishing harbour for the safe parking of boats and gear and provide basic infrastructure 
like roads, drinking water, electricity, schools, community hall etc., at the resettlement and 
rehabilitation site.” (Sandeep Pandey 2007)  

The Case of Kakinada SEZ22  

Kakinada SEZ falls in the East Godavari District, located at North - East Coast of 
Andhra Pradesh, bounded on the North by Visakhapatnam District and the State of 
Orissa, on the East and the South by the Bay of Bengal and on the West by 
Khammam and West Godavari Districts. East Godavari District is situated in 
Krishna- Godavari Agro Climatic Zone. It is one of the agriculturally most productive 
districts of Andhra Pradesh, contributing about 10% of the total food production of 
the State. Paddy is the major crop grown in the District. Paddy is cultivated both in 
Kharif & Rabi. Other crops are Maize, Jowar, Pulses, Oilseeds, Sugar Cane etc. 
Horticulture is also an important source of livelihood. Yet other important source of 
livelihood is fisheries.  

Now, East Godavari District is home for following notified SEZs:  

1. Parry Infrastructure Company Pvt Ltd (APIIC as co-developer) – Food 
Processing based SEZ; in Vakalapudi village, Kakinada Rural Mandal; covering 
an area of 252.8 acres 

2. APIIC developed IT/ITES based SEZ –in Sarpavaram Village, Kakinada Rural 
Mandal; covering an area of 27 acres  

3. Kakinada Sea Ports Ltd SEZ (assisted by APIIC) located in U.Kothapalli and 
Thondangi Mandals; Multi-product SEZ, mainly Refinery, Petro-chemicals, 
Pharmaceuticals, Ceramic units etc; covering an area of 9,896 acres. (ONGC, 
which had proposed to set up a refinery, later backed out of the KSEZ, mainly 
because of the saturation of the refining capacity on the East Coast) 

Kakinada SEZ is one of the biggest in Andhra Pradesh, affecting 16 villages covering 
U.Kottapalli and Thondandi mandals of East Godavari District. It is also to be noted 
that apart from 9,896 acres for the SEZ, an additional area of 2,666 acres is also to be 
acquired for a new port in Thondangi Mandal. 

However, due to the protest from villagers the land acquisition has become a difficult 
task. Some land in villages of U.Kothapalli mandal and some in villages of Thondangi 
mandal have been purchased directly by Mr. K.V. Rao, Proprietor of Kakinada Sea 
                                                            
22 The information is based on the interviews conducted with affected people, two leaders of anti SEZ movement of 
Kakinada Mr Bangaru Rao and Mr Rajendra Kumar; leader of Dalit Community shifted in Moolapeta resettlement 
colony;  and the reports of the Peoples Audit of SEZs 



Ports Ltd (at the rate of Rs.3 lakhs per acre). However, farmers are still retaining and 
cultivating the land. For acquiring rest of the land notices have already been served. 
However, the farmers have refused to accept the compensation and have gone to the 
court. Major part of this land is Patta land allotted to the poor.  

The land acquisition in Kakinada will result in total displacement of 15 habitations 
and they will be resettled at rehabilitation sites already identified. However, the district 
officials did not bother to hold any public hearing or meetings in these villages to 
inform people about the project.  

It is worth mentioning that initially the SEZ was planned in parts of Kakinada Urban 
and Rural mandals, Samalkot and the North-eastern side of Pitapuram mandals. But, 
it is said that some key political leaders who owned prime lands in proposed area, 
lobbied against it and were successful in shifting the SEZ to U.Kothapalli and 
Thondangi mandals. 

The main source of livelihood in this area is agriculture. Paddy, Chillies, Ground nuts, 
coconuts, mangoes, Casuarinas etc are the major crops. More over, significant section 
population is also dependent on Sericulture, toddy tapping (livelihood of Chetti Balija 
community), fishing, and livestock rearing (Yadavas) and weaving occupations. All 
these occupations will be affected by SEZ land acquisition. The land holding 
communities mostly belong to the Kapu and Yadava castes. Significant section of 
population is that of agriculture labourers and they are also dependent on these 
livelihood systems. 

KSEZ affected Area is spread over three mandals; Uppada Kothapalli Mandal and 
Thondangi Mandal and Kakinada Rural Mandal. It is said that there will be total 
displacement in 15 villages out of the 16 affected. There are on an average 500 
families in a village and therefore total displacement may affect 7500 families or 37500 
people. The leader of anti SEZ movement in Kakinada, Mr Rajendra Kumar says that 
Kakinada SEZ will affect 16 villages directly and 13 villages indirectly. In total it will 
affect a population of about one lakh people. 13 villages of fish workers are actually 
falling between the villages to be vacated on the one side and Sea on the other. 
Therefore, once, the villages are vacated they will fall between the SEZ and the Sea; 
hence face the worst situations. 

The status regarding Kakinada SEZ, as it stands in March 2010, according to Rajendra 
Kumar, leader of the anti SEZ-movement in Kakinada, 4850 acres of land is directly 
purchased by the developer of the SEZ Mr KV Rao. In this case farmers have already 
received the money; however, the land is still in the hands of farmers and they are still 
cultivating the land. Another 2000 acres of land acquired by the government for the 
SEZ is challenged by the people and the case is pending in the High Court. 



Acquisition of yet another 6000 acres is also challenged by the people and the case is 
pending in the civil court. A resettlement colony is built at Molapeta village of Uppada 
Kothapalli Mandal with 1500 houses. However, till March 2010, only 200 landless 
dalit families have taken possession of the houses and received the RR package 
accordingly. For taking possession of houses in the resettlement colony, one has to 
break its village house and take a photograph of the same with whole family standing 
in front of it. The photograph is to be submitted to the authorities. Thereafter, KSEZ 
officials paste a declaration on the walls of broken house saying that- ‘this house 
hence forth belongs to the KSEZ.’  

Daliit leader Abraham-Malamahanadu told that the people settled in the rehabilitation 
colony are mainly dalits (Mala caste) from Matavarapalem, Katuruvaripalem, 
Kollavaripalem, Karrivaripalem, Butchireddypalem, Srirampuram, Dadalavaripalem, 
Ravivaripadu villages; along with few backward caste Setty Baliga families (Toddy 
tapers). According to him, soon, the rest of dalit families will also move in the colony, 
since, the life was better for them in the resettlement colony than in the village. He 
also claimed that Government provided most of the facilities as per the promise. Few 
promises are still not fulfilled and people are raising demands for that. Hope is there 
that the Government will soon fulfill all its promises. 

Government of Andhra Pradesh has appointed a "Special officer" in the grade of 
"Special Grade Deputy Collector" to look after the implementation of Rehabilitation 
& Resettlement. More over, a separate rehabilitation wing is established in Kakinada 
SEZ office with specialized officers and supporting staff. 

The Rehabilitation and Resettlement (RR) package for Project Affected Families 
(PAFs) and Project Displaced Families (PDFs), as per the policy of Andhra Pradesh 
government includes:  

a) Free House Site: Project Displaced Families (PDFs) to be provided with house 
site to a maximum o f 150 square meters in the rural area and 75 square meters in 
the urban area of land    

b) One Time Financial Assistance to PDFs: Rs 40000/-  

c) Grants for Cattle sheds: Rs 3000/-  

d) Grants for Transporting materials to resettlement site (PDFs): Rs 5000/- 

e) Income generating grant for artisans: Rs 25000/-  

f) To those small farmers loosing land and becoming landless poor: 990 days wages 
at the rate of agriculture labour wage of Rs 80/- 



g) Wages to agriculture labour: 865 days at the rate of Rs 80/-  

(For details of the policy, see Annexure 2: Resettlement and Rehabilitation Policy 
2005; Government of Andhra Pradesh).  

In our interviews with people resettled at Molapeta colony, it came out very clearly 
that colony people were by and large not against SEZ, but they were not happy with 
resettlement also. They raised following issues:  

1. The SEZ promoters and the government made a commitment that “colony will be 
provided with facilities like: internal block top/Cement concrete roads, electricity, 
water, proper sanitation & drainage system, site is provided for play ground/tot-
lots, community hall, shopping/commercial space, parks, schools, religious places 
etc.”23 But in their colony there was only a school building but no school; 
therefore education of children is affected. There are no burial grounds, no temple 
or church etc. 

2. They were cooking food by using fire wood which was easily available in the 
village. But now they are facing a serious problem in this regard. Women spend 
their lot of time in search of fire wood. They are compelled to gradually shift their 
dependence on other options like cooking gas; and this will put heavy pressure on 
their monthly budget. 

3. There are no regular employment opportunities so mostly they are sitting idle and 
eating the money received as compensation. Many of them have already spent 
major part of the money they received. Many people spent the money on marriage 
of sons and daughters; and on purchasing necessary household utilities.  

4. A commitment was made to provide one job card to each family, but they did not 
receive the same. They also told that the compensations in various heads were not 
calculated and not paid, for example loss of standing trees etc. 

5. The compensation money (along with possession of house) in all cases it was 
below Rs 75000 (majority of the respondents reported House for house plus Rs 
73750). On the other hand, the monthly expenditures increased heavily in terms of 
travel expenses for work, going to school etc. and the expenses on many items that 
were many times available in the village free of cost. 

6. In the village, many times both husband and wife went for wage work, leaving 
children at home since they had reliable neighbour and reliable locality. But, after 
shifting in the resettlement colony it was not possible since they lost those 
neighbours and reliable locality. Therefore, on the one hand, there is a loss in 
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terms of opportunities of wage work and on the other hand, if the opportunity is 
there they can earn only one wage, since either husband or wife must be at home.   

7. NREGS Job cards are not provided to the colony members and therefore they are 
unable to claim for ensured employment under the scheme 

8. Few dalit youths have got the opportunity of wage work in ongoing fencing of 
SEZ area; and also few are engaged as security guards. KSEZ also provided 
training to few youths of the colony for house nursing-including training for 
cleaning floors and domestic work 

9. There is only one school and that has also not started running properly, therefore 
children have to travel 4-5 kms to attend school. According to workers, they were 
spending about Rs 250 per child per month on education 

10. According to the respondents in the colony, the travel expenses in overall terms 
have increased-for going to work place, market, school etc. 

11. The promise of separate houses to married male children and unmarried female 
children not yet fulfilled 

12. Places of worship and Burial grounds lost. Benefits of Community cooperation 
also lost,  people got scattered and isolated with each other  

13. However, Dalits in the colony were not against the SEZ. They were of the opinion 
that they enjoyed better social status in the colony, since the whole colony was of 
Dalits, there was no chance of caste oppression. More over, they hope that there 
will be more and better employment opportunities for them once the SEZ picks 
up. Majority of respondents told that assurance is given for employment to one 
person from each family in the colony. However, this was only an oral assurance.  

In the interviews with farmers, responses were qualitatively different. In our sample 
the majority of farmers were from Kapu caste, but it also included Brahmins, 
Yadavas, Toditapers and dalits. Respondents from Kapu, Brahmin and Yadava 
communities had 4-12 acres of land, while those from SC and Todi taper 
communities had less than two acres of land.  There was no village wise variation in 
responses, since the conditions were same. But there were some variations in 
responses according to the larger/smaller holdings clubbed with the caste. It is also to 
be noted that the anti SEZ movement of farmers in Kakinada was successful in many 
regards. It was largely due to their resistance that the compensation amount for land 
was increased from 1.5 lakh rupees to 3 lakh rupees. More over, they were not only 
successful in halting the acquisition process by inviting interventions of the Courts, 
but also they were retaining the acquired land even after receiving the compensation. 



They were interviewed at a moment when it was still not final whether they will loose 
the land or retain it.  

Largely they raised their concerns as below:  

1. The land in these two Mandals is very fertile and well irrigated by virtue of river 
Godavari, Pampa and Aeleru canal. Farmers here are able to get two harvests of 
rice in a year. More over, this land also earns significant income for farmers from 
plantations of Chiku, Mango, Cashew and Casurina. This land not only provided a 
livelihood to farmers but also to large number of landless as share croppers and 
wage workers. It will be a great loss if this land is transferred to the SEZ. The 
money offered can not compensate for it. Therefore, at any case the land 
acquisition is unjustified since SEZ can not provide decent alternative livelihood to 
such huge population dependent on this land 

2. The farmers belonging to particularly, Yadavas and also Dalits and Todi taper 
communities told that the livestock rearing also contributed significant amount to 
their family income. If the land is acquired and they are shifted in the resettlement 
colony, this income will be lost or significantly reduced, since due to unavailability 
of grazing land input cost for livestock rearing will increase many fold 

3. Smaller farmers, particularly from dalit and Toditapers communities put more 
emphasis on decent alternative livelihood, however, cattle rearing farmers in these 
categories emphasised the issue of land for land 

4. Larger farmers mainly from Kapu, Brahmin and Yadava communities were of the 
opinion that at any cost their land must not be acquired for SEZ. But in case of 
compulsion, they wanted land for land or better compensation 

5. All the respondents raised the concerns that no formal offer was given to provide 
permanent employment in SEZ to one person from each family affected by SEZ 
land acquisition. More over, no steps were taken to provide separate house to the 
married son and unmarried daughter, even to those already moved in the 
resettlement colony. All the respondents were unsatisfied with the facilities in the 
resettlement colony 

6. Larger farmers mainly from Kapu, Brahmin and Yadava communities said that 
they were not ready at any cost to shift in the resettlement colony. They said, it was 
not worth for them.  

7. The larger concerns raised by the farmers in their interviews can by summaries in 
the following common statements constructed by clubbing their responses: 



“Places of worship (especially village goddesses) will be lost who are being 
worshipped by our elders for centuries. Burial grounds and all common spaces in 
villages called Grama kantham (Throat of the village) will be lost. More over the 
whole social and cultural life will be lost. These things can never be compensated.” 

“We do not know what we and our family will do, if the land is gone. We do not 
know any thing other than cultivating the fields or rearing the cattle. There are only 
two options: move to some other village, purchase some land and start again 
cultivating the fields; or move to the city and start a small business. The compensation 
money offered is not sufficient to properly settle in a big city; therefore option left is a 
small township. On the other hand prices of agriculture land are rocketing like any 
thing, therefore it is not possible with this compensation money to buy enough land 
and also build a house to live there. Generally the farmers hated the business of 
traders, but it seems many of us will be poised to end as trader. If the land is gone, 
this seems to be our fate. It is not that we were very happy as farmers here. To be 
very frank, many of us, with only less than five acres of land are actually labourers in 
our own fields. Considering the rocketing prices of inputs, agriculture for small 
farmers like us is no more a profitable business. But there is a dignity in our life; and 
also there is some short of certainty in our life; more over, at least to some extent, our 
fate is in our hand. However, after loosing the land, the life will be only full of 
uncertainties. Moreover, the social status and dignity associated with land will also be 
lost. Who will respect us without lands?” 

The Case of Brandix SEZ  

The steps for establishing an SEZ in Atchuthapuram, Vishakhapattanam were taken 
as early as in 2000. The Andhra Pradesh government declares in its SEZ policy 200024, 
“APIIC has already taken the lead in developing the SEZ at Atchuthapuram and 
Rambilli Mandals, Visakhapatnam District as a public-private partnership.” 9200 acres 
of land was acquired from the above two mandals in the first phase in 2005-06. One 
portion of this land was allotted to the Apparel Park Project to be developed by 
Brandix of Sri Lanka and larger portion of land was allotted to Bhabha Atomic 
Research Centre (BARC) to establish its second centre. Thereafter in 2006, the 
administration identified 10,000 acres of more land in second phase for developing 
infrastructure for proposed SEZ. (Santosh Patnaik 2006) 

It is to be noted that initially the Brandix had set up a temporary facility in the 
Visakhapatnam Special Economic Zone (VSEZ) at Duvvada and was allotted 30,000 
square feet of space in the zone in 2006 to start its operations. Later, it was allotted 
1000 acres of land at the proposed Andhra Pradesh Special Economic Zone (APSEZ) 
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at Atchuthapuram for setting up an Apparel Park with in the zone. However, soon it 
was granted SEZ status. Brandix India Apparel City (BIAC) SEZ at Atchuthapuram 
started its operations in 2008-09. The land was given to Brandix on lease at Re.1 per 
acre per year and it was criticised by Controller and Auditor General of India in its 
annual report. BIAC has 749 acres of processing zone and 251 acres of non-
processing zone.  

A strong farmer’s movement emerged against land acquisition in the Atchuthapuram 
and Ramabilli Mandals as soon as the process of land acquisition started in 2003-04. 
Initially during the tenure of Telagu Desam government a compensation of Rs 2 lakh 
per acre was offered to the farmers, but they were demanding 4 lakh per acre plus 
employment to one member of each family affected by SEZ land acquisition. Farmers 
were staging Dharna and organizing big demonstrations continuously. Later the 
Congress government on the pressure of the movement increased the compensation 
amount to Rs 2.95 lakh per acre. The movement and the negotiations continued and 
till 2005-06 the whole land of 9200 acres was acquired. After the fist phase of land 
acquisition, the prices of land started rising drastically. It was reported that in some 
areas the Realtors were offering between Rs. 20 lakhs and Rs. 40 lakhs per acre 
depending on the location of the land; therefore, farmers started demanding further 
increase in the rate of compensation.  

Farmers raised the concerns that the agriculture was the source of their livelihood, 
hence, either give land for land or an amount sufficient enough to rehabilitate them 
with a similar livelihood. Farmers of the 22 villages in both mandals whose land has 
been acquired in the first phase were given a package of Rs. 2.95 lakhs per acre and a 
small site for constructing a house at Dibbapalem village. Now majority of them were 
explaining by their own experience that a large part of the amount was gone in 
clearing loans and whatever was left was insufficient to buy a piece of land even 50 
km away from the present location. The Hindu quoted sarpanch of Jogannapalem 
saying, "As long as we had the land with us debtors did not bother. But once it was 
taken over by the government they pounced on us. Moreover, thanks to the 
government's hype, land rates in the surrounding areas have shot up by 10 times 
making it virtually impossible to buy even a few cents. So what do we do now for a 
living?" (Sumit Bhattacharjee 2006)  

K. Balagopal, general secretary, Human Rights Forum was part to a team that visited 
an affected village, said that the poor people were worst affected by the land 
acquisition. "As per the Board Standing order that was framed by the composite 
Madras State, which is still prevalent, all landless labourers cultivating government 
land should be regularized by the government and treated on a par with the `patta' 
owners. But over here that has not been the case. In both mandals there is no banjar 
land in the true sense.” (Sumit Bhattacharjee 2006).  



This is also interesting to note that no socio economic survey was conducted in the 
area before or after the land acquisition.  

As per the government records, acquisition of 9287 acres for the first phase of SEZ 
displaced 5029 families (Rambilli-2642 families from 15 villages; Atchuthapuram -
2387 families from 14 villages)25 who were allotted house sites at Dibbapalem and 
Veduruwada. This figure includes the major sons as separate unit. However, it seems 
highly under estimated. If we also include the fish workers who may not have lost the 
land but lost their livelihood, the total population affected by land acquisition goes up 
to more than 50000. 

Now the people feel deceived. As for as small farmers are concerned, the 
compensation money is already spent in marriages, house constructions and other 
things. The company claimed that it will generate 60 thousand direct jobs, but locals 
are not getting jobs even in hundreds. Now the company defends itself by saying that 
most of the displaced people claiming for jobs don't have required qualification. 

 

After persistent struggles by displaced families, Brandix started one job training centre 
in each of the two colonies in September 2008. They selected 10th class pass140 
youth from the displaced families and trained them in different trades. Few graduates 
were also trained in computers etc. Brandix management called a meeting of displaced 
families in Jan2009 and declared that the training will continue and jobs will be 
provided to those who are trained. The dead line for providing jobs was fixed in 
March 2009. It was also said that till then the trained will be paid Rs 1,500/-and if the 
company fails to provide them job in March 2009, then it will start paying them Rs 
3,000/- per month till the promise is fulfilled. However, by March 2009 both the 
training centers were stopped and no one knows what happened to the promises, 
whether and when the trained persons will get the job? Kota Tarkesh, a resident of 
Dibbapalem colony was working as a casual in the Vizag steel plant in the 
maintenance department. After Brandix training centre came up, he left the job and 
joined training in the hope of getting a permanent job in Brandix. But now he feels 
deceived. Appalaswamy resident of Dibbapalem colony also received training and got 
married in the hope of getting a permanent job soon. Recently, his wife deserted him. 
According to him, this was due to the fact that he could not get the job. A local news 
paper Andhra Jyothi also reported these stories.26 
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26 Andhra Jyothy, District edition, 17th October,2009 
  



In our interviews the workers told that almost total workforce in production 
department was drawn from surrounding areas. 100 percent of the workforce was 
constituted by women. There were some workers from displaced families also. A 
group of illiterate workers from the Dibbapalem resettlement colony was also working 
as loading-unloading workers; however they were not considered company workers 
and were paid on the basis of number of lorries loaded and unloaded. They mainly 
worked outside the gates but also went inside to load-unload the materials from the 
store. One of these workers told that his two acres of land was acquired and 
compensation of Rs 6lakh for land and Rs 141000 for house was paid to his family. 
He has two children and the total expenditure on children education alone was Rs. 
20000 per annum. His group of workers was working for the company for last two 
years and the average monthly wages they received was Rs 3500. 

There was an apparent social and cultural change in the villages affected by land 
acquisition. Consumerism was on rise and probably the main impetus for this came 
from the money they received as compensation. There were all shorts of consumer 
goods reaching in the villages. Another aspect was a drastic increase in the 
unemployment, since land was gone and there was no alternative livelihood. The 
related problems-increase in alcoholism and sex related crimes were also reported. 
The whole village was also changed in terms of increased population of landless wage 
labour or the reserve army of wage labour. Large numbers of peasants were converted 
in to wage labour. Such incidents were reported as common phenomenon, when 
competition among the wage workers for getting the work culminated in physical 
fights among them. Many times there were fights between the groups of wage 
workers from different villages for getting a wage work contract and it took the shape 
of a contradiction between two villages. Workers narrated a story about how in one of 
such incidents, the elders of a village interfered and settled the dispute in favour of 
workers of their own village.  

However, there are some positive aspects also. In the region surrounding the Brandix, 
for the first time, large number of rural women entered in the factory employment. It 
was also changing the social status of these women workers. Ensured monthly income 
to women even if it was meager, was developing an independent personality in them. 
However, it was also reported that it created psychological problems in their 
unemployed husbands leading to futile family disputes. Married women workers 
articulated one of their problems that their husbands were creating lot of problems 
and not supporting them. 

Workers also reported that the migration of the male workers particularly the youth is 
on rise from the region.   

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Movement against SEZs 

The anti SEZ movement has emerged almost around every SEZ wherever land 
acquisition process has started. However, we can discuss here only about those 
movements which have emerged as flash points of anti SEZ movement.  

The anti SEZ movement in West Bengal is the strongest in the country. The 
movement of Singur against Tata’s Nano car project was the first major blow against 
such land acquisition drives for industrial projects displacing large number of people. 
Then the Nandigram movement against Salim group SEZ, Raigad movement against 
Reliance’s Maha Mumbai SEZ, overall anti SEZ movement in Goa and Kalingnagar’s 
(Orissa) movement against POSCO SEZ torched the path of all such movements 
across the country and posed a major challenge against the SEZ rush.  

In West Bengal the Singur and Nandigram movements faced continuous repression 
and got radicalized. Lastly, these movements were successful in throwing away the 
SEZs from their area. Tata’s Nano project is now shifted not only from Singur but 
also from the state. Salim group SEZ is shifted from Nandigram to Nayachar area. 
This SEZ was proposed to come up in an area of 14000 acres affecting 40000 people 
from 29 villages out of which 27 villages were in Nandigram. All social forces from 
extreme left Maoists to more moderate Trinmool Congress came on a common front 



to form Bhumi Uchhed Pratirodh Committee (BUPC), which led the farmers 
movement in Nandigram. The movement turned violent and there were repeated 
clashes in 2007 between police and cadres of ruling Communist Party of India 
(Marxist) on the one hand and supporters of the movement on the other. Lastly, the 
SEZ was relocated from Nandigram to Nayachar area. There is also a strong people’s 
movement, specially the tribal’s movement against the Zindal Steel SEZ coming up in 
Jhargham of West Midnapore district. This SEZ is acquiring 5000 acres of land 
affecting huge tribal population. Out of 5000 acres, 500 acres are directly purchased 
by the company from the land owners and the rest 4500 acres are handed over by the 
government. Actually, large portion of 4500 acres is forest and the rest is from the 
land bank with the government specially meant for distribution among the landless 
tribal. The tribal movement against this SEZ is so popular and so strong that many 
compare it with historical tribal uprisings. It is worth mentioning that the anti SEZ 
movement is West Bengal has an overall impact on the polity and society, as if it 
started a new phase in many regards. There are new movements in literature and 
culture linked with these people’s movements. There is an upsurge of new 
documentary films, new songs, new plays and new poems in Bangla, all around these 
movements.   

Orissa is another important flashpoint of the movement against SEZ. Ersamma 
village of Jagatsinghpur district is home of a big POSCO SEZ, approved in in-
principle category. It is in the process of acquiring 4000 acres of land to establish a 
steel plant and a port etc. There will be a displacement of more than 3350 families of 
three panchayats including farmers, fish workers and tribals. It is interesting to note 
that the government is projecting least affect of land acquisition by saying that only 
438 acres of land out of 4000 acres is privately owned. The land in possession with 
tribals is not considered as privately owned; hence it is but natural that they may not 
be considered for compensation also. The land acquisition for this SEZ will actually 
lead to ruination of the tribals who depend on it in variety of way for their livelihood, 
i.e., beetle vine and cashew cultivation, making baskets etc. Huge water demand of 
this SEZ will be fulfilled from the Mahanadi River and it is bound to create a severe 
crisis for both irrigation and drinking water in Cuttack and other districts. In the mean 
time, along with steel plant and port, mines in Sudargarh district extending in an area 
of more than 6000 ha will have devastating impact on the livelihood of tribals and 
forest workers and also environment of the region. The movement against POSCO 
SEZ organized under the banner of POSCO Pratirodh Sangram Samiti soon took a 
radical shape and forcefully opposed the land acquisition and forest clearance. Hence 
the land acquisition and forest clearance is still pending. Tribal communities have 
passed the resolution for regularization of their land rights under the Forest Rights 
Act 2006. The movement faced continuous repression by the state but grew stronger 



and also received support from broader intelligentsia and other people’s movements 
of the country.  

After West Bengal and Orrissa, the anti SEZ movement is strongest in Maharashtra 
and Goa. In Maharashtra, Raigad and Pune districts are the home of many SEZs. 
Raigad hosts one of the biggest SEZs-Maha Mumbai SEZ of Reliance, approved in 
in-principle category and planned to come up in an area of 5000 hectares covering 
vast tracts of Pen, Uran and Panvel talukas. Around 45 villages will be affected by 
land acquisition for this SEZ, out of which 22 villages of Pen taluka fall in the 
catchment of the Hatwane irrigation Dam. It will result in mass destruction of 
livelihoods not only in terms of destruction of rice belt but also the fish cultivation 
belt. The movement against this SEZ is so popular, wide spread and strong that it 
forced the government to listen to the people. A referendum was done in 22 villages 
on the issue on September 21, 2008 and about 96 percent people voted against the 
SEZ. The land acquisition for the SEZ is put on hold. The company has already 
acquired 10 percent of the land. It is also to be noted that huge water demand of the 
Maha Mumbai SEZ is going to be fulfilled by the Hatwane Dam and it will have 
devastating impact on agriculture of the region. Pune is another home to big SEZs 
with 1000 ha and more. In case of three SEZs approved in in-principle category, the 
land acquisition is put on hold under pressure of the anti SEZ movement. Two SEZs 
of 1000 ha, one each in Nasik (Formal approval) and Mumbai (in-principle approval) 
are also facing strong opposition and the land acquisition is put on hold. In Nagpur 
also a SEZ (formally approved) is coming up with an area of more than 1000 ha. It is 
also facing strong resistance; however, part of the land is already acquired.  

The Goa is the only state where the anti SEZ movement was successful in compelling 
the government to declare that there will be no more SEZs in Goa. Almost all the 
SEZs even if the land was already acquired were put on hold and there is hope that 
notification of some of the SEZs might be cancelled in near future. In Kerim district 
(Taluka- Ponda), even after the land was acquired state government was compelled to 
hold the project. Actually the land (123.2 ha) was acquired by GIDC for University, 
but later transferred to Meditab Specialties Pvt Ltd SEZ. The movement exposed the 
fact that the transfer of land was done without even completing proper procedural 
formalities. Hope is that the notification of SEZ might be cancelled. The Verna 
Industrial Area (VIA) is the site of four SEZs including the notified 105.91-hectare K 
Raheja Corporation Pvt. Ltd IT/ITES SEZ. All these SEZs are in Phase IV, for 
which land acquisition has already taken place. Verna was practically the storm point 
of the anti-SEZ movement in Goa. The movement exposed the startling legal 
violations and irregularities within the SEZ projects. It is interesting to note that in 
case of Raheja SEZ, “the company had not even bothered to submit a detailed project 
plan; the project application was incomplete and mandatory formalities like the inward 



slip and company seal were absent.”27 The movement was so popular and so strong 
that they were able to adopt such strategies like storming into the Verna SEZ site and 
forcing them to stop the work. Movement was successful in compelling the 
government to put all the 4 SEZs in Verna district including the K Raheja SEZ, on 
hold. Hope is there that notification of K Raheja SEZ might be cancelled.  Another 
SEZ, Peninsula Research Center Pvt Ltd in Sancoale district was also put on hold by 
the state government and its notification might be cancelled. Many irregularities were 
exposed by the movement in this case, for example, Company was not even registered 
at the time of its application, government itself allotted land for SEZ though company 
had not applied, land allotted was more then company's demand etc.28   

In Amritsar Punjab, DLF SEZ was formally approved and in 2006, the notification 
was issued to acquire 1218 acres of land covering 7 villages, affecting about a 
population of 26000 people. Total land was irrigated fertile agriculture land.  The 
peasants organized under the banner of Bhartiya Kishan Union launched a strong 
agitation against the land acquisition and were successful in compelling the 
government to withdraw the notification of SEZ in February 2007. It was said that 
the government was offering a compensation of Rs 8 to 13 lakh depending of the 
quality of land, while prices of land in the market were reaching up to 40 lakh per acre 
or even more. 

In Haryana, a joint venture multiproduct SEZ of Reliance Ventures Ltd and the 
HSIIDC covering over 25,000 acres of land in Gurgaon (440 hectares) and Jhajjar 
(5000 hectares) area is the flash point of anti-SEZ movement in the state. In this SEZ 
Haryana State Industrial Infrastructure Development Corporation (HSIIDC) 
contributed 1,086 acres from its own land bank and the rest is fertile agricultural land 
of peasants. A strong anti SEZ movement has emerged in the area challenging the 
land acquisition. Farmers are opposing the acquisition of fertile agriculture land on the 
one hand and demanding enhancement of compensation on the other. The amount of 
compensation offered is 15 to 20 lakh per acre depending on the quality of land; 
however, according to farmers the market prices of the land are reaching up to one 
crore per acre. On the pressure of movement the company is now offering 34 lakh 
per acre, but farmers are not satisfied.  Haryana Kisan Mazdoor Bhoomi Bachao 
Sangharsh Samiti is leading the struggle, organizing the demonstrations etc. On the 
other hand, police has also barricaded the area.  
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There is also a strong and well publicized movement in Uttar Pradesh against land 
acquisition in Dadri, near Noida region for a huge power project of Reliance 
Company. However, this is not SEZ.  

In Tamil Nadu and Gujarat, the anti SEZ movement is one of the weakest. In Tamil 
Nadu, there is a movement against SEZ land acquisition in Cheyyar taluk of 
Theruvanamalai district. About ten village panchayats have passed a resolution against 
land acquisition for SEZ.  There are some other movements also challenging the land 
acquisition in different parts of the state. But the movements in Tamilnadu are 
generally localized and centered on the demand for enhancement of the compensation 
for land (also demanding employment to the affected families). General situation in 
Gujarat is also similar with only exception of movement against Mundra Port and 
SEZ Ltd. Adani group’s MPSEZL, Mundra Port and SEZ Ltd and Adani Power pvt 
Ltd are collectively acquiring about 4000 hectares of land in Kutch region. The land 
acquisition by these SEZs is affecting livelihood of a population of 14 villages, the 
most affected are Waghers (fishing community) and Rabaris (livestock rearing 
community). It is also leading to destruction of mangroves. A movement of these 
communities is raising these issues against Mundra Port and SEZ Ltd.  A case is also 
filed in the High Court challenging the construction of the SEZ on proposed site 
arguing that it will block the creeks. CRZ clearance of this zone is also pending.  
There are other smaller movements against SEZ here and there in different parts. But 
in general, the anti SEZ movement in Gujarat is weak and it is unable to pose any 
major challenge against the SEZ rush. However, the SEZ rush in Gujarat is posing a 
major threat to the environment, in terms of destruction of huge mangroves, coral 
reefs, posing threat to Black buck sanctuary etc. Moreover, huge amount of water 
from Sardar Sarovar canal is going to be allotted to the SEZs which will certainly 
create the irrigation crisis for farmers. 

In Karnataka, Mangalore SEZ is the major flash point of the anti SEZ movement. 
This SEZ is located in Dakshina Kannada and is in the process of acquiring 3756 
acres of land from more than three talukas.1800 acres are already acquired. There is a 
strong anti SEZ movement demanding to de-notify the land that is already notified 
and let the promoter buy land directly from those who are willing to sell. The 
movement is also demanding special package to preserve the region’s agriculture and 
environment.  

 

The Case of Andhra Pradesh 

The Andhra Pradesh is the home of largest number of operational SEZs and also 
large number of big SEZs. The land acquisition by SEZs is affecting lakhs of people 



and displacing thousands. There are movements of farmers and other communities in 
almost around every SEZs. However, except in Kakinada, the movements were not 
strong enough to pose any major challenge to the land acquisition and they were 
largely revolving around the demands for enhancement in compensation and ensured 
jobs in SEZs for one member of each affected family. Presently, there are anti SEZ 
movements in three districts of state against different SEZs-Anantpur district, 
Mehboobnagar district and East Godavari district. In Anantpur and Mehboobnagar 
districts the land is already acquired for SEZs. The farmers are largely raising the 
issues of fraud, cheat and corruption in the process of land acquisition and the issues 
of compensation. Recently they started raising the demand for resumption of their 
land. The movement in Kakinada is one of the strongest and the farmers are not 
ready to part with their land at any cost. 

In case of Kakinada SEZ we have already discussed that it is going to affect about one 
lakh people of 16 villages with a displacement of about 30-40 thousand people from 
15 villages. A strong farmers movement is continuously challenging the land 
acquisition process. The state and developer used all the tactics to acquire the land, 
police repression was also unleashed but movement continued. On September 6, 
2007, about 1200 police arrived in Sriramapuram, one of the affected villages with 
surveyors, revenue officials and senior functionaries of the district administration to 
acquire the land. However the farmers strongly resisted the move. The police did all 
to terrorize them and arrested four elders of the village and sent them in Kakinada jail. 
After this the farmers surrounded the policemen and declared that they were under 
"people’s arrest". They dug up the roads so that it was almost impossible for the 
police to escape. The police used water cannons, gave threatening but angry mob of 
farmers compelled them to concede. Lastly the police released the arrested elders and 
agreed to sign a written bond that they would not enter the village again. This incident 
was a reflection of radicalization of the farmers’ movement; however, the national 
English dailies did not highlight the incidence, it was reported only in local papers. 
Protest demonstrations of the farmers continued. Almost all the political parties 
except the ruling ones in the state soon declared their support to the farmers’ 
movement. We already discussed that almost no major parliamentary party was 
opposing the SEZ policies at national level, but at regional level where ever anti SEZ 
movements emerged those in opposition supported to the movement. In case of 
Kakinada, the opposition parties were competing with each other to cash the 
movement. However, at state level also they did not make it their major political 
agenda and limited their participation only to support the movement. A report of the 
Hindu exposes this political melodrama; “Praja Rajyam spokesperson P. Prabhakar 
has accused Telugu Desam and Left leaders of shedding crocodile tears for those 
displaced by Kakinada Special Economic Zone and charged both the parties with 
being as much responsible as Congress for the plight of the displaced. At a press 



conference here on Thursday, he said the leaders of TDP and Left have no moral 
right to talk against SEZs as they had supported the bill when it was enacted in 
Parliament on May 10, 2005. Besides, the legislation for setting up SEZs was first 
implemented in West Bengal in 2003 and the UPA government’s enactment was 
modelled on West Bengal lines. Describing the visit of TDP and Left leaders to meet 
the farmers as ‘drama’, he said the PR, if elected to power, would not force the 
farmers to part with fertile lands and restore those which were taken away in such a 
manner.”29  

In the meantime, an interesting development took place and the “Andhra Pradesh 
State Human Rights Commission (APSHRC) presented a petition to the high court 
saying that the commission took "cognizance of the fact that the government is 
coercing and using force, involving police and also revenue officials against villagers 
to part with their lands, and even migrate from their villages, paving the way for the 
formation of SEZs". (Assem Shrivastava 2007) 

 

The commission also noted that "undue influence is being exerted by government 
officials in seeking to withdraw all social welfare beneficial schemes". It is also 
interesting to note that along with terrorizing efforts, the district administration has 
also started withdrawing development programs from the Kakinada villages to compel 
them to sell their land. The NREGA scheme is withdrawn from Sriramapuram village. 
It is also said the village primary school may shutdown soon. It is reported that 
primary health centers have been closed in some villages. Farmers’ electricity bills are 
being inflated; and in many villages old age pension funds have been stopped. (Assem 
Shrivastava 2007)  

However, despite all this, the farmers are not ready to vacate their land.  

On Dec 23, 2008, officials attempted to fence the 2000 acres of land said to be 
acquired by the Developer of Kakinada SEZ, with the help of 1000 armed policemen. 
But people resisted forcefully and police had to beat retreat. The Hindu reported: 
“Tension prevailed in U. Kotthapalli and Thondangi mandals on Tuesday as attempts 
by officials to fence around nearly 2,000 acres purportedly acquired for the 
development of Kakinada Special Economic Zone (KSEZ), pitted a large number of 
people, against over 1,000 armed policemen. The people, mostly marginal farmers, 
were refusing to allow their lands to be taken over for the purpose on the grounds 
that either the compensation paid to some of them was paltry or lands of unwilling 
farmers were also being usurped. The agitators resolved not to part with their lands 
whether or not higher compensation is offered or the terms of relief and rehabilitation 
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package are sought to be modified in their favour. Nearly 3,000 out of 6,000 acres 
acquired in those two mandals, were taken into possession and the remaining land is 
to be fenced. Fresh trouble broke out on Monday night when a large posse of 
policeman descended on the villages even as people entered into verbal duels with 
them and demanded that they go back. However, the policemen stuck to their 
positions till Tuesday morning. Two leaders of All India Kisan Mazdoor Sangh N. 
Ramanna and B. Narayana Swami were said to be taken into custody in the early 
hours of Tuesday. After the break of dawn, the policemen tried to erect fencing at 
Srirampuram, Moolapeta, Vakadaripeta, Thondangi, Perumallapuram and 
Chodipallipeta and other villages in the presence of Revenue officials but they faced 
stiff resistance from the villagers. At some places, the police successfully erected 
fences but elsewhere they had to beat a hasty retreat as the villagers virtually chased 
them. Scores of concrete poles were destroyed by the agitators. People at 
Vakadaripeta grilled the policemen and the latter maintained restraint as per the orders 
of their superiors. The vehicle of Kakinada DSP S. Surya Rao was stopped at 
Srirampuram but he managed to wriggle out of the situation with the help of 
constables. He told mediapersons that the process of fencing would continue even if 
the villagers obstruct them at a few places. Fencing work was stopped in the 
afternoon as the villagers appeared to be in no mood to relent but policemen were 
still posted in the KSEZ area. Kakinada RDO G.C. Kishore Kumar visited the KSEZ 
affected villages and monitored the situation. He also incurred the people’s wrath and 
was escorted to safety by the police. The situation continues to be tense.”30  

The very next day an important judgment came from the High Court on the issue of 
land acquisition in Kakinada directing the government not to take possession of the 
land forcibly. The New Indian Express reported: “In what is being considered a slap 
in the face of the government, a division bench of the AP High Court, comprising 
Chief Justice AR Dave and Justice R Subash Reddy, on Wednesday directed it not to 
take possession of lands forcibly except in accordance with law. The order was passed 
on a writ petition filed by Kakinada Special Economic Zone Vyathireka Porata 
Committee and five others, complaining that developer of the SEZ at Kakinada, KV 
Rao, had purchased 4,600 acres and that he was using police force to evict farmers 
who were still in possession of the lands. The government pleader informed the court 
that notification was issued for 1,500 acres only and that the other lands were 
purchased by KV Rao in his individual capacity and that the government did not have 
anything to do with the dispute. The petitioner’s counsel submitted that the lands of 
the farmers were purchased by KV Rao who stated that the government was going to 
pay only one lakh while he would pay a sum of 3 lakh. Thereafter, the developer had 
approached the police without approaching the civil court, he pointed out. Yesterday, 
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in mandals in Kothapalli and Thondangi, the police went in support of the 
government to fence out the land meant for SEZ and unleashed brutal force against 
the villagers who resisted the move. The villagers did not want their lands to be taken 
since the compensation that had been paid was not enough to buy the same extent of 
land elsewhere.There were pitched battles between the police and the villagers. As 
though a war was on, the police authorities deployed about 1,000 men who beat up 
the villagers. But the undaunted villagers removed the fence and repulsed the 
police.”31   

The farmers’ body in the area, the KSEZ Vyetireka Rytu Porata Samiti, filed a case in 
the court, seeking that government be restrained from acquiring 1,200 acres in 2008. 

Rajendra Kumar, leader of the anti SEZ-movement in Kakinada, told that the case of 
2000 acres of land acquired by the government was pending in the High Court and 
for another 6000 acres pending the civil court. Future course of the movement will be 
decided after the court decisions. Farmers said that they are not ready to part with 
their land and waiting the decisions of the court. 

The movement in Mehboobnagar against Pharma SEZ is even more interesting. In 
this case the land acquisition is already done; however, the farmers are agitating 
against the SEZ and demanding an enhancement of compensation. 700 acres of land 
was acquired in Polepally and 300 acres in Mudureddypally village by APIIC for SEZ 
and the APIIC Green Industrial Park. Out of 700 acres of Polepally, 300 acres were 
ceiling lands assigned to Dalits and Tribals. For assigned lands only Rs. 18,000/acre 
was paid, while to those with regular pattas 1 to 1.25 lakh per acre was paid. The 
farmers say that the same lands are now being given to private companies for about 
60 lakhs an acre. It is also said that many families haven’t yet received the entire 
compensation amount, while some families have received only 50%. The construction 
works of the project are already in progress.32  

The farmers are fighting for justice for almost five years, organizing campaigns, 
demonstrations etc. It is reported by the activists of the anti SEZ movement that 
during this period, 42 affected farmers lost their lives either due to hunger, 
heartbreaks or suicides.  

Along with other forms of struggle, anti SEZ movement in the region also showed its 
strength in parliamentary elections. Fifteen contestants, all victims of Polepally Special 
Economic Zone and two supporters of their cause, filed their nominations from the 
same parliamentary seat- Mahabubnagar, and focused their campaign in their own 
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villages. They collectively bagged as many as 77,568 votes.33 It reflects on the strength 
of the movement. The movement still continues. 

There was a movement of fish workers against Brandix SEZ after it became 
operational. They raised the issues that pollution created by Brandix was destroying 
their livelihood. The fishermen were from coastal Village Pudimadaka. They alleged 
that the waste from the Brandix factory was directly thrown in to the Sea and due to 
this pollution large numbers of fishes were dying. The fishermen in anger stalled the 
pipe line work many a times. Thereafter, an agreement was reached between Brandix 
management and Pudimadaka villagers in presence of local MLA. Brandix promised 
jobs to Pudimadaka villagers. They identified 353 members as deserving. Some of 
them were inducted as operators and others as manual labourers. 

 

 

 

 

Regional and Social setting of the Anti-SEZ movements 

The anti SEZ movements (and so many other anti displace movements), as we 
discussed in previous pages, are challenging the land acquisition and displacement in 
many parts of India covering almost all major states, however, it is still by and large 
scattered and unable to emerge as an united all India movement. It is not the case that 
there were no efforts; the need was felt and expressed; and an effort was made to 
form a national platform to bring all the movements under its leadership. In 2007, a 
national convention was held in Delhi, representatives of almost all anti SEZ and anti 
displacement movements participated in it and an All India Committee against SEZ 
and Forcible Acquisition of Land was formed. A process of People’s Audit of SEZs 
was also started in 2009-10, in states with comparatively larger number of SEZs, to 
critically examine issues of land acquisition; displacement; corruption; environmental 
impact; compensation, employment generation, livelihood loss and labour rights. It 
involved visiting the affected areas and organizing public hearings. The process 
culminated in a two day convention called National People’s Audit of SEZs in Delhi 
on April19-20, 2010. This process was organized as a joint effort of various 
organizations and forums engaged in anti SEZ movements in the country. In this 
convention, an effort was made again to form an all India alliance against SEZs and 
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land grab. The anti SEZ movement was also successful in mobilizing support of 
intellectuals from all over India. The communication technology was used successfully 
to interlink all the movements and publicizing the day to day developments in the 
movements. But, even then the anti-SEZ movements remained separate identities and 
not a united force. Not only that, in many states, it is also the case that the 
movements are largely the farmers movements and not of all social groups affected by 
the SEZ. 

It is not possible here to explore this issue in full detail, since very limited information 
is available on these issues. However, we can briefly indicate on some of the factors 
behind it at least in few cases. 

Let us first make it clear that any social movement is built on the commonality of 
interests of majority population against the proposed/established policies, plans and 
programs. Many times the commonality of interests is not so apparent and it needs to 
be articulated properly and propagated widely to make it apparent and conceivable for 
the broader public. Here starts an ideological and political war between the two 
policies opposed to each other to win over the decisive support in one’s favour. As 
for as the state is concerned, it is successful if is able to divide the people and win the 
support of one section of the population, however, the movement against these 
policies can achieve the success only if it is able to unite the majority of the 
population against these policies.  

There is an ongoing political and ideological war between the Corporate and the state 
promoting SEZ based development strategies on the one hand and people’s forces 
opposing it on the other. The state and the capital, both local and international, has 
launched  an overall campaign in support of SEZ based development strategies and 
establishing the TINA syndrome-there is no other alternative. They are using all the 
political weapons in their campaign, from promoting national chauvinism and regional 
chauvinism to manipulating caste and class divisions etc. They are forcefully 
propagating these policies as the only option to eradicate the problems of poverty and 
unemployment. This is actually a very systematic process of manufacturing the 
consent, by converting the whole media in to corporate and state moth piece and 
flooding it with lies, funding and producing large number of research reports with 
clear intension of establishing their arguments etc. On the other hand, whole state 
machinery is converted in a corporate agent in very naked way. The scenario is such 
that the state officials are openly threatening the farmers: sell the land to the corporate 
or the state will acquire their land. The broader consensus among almost all 
parliamentary parties on the economic policies provided more force to it. We have 
already discussed that at national level, no parliamentary party is opposing the SEZ 
policy, only few parliamentarians raised the concerns on this or that aspect.  



On the other hand, people’s forces are also making enormous efforts to launch a 
national level campaign against such development strategies, but they could not form 
an effective national front on the issue by uniting all the movements. It remains a 
major limitation. In some states the movement is successful in uniting broader 
political forces and launching an effective campaign at state level by people’s 
campaigns, demonstrations and using the alternative media, for example in West 
Bengal, Maharashtra and Goa. But in other states there are serious problems in this 
regard. 

There are also variations in ground situations in different states. In some states the 
disastrous impact of SEZs on majority population is more homogenous and apparent 
than in other states. Because of this also, a major effort is needed to properly 
articulate the commonality of the interest on the basis of in-depth studies and launch 
a wider campaign at the ground to achieve the unity of majority population. In this 
regard also, there is an ongoing political and ideological war between the state and 
corporate on the one had and the people’s forces on the other. 

 

Let us briefly discuss the case of West Bengal where the movement is strongest and 
Tamil Nadu where the movement is weakest. 

In West Bengal, there are two distinct positive factors, unparalleled to any other state. 
One is of course the political situation-the political consciousness of the people and 
political and social forces (other than parliamentary parties) well routed in the rural 
Bengal. These forces were successful in forming a united front and launching a strong 
campaign at state level. The second factor is even more important. The land reforms 
implemented in West Bengal are regarded as an exceptional case to the general lack of 
land reform progress in India. West Bengal comprising only 3.3% of India’s arable 
land, accounted for 20% of all ceiling-surplus land redistributed in India and 46% of 
the all recipients of such land in India. More over, the tenancy reform-Operation 
Barga,in West Bengal is often cited as the most effective in India. Till September 
1999, 1.49 million bargadars were recorded on a total of 1.1 million acres, 
representing about 20% of agricultural households and 8% of net area cultivated. 
West Bengal also transferred ownership of homestead land to landless agricultural 
laborers, bargadars, and artisans. Till September 1999, nearly 296,000 households were 
benefited by receiving such homestead plots. These factors contributed positively to 
agricultural production and poverty alleviation. While the average annual rate of 
growth of food grain production for all the major states from 1980/1981 to 
1998/1999 were 2.5%, the corresponding rate of growth for West Bengal was highest 
at 4.2%. The average annual growth rate for food grain yields per acre in West Bengal 
during the same period was significantly higher (3.6%) than the corresponding average 



for other major states (2.8%). The state ranked only second to Haryana in this regard. 
According to Planning Commission, the proportion of West Bengal’s population 
below the poverty line declined from 60.5% in 1977 to 25.1% in 1997( a drop of more 
than 35 percentage points, while at all India level drop is only 22 percentage points). 
The real wages for agricultural laborers also increased sharply. “More over, 
agricultural laborers in West Bengal find more employment than agricultural laborers 
in most of the rest of India. A recent national survey showed that adult agricultural 
laborers in West Bengal work an average of 178 person-days per year, second highest 
among the major states and 30% more than the national average.” (Tim Hanstad and 
Jennifer Brown 2001)  

In these situations when the agriculture is overall progressing and generating hope 
rather than deteriorating and generating pessimism, the peasants are not ready to sell 
the fertile and irrigated lands at any cost. Landless agriculture labourers have also an 
obvious interest in protecting the farmer’s fields. It is not that the agrarian population 
here is enjoying any heavenly comfort of life in cultivating the fields, but they have at 
least a sustainable livelihood. Good or bad, they feel happy living in natural 
surroundings, away from polluted crowded cities, and with an illusion that their fate is 
in their hands. It is not that they do not want factories; they want it so that their 
children get employment, but they do not want an unsustainable livelihood at the cost 
of sustainable livelihood. It is the understanding of the majority population that the 
SEZs that are coming up will generate only little and only casual employment for the 
locals. Since the agricultural in West Bengal provides more employment to agriculture 
labourers, it is difficult here for the state and the corporate to isolate them from the 
movement and win them in favour of the SEZs. Caste oppression in West Bengal is 
also not of the nature as it is in Northern and Sothern states.  

In Tamil Nadu we encounter with a different situation. “The Tamilnadu rural 
economy is strikingly unequal. The state has the largest proportion of population that 
do not own land other than homestead land or cultivate on homestead land. In 2003-
04, 55.43 percent households fell in to this category (Rawal 2008). This proportion is 
much higher than the all India average of roughly 31 percent. The proportion of 
agricultural labourers too has registered a substantial increase in Tamil Nadu though 
almost 40 percent of the rural male workforce in Tamil Nadu is employed in non-
agricultural employment. After Kerala, Tamilnadu has the smallest share of 
employment in agriculture. TN is infact the only state that has a negative growth of 
employment in agriculture since the second half of the 1990s (Ramaswamy 2007). 
Higher level of diversification of the rural economy away from agriculture and 
proletarianisation with in the agriculture sector are therefore the two distinguishing 
characteristics of the transformation of the workforce in rural TN” (Nagraj 2006). 
More over, “the agriculture income has declined over the period 1993-94 to 1999-
2000 from 24.82% to 18.16% and further to 13.3 % of the total domestic product in 



2005-06, the lowest in the country after Kerala. Returns to farming have consistently 
declined. In fact, in 2002-03, the average income for farmer households from 
cultivation (Rs 7908) was lower than the amount spent on cultivation (Rs 8597) 
(Narayana Moorthy 2006). Under such cost price conditions, it is not surprising to 
find high levels of indebtedness. 5 percent of the households are indebted which is 
next to only Andhra Pradesh.” (Vijay Bhaskar, M 2010)  

The above situations explain the part of the story why anti SEZ farmer’s movement is 
not strong in Tamil Nadu and also why the major demand of the movement revolves 
around the enhancement of the compensation and guarantee of alternative livelihood; 
rather than uncompromising attitude against the land acquisition. More over, in TN 
huge amount of land was already acquired for industrial development and put in the 
government land bank before 2005 when the real SEZ rush and anti-SEZ movements 
started. On the other hand, majority of SEZs in TN are of smaller size affecting lesser 
displacement at one site. These factors also contributed significantly in not letting any 
strong anti SEZ movement emerging in the state. In Gujarat, major part of land 
acquired for SEZs is government land mainly those categorized in the records as 
waste lands. However, these lands were grazing lands or in possession of fishing 
communities or landless workers; and by no means these lands were waste lands. 
Thousands of people were dependent on these lands for their livelihoods, but they did 
not have any land titles; therefore were unable to make any claim on them. This was 
one of the major factors behind absence of any strong anti-SEZ movement in 
Gujarat. 

 

The Case of Andhra Pradesh 

The case of Andhra Pradesh is in many respects similar to TN, at least in socio-
economic situations. The Andhra is also one of the states where large number of 
farmers’ suicides was reported.  We have already discussed that in Andhra Pradesh 
(AP) land distribution is such that top 10 percent of rural population holds 44 percent 
of the agriculture land and bottom 50 percent population holds only 15 percent. The 
bottom 30 percent hold only five percent of agricultural area with a size of land 
holding less than 0.5 hectare. The main occupation of this section is agriculture wage 
work and majority of them are drawn from SC/ST categories. According to the 
Statistical Abstract of A.P. 2005, there are 43,35,285 operational holdings of below 0.5 
hectares size which represent 38% of the total holdings (average size of holdings 0.26 
hectares). More over, a survey claims that about 55 per cent of the rural population 



remains landless and out of which close to 40 per cent are without house sites. 
Majority of the landless are drawn from SC and ST categories.34  

The Andhra Pradesh is one of the states with high incidences of farmers’ suicides, 
which reflects on the severe agrarian crisis in the state. It is also “a sign of extreme 
despair and hopelessness and close to starvation deaths as the most blatant indicator 
of the extent of rural devastation. The proximate cause of such suicides is usually the 
inability to cope with the burden of debt, which farmers find themselves unable to 
repay. In most (but not all) cases, the debt was contracted to private moneylenders, as 
the massive decline in agricultural credit from banks and co-operatives has reduced 
access especially of small cultivators to institutional credit. But the debt burden itself 
is only a symptom of the wider malaise. Cultivation itself has become less and less 
viable over time, as input prices in Andhra Pradesh especially have sky-rocketed, and 
farmers have gone in for cash crops with uncertain harvests and even more uncertain 
output markets. The opening up of agricultural trade has forced farmers to cope with 
the vagaries and volatility of international market prices, even while the most minimal 
protection earlier afforded to cultivators has been removed.” (Jayati Ghosh and C.P. 
Chandrasekhar 2004)  

 

On the other hand, “growing mechanization of agricultural activity was a 
phenomenon noticed across rural India. But in Andhra Pradesh this was actively 
encouraged by the state government, which provided subsidies to large farmers 
attempting to change cultivation practices to use more mechanized techniques. To 
give an idea, the subsidy expenditure incurred by the state government for farm 
mechanization increased from Rs. 250 crores in 2001-02 to as much as Rs. 933 crores 
by 2003-04. Unsurprisingly in this context, agricultural employment stagnated. .... 
Total agricultural employment in terms of Usual Status occupation barely increased at 
all, between 1993-94 and 1999-2000, while in terms of Daily Status (which as a flow 
measure is a more accurate indicator of labour demand conditions) actually declined. 
This decline in agricultural employment was not countered by any increase in non-
agricultural employment, so that total rural employment effectively did not increase at 
all, in a period when rural population was increasing in Andhra Pradesh by around 1.4 
per cent per year. Andhra Pradesh shows the lowest rate of rural employment growth 
(of all types - that is principal and subsidiary) among all the states of India, at less than 
one-tenth of the already low national average of 0.66 per cent per year over this 
period.” (Jayati Ghosh and C.P. Chandrasekhar 2004)  

                                                            
34 55 per cent of rural population landless: survey; The Hindu, Wednesday, Sep 01, 2004.  

  



All these problems are aggravated further by recurrent droughts since 2002-03. 
Problems of inequalities were also further aggravated.   

This is the general condition of the state. However, while sharing this general 
condition, the coastal Andhra is some what different with better situations in terms of 
irrigation facilities and highly fertile land capable of providing two harvests of rice. 
Actually this is the region called Rice Bowl of India. Therefore, the condition of the 
farmers in this region is better. We have already discussed that along with grain crops, 
the plantations and horticulture also insured significant income to the farmers. 
However, the conditions of landless workers is one of the worse, since the agriculture 
provides not much wage employment due to increasing mechanization of agricultural 
operations on the one hand and increasing tendencies for growing crops that require 
least amount of wage labour, i.e. plantations, horticulture etc. 

On the other hand, share cropping is also a dominant practice in Coastal Andhra; but 
unlike in West Bengal where most of such lease is recorded and share croppers have 
vested interest in the land, here 100 % such tenancy is informal and it does not 
provide any sustainable livelihood for share croppers. More over, lease rent is so high 
that share croppers are left with an amount which is not enough even to compensate 
their wages. Farmers told that in East Godavari district (Kakinada) the maximum yield 
is 40 bags of rice per acre and the lease rent is 16 to 25 bags of rice. Therefore, the 
share croppers have no interest in protecting the land of farmers. More than 36% 
sharecroppers are drawn from SC categories, while 43 % are from BCs. (Land 
Committee Report 2006)    

In these situations, different attitude of different groups of agrarian population 
towards SEZ is but natural. More over, it also explains why the nature and intensity of 
movement is different in different regions of the state.  

It is interesting to note that presently there are anti SEZ movements in three regions 
of the state, Mehboobnagar district, Anantpur districts and East Godavari district. In 
Mehboobnagar and Anantpur district the land is already acquired for SEZs. Actually 
the farmers willingly sold their land. But they were cheated, and when they realized it, 
they started a movement. Initially they were demanding for a proper compensation 
for land and now they are demanding their land back. It is only in the rice bowl region 
specifically in the East Godavari district (Kakinada), a strong anti-SEZ movement 
emerged with uncompromising attitude against land acquisition. Here also initially the 
government and developers were successful to purchase hundreds of acres of land but 
soon the movement started and the farmers rejected to handover even that part of 
land for which the compensation was already paid to the farmers.  



In Kakinada, the farmers simply do not want to loose their land, since they do not 
want to sacrifice a sustainable livelihood for an insufficient and unsustainable 
livelihood the SEZs are offering. However, there are heavy pressures on them both 
from the side of developers on the one hand and government departments on the 
other. The situation is such that many farmers do not know their fate, many are 
gradually loosing hope. Therefore we received mix responses from them. They were 
saying that at any cost they do not want to loose their land; but at the same time they 
were putting demands for better compensation of the land and alternative livelihood 
(ensured employment to one member of the family). Some stressed the issue of land 
for land, while others stressed on the demand for better compensation and 
employment.  

It is also interesting to note that due to above dynamics of socio-economic 
conditions; different sections of agrarian populations are reacting differently on the 
issue of SEZ. Particularly in Kakinada region, while the farmers (including dalits) are 
strongly opposing the SEZ, landless dalit agriculture labourers are not the part of anti 
SEZ movement.  

The above situations have also generated a caste dynamics; rather is mixed with social 
dynamics. Many dalits and their leaders are supporting the SEZs. According to them, 
continuing rural economic structure is the basis of caste oppression and therefore 
SEZs are breaking this system of bondage and making them free from the social 
oppression of the higher castes by creating diversified employment opportunities.  

 

Almost all the Dalit workers interviewed in the resettlement colony at Moolapeta said 
that the new situation was better for them in two respects:  

1. In the resettlement colony they were better-off since they were free from the 
social oppression that they faced in the village 

2. SEZs will bring better future for them in terms of generating better and 
diversified employment opportunities and ending their dependence on 
agriculture wage work  

Abraham-Malamahanadu, leader of the dalit community in the resettlement colony, 
commented in the interview: “I am sorry to say that Anti SEZ struggle is exclusive in 
nature. It has nothing to offer for poor agricultural labourers who are predominantly 
dalits. It is lead by farmers of Kapu community. They are the same elements who 
were opposing dalit land struggles before SEZ came in to picture. How can we trust 
them now? Dalit welfare has no space at all in the anti SEZ movement. Let me assure 
you that we are not going to lose anything as we don’t have anything.” 



Allegations were being made against him that he was working as an agent of the SEZ 
developers. In the interview he commented on it: “I am a former communist party 
activist. I learnt politics from them only. This kind of allegations is common to all 
leaders. We should not bother about them and keep doing our duty. If tomorrow 
SEZ people ditch us and do not provide jobs, we will fight against them also.” 

It is interesting to note that in Tamil Nadu also a similar social dynamics is emerging. 
A dalit leader Ravi Kamar (member of Legislative assembly and an ideologue of a 
prominent party in TN representing the dalits-Viduthalai Chiruthaikal) is of the 
opinion that the first step towards addressing caste based inequalities and oppression 
involves dalits moving out of their caste based occupations like agricultural labour. He 
also says: “If agriculture needs to be saved, agriculture labour has to be saved from 
agriculture.” (Vijay Bhaskar, M 2010)  

The corporate and the state along with adopting so many other strategies to weaken 
the anti SEZ movement against the land acquisition also used this social dynamics to 
win an important social force in favour of SEZs. 

The Andhra Pradesh government adopted various innovative strategies to convince 
and compel the farmers to sell their land with out any major resistance. Land 
acquisition in Sri City SEZ is often cited as a worth following model.  In this regard 
the following steps are worth mentioning:  

 

The Developers of the SEZ were the sons of the soil with good knowledge and 
networking in the region. The person looking after the land acquisition was an ex-
bureau chief of Times of India in Hyderabad. He was not only well equipped with the 
extensive knowledge of local, social, economic and political conditions, he had 
effective social networking in local political circles and government departments. 
People in the Sri City area were largely poor and uneducated. There were almost no 
English medium schools. 41% of the population was educated only up to 5th class, 29 
percent 10th pass. 68 percent people were marginal farmers (1.4 acres), 20 percent 
small farmers (3.8 acres), 5% medium farmers (6.5 acres), and the rest 7 % big farmers 
(8.9 acres) and landlords (18.1 acres).  Non farm labour constituted about 19 percent 
of the population. Employment in farm work was available only for 90 to 120 days in 
a year. Taking these conditions in to consideration, a social package for the affected 
agrarian population was designed which offered dreams of better life with 
opportunities of better employment to particularly youth both from among the 
farmers and the landless. Under this social package, “A Sri City Human Resource 
Academy was set up to train people for the SEZ in advance of commercial activities. 
These involved activities such as plumbing, masonry, electrical work, driving, 



software, tailoring and embroidery. Assured jobs after training in the academy became 
an attractive proposition for the local people.” In the second stage the youth trained 
in the academy became instrumental in winning trust for the SEZ developers. With 
their help an effective campaign was launched to convince the agrarian population in 
favour of land acquisition. An attractive resettlement colony with social infrastructure 
such as power, water, sewage facilities, schools, temple, hospital, shopping area and 
theater was constructed and for rural population it provided a dream for a decent 
urban life. Moreover, the habitation areas in the village were not acquired and it was 
another incentive, since after the development of SEZ, these lands can be sold at very 
high prices. More over, each affected family was assured one job with out any 
recommendation. A village coordinator was appointed to look after the overall 
progress in relief and rehabilitation. The land was purchased at prices well above the 
market rate: Dry land for Rs 25000 per acre (market rate 25000-72000); one crop land 
for 310000 per acre; compensation for well Rs one lakh; for mango tree Rs 6000. 
(Rahul Mukherji 2007) 

Later on, these strategies were adopted every where in the Andhra Pradesh.  

In Kakinada SEZ also the Developer is a person well equipped with the local 
situations and with a wide network among politicians and the government officials. 
The chief promoter of the SEZ is Kakinada realtor K V Rao who was the secretary of 
industrial promotion, Government of AP, few years back.  

 

The training programs are being organized for the youth in Kakinada also. The dalit 
workers in resettlement colony told that a number of youths are being trained by the 
SEZ promoter in house keeping etc. Promises are also made to provide job to one 
person from each affected family. Resettlement colony made by the Kakinada SEZ 
developers is also attractive enough and at least for the comparatively low income 
groups, it is a dream place with prospects of urban life style. In Kakinada, this strategy 
has also become a part of political strategy for winning the wage workers and smaller 
peasants of oppressed castes to weaken the anti SEZ movement. The major problem 
that SEZ developers are facing in Kakinada is the rising expectations of the farmers. 
The prices of land are rocketing like any thing and therefore the farmers are now 
demanding very high prices for their land. Therefore, the developers are following 
strategy to divide the population and weaken the resistance, by convincing significant 
number of smaller farmers to sell their land and shift in the resettlement colony. If 
they succeed in this, the larger farmers will be left with no other choice.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prospects of Employment and Unemployment 

We have already discussed in chapter 3 that the employment generation capacity of 
SEZs is highly overestimated in India. On the one hand, major share (more than 50 
percent) of SEZs is constituted by IT sector that has least employment generating 
potential. On the other hand, there is a strong tendency of Maquiladorization of the 
economy, i.e. the units already operating outside the zones are moving inside the 
zones, and therefore to that extent no incremental employment is generated. 

Let us once more remind ourselves that the total area under SEZ across India is 
expected to be over 2 lakh hectares predominantly agricultural and typically multi-
cropped land capable of producing close to one million tons of food grains. The land 
acquisition for SEZs will result in mass destruction of livelihoods of not only farmers, 
agriculture labourers, but also forest workers, cattle rearing communities, artisans and 
fish workers etc. It is estimated that more than 10 lakh people dependent on 
agriculture (114,000 farming families and 82,000 families of agriculture labourers) will 



be displaced. If we include those of artisans, fish workers, forest workers and cattle 
rearing communities who may not face displacement but their livelihood may be 
largely destroyed; then the figure may be close to 15 lakh. 

On the other hand, the scenario of actual employment generation by SEZs is not 
much promising. Committee on State Agrarian Relations and Unfinished Task of 
Land Reforms commented in its report on the claims made by the government 
regarding employment generation by SEZs: “Information about proposed investment 
by units is available for a much smaller number of SEZs, only for 63 SEZs, with a 
projected total of Rs 166,785 Crore. For purposes of comparison, the investment in 
manufacturing in India in 2005-06 alone was Rs 360,000 Crore. Of this, 9% is in 
IT/ITES, another 4% is in existing strengths and 78% in multiproduct SEZ, 
amounting to 91%. Locationally, 92.4% of this proposed investment is in AP and 
Gujarat (46% each), followed by Karnataka, Punjab and Haryana, who add another 
4.4%. The proposed investment in units is therefore extremely skewed, even more so 
than investments by developers. To illustrate, 40% of this, Rs 67,500 Crore, is 
accounted for just by one 10 sq km multi-product SEZ in Kakinada. In comparison to 
the claim of a ‘new avenue of employment generation’ of the minister of Commerce, 
the information available about proposed direct employment is available for 110 
SEZs, projecting a total of 2.14 million employees. Of this, 61% is in IT/ITES and 
another 15% is in existing strengths with a further 21% in multi-product SEZ, 
amounting to 97%. It is interesting to note that the 1.25 million direct employment 
proposed to be created by the IT/ITES SEZs alone exceeds the current employment 
in that sector. Further, 85% of this proposed employment is in the five states, with 
40% in Andhra Pradesh alone, of which two-thirds is from IT/ITES SEZs.” 
(Committee on State Agrarian Relations and Unfinished Task of Land Reforms 2009)  

The government claims, 234 formally approved SEZs will bring total investment of 
Rs 300000 crores and generate 4 million jobs after they become operational. In India 
about 10 million people enter in the job market every year. In such situations one can 
imagine, to what extent the SEZ rush is going to solve the unemployment problem. It 
is also to be noted that all these 4 million jobs are not going to be generated 
additionally; it may include a significant proportion of jobs already existing outside the 
zones (Maquiladorization).      

On the other hand, the claims of employment by various SEZs were highly inflated. 
Probably this was the part of the strategy to suppress the opposition; as was done in 
the case of Singur, where the government was claiming that Tata car project acquiring 
403 hectares will generate about 47630 direct and indirect jobs; while the Tata 



categorically told in an interview that the project will generate over 10,000 direct and 
indirect jobs.35 

This seems to be a general trend.. For example, it was claimed that Nokia SEZ in 
Sriperumbudur will provide direct employment to 20000 persons in 2007; however till 
March 2010 only about 8000 workers were employed in it. In Andhra Pradesh there 
are three big operational SEZs especially for labour intensive manufacturing, 
Hyderabad Gems, Apache SEZ in Nellore and Brandix Apparel city in 
Vishakhapattanam. It was claimed that Hyderabad gems will provide employment to 
30000 persons by March 2009; however, till 2009 only 2000 persons were provided 
employment in this SEZ. For Apache SEZ, claim was to generate employment of 
25000 persons by June 2007; however, only about 4500 persons were employed in this 
SEZ till March 2010. In Brandix India Apparel City SEZ, claim was to generate 60000 
direct employments by March 2009 (plus 30000 indirect employments); however, till 
March 2010 only about 4500 persons (4000 workers and 500 management staff) were 
employed in the SEZ (more over all these jobs are not generated additionally, the unit 
was already operating in VSEZ with a workforce of about 1200). The AP state 
government claims that KSEZ will provide 2,50,000 jobs but the promoters claim 
only 50,000 jobs.  

More over, as we have already discussed that about two third of the employment to 
be generated in SEZs in Andhra Pradesh will be in IT&ITES sector. The SEZs with 
labour intensive manufacturing are nominal in proportion. Largely this is true for all 
India picture also.  

The impact of the above dynamics is reflected in following aspects of SEZs:  

 

1. There is little scope of employment for rural population, both local and in general; 
since proportion of rural population with higher education is still only dismal. In 
IT and capital intensive industries there is absolutely no chance. Even in labour 
intensive manufacturing (in SEZs) this is becoming a trend to put educational 
qualification as a compulsory requirement for engaging workers. As we see in case 
of Brandix. Only those workers are trained and engaged who are educated up to 
10th standard. There is a discontent among the displaced families against this. 
They argue that the stitching and cutting work in the garment does not require any 
educational qualification; any literate can be trained to do this job in the company. 
In case of Apache, discontent was even stronger, since the company made a 
condition to employ only those who are 10th pass and rarely 8th pass; even for 
working as a sweeper. 

                                                            
35 http://www.tehelka.com/story_main27.asp?filename=Ne030307We_are_CS.asp 



2. The land acquisition and the displacement is swelling the ranks of the reserve army 
of labour and intensifying the competition between workers for getting wage work 
that is available in so little quantity. It is putting downward pressure on wages. The 
Brandix is able to get more than enough workers while paying a wages that is not 
even sufficient for survival of the worker in person, what to say about his/her 
family. On the other hand, during our interviews workers reported about 
incidences of fighting between groups of local workers for getting casual wage 
works. The land acquisition also accelerated the migration.  

3. There is no certainty and no sustainability of employment in SEZs. On the one 
hand, due to the special nature of industrial relations regime in SEZs, management 
can fire a worker as and when it wants. Practically, there are no legal barriers. The 
workers in Brandix reported that if management was unsatisfied with any worker, 
any punishment can be given or he may be thrown out instantly-no notice and no 
procedures required! On the other hand, the employment generated by SEZs is in 
itself not sustainable. Export oriented growth based largely on foreign investments 
has its own inbuilt uncertainties. We have already discussed in chapter 3 that in the 
era of globalization and liberalization the capital has attained such unrestricted 
mobility that it moves away in no time getting more profitable opportunities 
elsewhere; as happened in case of Mexico leading to disinvestments and closure of 
factories, when capital moved to china. Not only this, getting even a hint of crisis, 
capital moves away in no time leading to disinvestments and large scale 
unemployment; as we saw during the recent financial crisis. In India, the Ministry 
of Labor estimated that more than 500,000 jobs were lost during the last three 
months of 2008 in export-oriented sectors alone, including gems and jewellery, 
autos, and textiles. However, many scholars believed that these figures were highly 
underestimated. The Financial express reported: “Unemployment estimates for the 
first quarter of the financial year show a total of 1.71 lakh job losses, and the 
spectre loomed over most sectors, according to a study by the Labour Bureau. 
Buttressing this is data that shows withdrawal requests from the Employees’ 
Provident Fund Organisation (EPFO) between April and June touching a record 
31.51 lakh, indicating large-scale layoffs as well as a severe cash crunch among 
workers. The textiles industry was worst hit, shedding 1.54 lakh jobs, followed by 
IT/BPO (34,000). The gems & jewellery sector reported 20,000 job losses, 
although, ironically, some employers reported worker shortages. Overall 
employment across the eight sectors surveyed; including metals, leather, 
automobiles, transport and handloom/powerloom—dipped by 1.31 lakh. 
Exporting units remained badly hit. Across all sectors, employment in these units 



fell by a sharp 1.67 lakh. Non-exporting units across all but three sectors (textiles, 
transport and handlooms) saw total employment increase by 35,000.”36  
 
The financial crisis was also one of the factors behind delay/postponement of 
plans for expansion of production facilities in SEZs including the Brandix. Brandix 
India Apparel City Private Ltd (BIACPL) is promoted by Brandix Lanka Limited, 
Brandix Apparel Limited and Brandix Casualwear Limited. In the Apparel Park all 
facilities required for an integrated textile industry starting from cotton spinning to 
apparel manufacturing to finish products, embroidery and apparel-making with all 
support services were proposed to come up soon to make it a self-reliant 
integrated textile complex. However, there is no hint of any move till now in this 
direction. Probably, the economic crisis was also one of the factors behind 
stopping both the training centres in resettlement colonies and keeping mum 
regarding absorption of those in the company who have already completed their 
training.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

SEZs and the labour 

The Special Economic Zones are enjoying a qualitatively different industrial relations 
regime which ensures almost unquestioned authority of employers to higher and fire. 
On the other hand, the power of the workers at the shop floor is reduced to the 
minimum. We have already discussed in chapter 3 that the powers of labour 
commissioner under various labour laws is delegated to the Development 
commissioner who works as single point authority for the SEZs. He is registration 
                                                            
36  Financia  Express,  August  7,  2009:  First‐quarter  job  losses  touch  1.71  lakh;  Aug  07,  2009; 
http://www.financialexpress.com/news/firstquarter‐job‐losses‐touch‐1.71‐lakh/499018/  

  

  



officer, conciliation officer as well as inspector under various labour laws to provide 
single window service. Therefore, he is not only responsible for insuring 
implementation of various labour laws, but also is Registrar for the registration of the 
trade unions. There are provisions that the industrial units may also obtain inspection 
reports relating to workers' health and safety from accredited agencies as may be 
notified by the state government. More over, all the operations in SEZs are declared 
as ‘public utility services’ under the ID Act 1947; therefore legal strike is almost next 
to impossible.  

Further, the amendments in labour laws done/proposed by different states are 
making the conditions worse. The amendments done/proposed in labour laws by 
Andhra Pradesh Government make it crystal clear that as for as the welfare of labour 
is concerned, the efforts are to make the labour laws completely meaning less and 
toothless. It is interesting to note that not only the SEZs but also all EUs (Export 
oriented Units) are declared as Public Utility Services. It is proposed that SEZs must 
be exempted from chapter V-B and 9-A of the ID Act. Chapter V-B makes it 
compulsory for employers to take prier permission from the relevant government and 
give two months notice before retrenchment/layoff; and Section 9-A makes it 
compulsory to give notice to the workmen or their representatives before any change 
in the service conditions of the workers. It is also proposed to exempt SEZs from 
section 11, 13 and 18 of the Minimum Wages Act 1948 (Exemption from 
Maintenance of Registers and Records; Fixing hours for normal workdays etc). It is 
also proposed to amend AP Shops and Establishments Act, 1988 to provide suitable 
exemptions to make possible 365 days working for 24 hours in a day, provided 
suitable overtime allowance is paid. It is also proposed to exempt SEZs from 
publication of working time, wage rate and shift working as needed under Industrial 
Employment (Standing Orders) Act, 1946. State government proposes to exempt 
SEZs from Contract Labour Act without reference to Emergency. The amendment in 
Trade Union Act 1926 inserts a provision for excluding outsiders from becoming 
office bearers of a Trade Union; and requirement of at least 30% of workmen as 
members for recognition of the trade Union. Under Factories Act 1948, labour officer 
working under Development Commissioner in SEZ is delegated the powers of 
Inspector and Chief Inspector of Factories for units in SEZ. More over, it is proposed 
to introduce a provision in Factories Act for exempting Units located in SEZs or of a 
class of units from all or some provisions of the Act.37 

                                                            
37  Industries & Commerce Department - Policy framework for Special Economic Zones 
(SEZs) in Andhra Pradesh: Orders issued, INDUSTRIES & COMMERCE (INF) 
DEPARTMENT; ANNEXURE - A G.O.Ms.No.151; Dated: 09.04.2002 

  



It is very much clear from the above that the industrial relations in SEZs is practically 
establishing a new slave labour system, with all powers in the hands of employers to 
exploit the labour the way they want, hire and fire as and when they want; and with no 
voice of workers. 

There are grounds to believe that the Development Commissioner will only act as an 
agent of employers and against the labour; since he is appointed with specific purpose 
to make SEZs competitive in all possible way so that they are able to attract more 
foreign investments and boost exports. In the conditions of heightening competition 
in the global market, to ensure the success of the SEZs in achieving these objectives, 
along with other things, he has to ensure uninterrupted supply of cheap labour. 
Actually, this is so crucial that along with amendments in labour laws, the labour 
department of the Government is also thrown out of SEZs. 

 

General Scenario of Conditions of labour in SEZs 

If we look at the international scenario of SEZs/EPZs, following aspects emerge as 
the common feature of SEZs: 

1. Even if labour laws of the land apply in the zones, relaxations provided in many 
ways make them toothless and meaningless. As one of the recent ILO studies 
reports: “Labour laws governing EPZs are often the same as in the rest of the 
country, although some countries have adopted special labour codes which give 
more flexibility to EPZbased companies, have relatively weak labour inspection 
practices, and give fewer rights to EPZ workers (ILO, 2005, p. 26). “Even where 
labour laws are uniform nationally, there is evidence of more lax enforcement of 
labour law in EPZs and restrictions on trade union creation and actions, meaning 
that working hours are longer and the pace of work is faster; and trade unions are 
often forbidden (as was the case until recently in Bangladesh) or at least 
discouraged (hence the term sweatshops sometimes used in this regard)” (William 
Milberg and Matthew Amengual 2008) 

2. Feminization of the work force also emerges as the general trend. In many 
countries, Women constitute as high as 70 per cent or even more of the workforce 
in export processing zones. The low skill needed, high degree of manual dexterity 
and the ability to concentrate on repetitive jobs for longer periods attract more of 
female labour than male. Another reason is that “they are cheaper to employ, less 
likely to unionize, and have greater patience for the tedious, monotonous work 
employed in assembly operations.” (William Milberg and Matthew Amengual 
2008) 



Most of the women (85%) are employed in low paying jobs. Generally they do not 
get maternity leave and thrown out after getting pregnant. Women also work 
overtime and in night shifts. But no special facilities are provided. Sexual 
exploitation is also very common. (Mohammed Ahmadu; 1998; William Milberg 
and Matthew Amengual 2008). 

3. It is also a general feature that only youth is getting jobs in the EPZs/SEZs. 
Workers are generally drawn from the age group of 16-25 years and rarely up to 35 
years. More over, turnover rate is very high and the period of employment rarely 
exceeds few years. (Mohammed Ahmadu; 1998; William Milberg and Matthew 
Amengual 2008). 

4. ILO study summarizes the working conditions in EPZs around the globe as 
follows: 

“Wages: Wages tended to be higher among EPZ workers than other sectors of 
the economy (Bangladesh, Costa Rica, Honduras, Madagascar, and Sri Lanka). 

Overtime: Workers in EPZs tend to work more hours (excessive, and often illegal 
overtime) when compared with other sectors in the economy (Bangladesh, 
Madagascar, Sri Lanka). 

Health and safety: Although some measures have been taken to protect the 
health and safety of workers in EPZs, there is evidence that EPZ workers have 
worse health and safety conditions than workers outside of EPZs (Honduras, 
Dominican Republic). However, workers in EPZs also tend to have health 
benefits more often than other workers, especially those in the informal economy 
(Bangladesh, Dominican Republic). 

Freedom of association and social dialogue: At an absolute level, there 
continue to be many reports of violations of freedom of association in EPZs 
throughout the world, 1 but the evidence is inconclusive regarding the differences 
between conditions inside and outside EPZs. Most studies find very few unions 
inside and outside of EPZs alike.”  (William Milberg and Matthew Amengual 
2008) 

 As for as India is concerned, in-depth studies on working conditions in new Special 
Economic Zones are still lacking. However, the studies conducted largely before 
2005 (before SEZ Act came in to existence) on older Export Processing Zones 
(which were later renamed as SEZs) and few recent observations on new SEZs show 
that Indian Zones also largely follow the international trends but with some national 
specificity.   

  



Feminization of work force in Indian SEZs  

The studies on older EPZs in India, exposed that the women constituted the 
significant proportion of the workforce, however India does not follow the general 
trend of feminization the workforce in the zones. More over, the proportion of the 
women workers recorded a decline particularly in 2002. It was explained that this was 
due to decline in overall employment in garment sector in which relatively larger 
number of women workers were employed. Another reason was cited as industrial 
sickness which is higher in Indian SEZs. (Mazumdar 2001; Ghosh 2002; Aggarwal 
2007; Neetha and Varma 2004; Murayama 2009) 

However, in one of the studies it was argued that the women were largely employed in 
low paying jobs and mainly engaged as casual/contract labour. Therefore, they might 
be under represented in the official data, since large number of casual/contract 
workers were generally not put on company roles and not recorded. Probably this was 
also one of the reasons for more drastic decline of female employment in case of any 
overall crisis, since the casuals and contract workers can be thrown out easily. (Pratap 
2009 as quoted in Muroyama 2009).  

More over, the proportion of female workforce varied from zone to zone (48% in 
Kandla SEZ, Gujarat; 31% in Santakruz SEZ Maharashtra; 18 percent in Noida SEZ 
in Uttar Pradesh, 57% in Madras SEZ Tamil Nadu, 44% in Cochin SEZ, Kerala and 
52% in Falta SEZ West Bengal, in 2008 with a national average of 37%). If we look at 
the proportion of women workers in total work force in organized sector in different 
states and compare it with the proportion of women workers in SEZs located there, 
the trend of feminization of the workforce in zones comes out very clearly. The 
problem with the above studies is that they compare the female employment in SEZs 
with that of unorganized sector which includes home based workers. We can see the 
proportions of female employment in different SEZs and in organized and 
unorganized sectors in different states in table 4&5 below. Actually, it is here we can 
get one positive aspect of SEZs providing opportunities for larger number of women 
workers to enter in the factory employment, which unlike the home based work 
provides them some freedom from household works and some scope for 
development of their independent personality. 

More over, it seems that the feminization of the workforce is emerging as a stronger 
trend in new SEZs. Nokia SEZ in Tamil Nadu employs a total of about 8000 workers 
out of which 70% are females in the age group of 19-22 years. The Apache SEZ 
(footwear) in Nellore, Andhra Pradesh employs about 4500 workers out which more 
than 30% are females in the age group of 16-25 years. In recently established Brandix 
Apparel SEZ, 100% of the work force in production is constituted by women. A 
significant proportion of supervisors are also females. 



 

 

Table 4: Proportion of Women Workers in EPZs/SEZs 

 

Year Kandla 
(Gujar
at) 

Santakru
z 
(Mahara
shtra) 

Noida 
(Uttar 
Prades
h) 

 

Madra
s 
(Tamil
nadu) 

Cochi
n 
(Keral
a) 

Falta 
(West 
Benga
l) 

Total 
(All 
India)

1981 40 58.3     46.5 

1985 40 53.3  93.0  37.5 46.5 

1990 48 48.8 16.2 61.7 54.6 35.5 47.7 

1996 39.3 37.8 25.3 69.5 61.2 38.6 44.8 

2002 40 35.7 22.0 46.7 48.0 37.0 35.8 

2003 40 35.7 22.0 46.7 48.0 33.0 36.9 

2008 48.04 30.96 17.93 56.47 44.29 51.62 36.58 

Source: Calculated on the basis of data provided by Ministry of Commerce, 
Government of India 2008 and Agrawal 2007 

 

 

 

 

Table 5: Female employment in organized and unorganized sector in India 

 

State Female 
Employment  in 
Organized 

Female 
Employment in 
Unorganized 

Share in Total 
Employment 



sector sector 

Gujarat 5.2 18.3 11.75 

Maharashtra 12.1 30.0 21.05 

Tamilnadu 37.6 78.7 58.15 

Westbengal 2.1 70.5 36.3 

UP 5.5 36.6 21.55 

Kerala 57.1 95.3 76.2 

India 18.0 33.6 25.8 

Source: Ministry of Labour, Government of India (As in Aradhna2007) 

 

 

 

General Scenario of Wages and Working Conditions in India SEZs    

The studies on wages and working conditions in EPZs in India are generally of the 
view that conditions are similar to those of informal sector rather than formal sector. 
However, some studies report comparatively netter working conditions in the EPZs 
and we also encounter with a situation when two studies conducted on same EPZs 
come out with contradictory findings on certain crucial aspects. 

 

Mazumdar (2001) and Neetha and Verma (2004) reported that the working conditions 
in the Noida zone were similar to those in urban informal sector of the economy. 
Majority of the workers were paid even less than the minimum wage. Significant 
numbers of workers were unrecorded casual and contract workers. Mazumdar (2001) 
reported denial of leaves to the workers even for period stipulated by law. There was 
no health insurance and significant numbers of workers were denied the benefits of 
provident fund.  

An extensive study on three EPZs (Santacruz Electronics Export Processing Zone 
(SEEPZ), Noida Export Processing Zone (NEPZ) and Madras Export Processing 
Zone (MEPZ) conducted by PRIA in the year 1999 asserted that working conditions 



in the zones were one of the worse. The study reported that the many workers were 
not getting the minimum wages; contract labour was employed in large numbers. 
Majority of women workers in Madras zone were getting less than the minimum 
wage. The Women did not get maternity leave; in fact women generally lost their jobs 
if they got pregnant. Some companies employed women on the condition that they 
won’t get married or pregnant in near future. As per the factories law, employers were 
prohibited from allowing women to work in night shifts, but women were found 
working in night shifts in many places in MEPZ. More over, the study reported 
serious occupational health and safety problems. (PRIA 2000) 

On the Other hand, Aggarwal (2006) in her study on three SEZs, Noida, Santa Cruz 
and Madras, came out with a different picture.  She reported: “minimum wages 
reported by workers in all the zones is lower than what the management reported. 
However, they still remain above the lowest of the minimum wages in the respective 
states (except Noida). Besides, average wages in the zones are not very different from 
the factory sector average in the respective state (except Maharashtra). This is despite 
the fact that the factory sector covers large enterprises also. Finally, there is no 
substantial evidence of any discrimination against female workers. In Noida and 
SEEPZ, female workers appear to be fetching higher salaries which means that they 
are employed in better paying jobs.” Further, “Our survey of SEZ workers suggests 
that over 66 per cent of the workers get bonuses and over 70 per cent of the workers 
are covered under provident fund. Coverage of female workers is even higher. There 
is, however, substantial variation across zones. While in SEEPZ SEZ social security 
and bonus coverage is as high as over 90 and 97 per cent, in Noida SEZ it is as low as 
38 and 48 percent. In Madras EPZ it is 86 and 92 percent respectively.” She also 
argues that compulsory overtime was not widely practiced in the zones, but on the 
other hand she reports that Optional overtime working is very common in the zones. 
Then she also says: “The survey findings reveal that most firms are allowing casual, 
medical and earned leaves to their workers. In addition to these regular leaves, 
workers are entitled to maternity leaves also. Most firms allow 84 days’ maternity 
leave. However some firms extend it to 120 days.” Kundra (2000) also reported that 
majority of workers in EPZs were getting wage rates equal to or higher than those 
outside the zones. More over, working conditions were also good as felt by majority 
of respondents in the survey. 

A recent study on Noida SEZ in UP and Apache SEZ Andhra Pradesh, argues that 
working conditions in the new SEZ (Apache SEZ) was better than the Noida SEZ. 
The workers in Apache SEZ were getting paid weekly holidays and one earned leave 
every 20 days. However, if they took more leave than they were entitled to, they lost 
not only wages but also some other monthly allowances. Besides, compulsory 



overtime was a regular practice due to high production targets. (Pratap 2009 as quoted 
in Muroyama 2009) 

In another recent observation on Nokia SEZ, it is reported that “Contract labour has 
been found to be prevalent according to official documents, in all non-manufacturing 
forms of work in the Nokia SEZ, with 2,893 contract labourers hired on 30/7/ 2008 
according to an inspection report from the Inspectorate of Factories. Thus, in the 
Nokia SEZ, it seems like staff has come to be contract labour whenever possible 
including warehouse staff, security personnel, drivers, cleaners etc. Interesting to note 
is also how many of the contract labour suppliers are them selves multinationals.” 
(Citizens’ Research Collective 2009)  

On the other hand, the company pays Rs 5400 to experienced operators and Rs 3400 
to apprentices. The minimum wages for electronics workers in Tamil Nadu is Rs 108 
per day or Rs 2880 per month (26 days). However, this is as per the record of the 
company. On the other hand, “Nokia paid on average 44,624 Euro, or Rs. 2.9 million, 
in wages and salaries per employee during 2008. This average salary works out to 
about 45 times what the workers in Chennai receive.”  (Citizens’ Research Collective 
2009) 

There is one more fact finding report from West Bengal which exposes the working 
conditions in Falta SEZ: 

“About 60% of the workforce in the SEZ are women, and many of the local 
inhabitants knowingly observed that the reason behind such a large number of female 
workers is that they are easier to exploit. Wages for female workers are uniformly 
around Rs 10 less than that for male workers. The dominant system of employment is 
contractual, and on a daily basis. Many people assemble near the gates of the SEZ 
every morning, and they are employed if there is work for that day. Some people have 
regular jobs on a contractual basis and very few are direct employees of the industries. 
The daily wagers get Rs 81 per working day, although the official wage is Rs 100 to Rs 
110, depending on the type of work. Workers in some industries are paid as low as Rs 
50-60 per day. The contractors get the difference. The permanent employees get Rs 
3000 a month. A certain part of the wages (Rs 450 for permanent workers and Rs 150 
for contractual workers) is deducted per month in lieu of ESI and provident fund. But 
nearly no worker has ever received a receipt for these deductions, and has no hope of 
utilizing ESI or provident fund.” More over the workers are hired and fired 
frequently; and that “Sexual exploitation of women workers by supervisors is also 
widespread, but is kept under wraps. Women workers often have to tolerate sexual 
harassment in order to retain their jobs, many even have to cook and take food from 
their home for the supervisors.” (Partho Sarathi Ray 2009) 



 

Structure of the Workforce and Working conditions in Brandix SEZ 

Brandix initially started its production in Vishakhapattanam SEZ and it employed 
about 1200 workers at the maximum. Later it was allotted 1000 acres of land at the 
site of AP SEZ in Achuthapuram for Brandix Apparel Park. Soon it was granted SEZ 
status for Brandix India Apparel City. The production operations in Brandix Apparel 
City SEZ started in 2008-09. As in March 2010, Brandix employed a total of 4000 
production workers and 500 staff. Major portion of workers joined the company 12 
months to 15 months back when company started its productions in SEZ. Almost all 
the workers joined in the Brandix without having any prior experience in the industry. 
However, they received a training provided by the company before joining. Major 
portion of production workers were engaged in stitching work and the rest were 
mainly in cutting and packing departments. The company ran in two shifts of 8hours 
each (A shift- 6am to 2pm; B shift- 2pm to 10pm).  

 

Structure of the workforce 

Almost 100 percent production workforce is constituted by the women workers. 
Almost 100 percent workers are drawn from surrounding areas with majority from 
the same district. The male workers were mainly in store and in loading unloading 
work. The group of loading-unloading workers was mainly drawn from the displaced 
families. 

The age of the workers ranged from 18 years to 40 years. However, more than 80 
percent workers were with in the age group of 18-25 years.  

Majority of workers were unmarried or just married. However, we found one case of 
mother (40) and daughter (18) both working in the company as production worker.  

 

In our sample only 7 out of 25 workers were married and 4 out of 7 were just married.  

How they got employment in Brandix? The workers generally reported that their 
friends or relatives working in the company helped them in getting this job. However, 
some workers also reported that they got the job with the help of journalists or 
politicians. However, two supervisors interviewed, were selected from campus 
interviews.   



It is expected that Branxix will soon expand its operations and more employment 
opportunities may be created. Then the company may also start engaging the migrant 
workers. However, local politics has been continuously creating pressure for 
providing jobs to local population only. The future structure of the workforce; will 
largely depend on this dual dynamics. 

 

Social Background of the Workers and Related Issues 

The workers in Brandix represent all caste categories-upper castes, backward caste 
and Scheduled castes (Dalits). However, according to workers, there are more workers 
from the backward castes especially from Gavara caste (linked to pearl business) and 
Kapu caste (dominant peasant caste in the region), significant number from upper 
caste and only few from the scheduled castes. This is largely due to the requirement of 
10th pass qualification for the job. Educational status of dalit population particularly in 
rural areas is very poor. The rural dalit girls are even more disadvantaged and there are 
not many with 10th pass qualification.  

In our sample also the workers were from all the three caste categories-five scheduled 
caste, 18 backward castes (both Kapu caste and Gavara caste) and two upper castes 
(however, there was no conscious effort in selecting such sample structure, it 
happened automatically. Probably we got more workers from backward caste because 
of our contact person’s links). 

According to workers, majority of workers were mainly from the families of medium, 
small and marginal farmers or unban lower middle class. In many cases the workers 
were the main cash earners of the family, particularly those from the families of 
smaller peasants. It was also reported that the job helped the workers in getting 
married, since being employed they were preferred and also they were able to save 
some money for dowry. However, some married workers also reported that they were 
facing family problems due to this employment since they were unable to give proper 
time to their husbands and other family members. Few also told that their husbands 
and other family members believed that they were becoming sexually corrupt. 
Unmarried girls also told that due to rumors of sexual exploitation in Brandix they 
face social problems. However, there were positive aspects also. They told that with 
the entire work load and with all sorts of problems the factory employment gave them 
a better life than it was before.  

This is also interesting to note that how the factory employment breaks the social 
structure and how on its turn the social structure asserts there. There is a change but 
there is continuity also. 



Upper caste and backward caste women doing the same wage work with scheduled 
caste women in equal status was unimaginable in the village. But the factory 
employment made it possible. All the women workers across the caste did the same 
wage work standing shoulder to shoulder with each other. They were only workers 
and there was no role of caste at the shop floor. But, the social structure asserted 
when they were not at work. The upper and backward caste women sit at a distance 
with dalit women workers while taking lunch; they did not share seats with dalit 
women workers in the company bus while coming to company and going back to 
home.  

All the five dalit women reported: “The Gavara and other upper caste community 
girls don’t prefer to eat with us during lunch. In the bus also they don’t sit with us.” 

 

Proof of Employment and Job Security 

All the production workers were on the rolls of the company and provided with I-
cards and salary slips with the employee code and PF account number. They were not 
provided with any appointment letter stating that they were permanent employees of 
the company; however, most of the workers believed that they were permanent 
workers. It was not clear whether they were permanent or not but they had proof of 
employment in the form of I-cards and salary slips. PF and ESI contribution was also 
duly deducted and shown in the salary slips. 

It is interesting to note that with all the proof of employment and illusion of being 
permanent, the workers told that their job was not secure. Sward of retrenchment 
remained hanging every time over their head. They told that by virtue of no 
interference of labour department, management was able to throw them out at any 
moment with out following any procedures. Their job security was at the mercy of the 
management. However, there were more cases of workers leaving the job themselves 
due to heavy work pressure, mental torture and health problems, than the case of 
throwing out of workers. There were always threatening from the management for 
throwing out workers if regularly failing to complete targets. Almost all the workers 
reported problem of very heavy work pressures. They faced mental tortures, 
threatening, and humiliation and in some cases even physical punishment if targets 
were not achieved. It seems, in these situations, there was no need for openly 
throwing out workers, since increasing work pressures and mental tortures yielded the 
same results, compelling the workers to leave the job themselves. CITU a national 
level major trade Union working in the region had alleged that due to heavy work 



pressure, 700 workers were quitting every year.38 However, the company denied the 
allegations.39 

 

Heavy Work load and Related Problems 

Almost all the workers and two supervisors interviewed reported that the work targets 
were so heavy that even after using every second of working day and even after 
squeezing them completely many times they were unable to complete them. 
Supervisors and managers threatened them, abused them and made their life hell, 
when they were unable to achieve the targets.  

The workers of stitching department reported that generally work targets were 100-
210 pieces per hr depending on the style of the panty. Almost all the workers reported 
that many times they were unable to complete the targets and they faced threatening, 
abuses from supervisors and the Srilankan management staff.  

One worker reported: “some of my friends received letters of warning.”  

Two workers expressed their feelings in following words:  

“Supervisors treat us as dogs. They hurl lot of abuses at us. Physically hitting the 
workers is not common but it also happened some times of course not to me. They 
physically hit one of our friends when she failed to meet her target on two 
consecutive days due to illness. She is not given leave in the first place.”  

Some workers tried to explain: “Supervisors are in fact good but they behave rudely 
with workers to please Srilankans.” 

 

One worker narrated her own story, “I was given an hourly target of 210 pieces per 
hour. I was experiencing backache due to periods. I was not able to complete the 
target. The supervisor gave all bad words and threatened to dismiss me. She shouted 
at me and said it shouldn’t happen again.” 

                                                            
38 CITU alleges violation of labour laws by Brandix; The Hindu, Feb 05, 2009  

 

39 Brandix refutes allegations; The Hindu, Feb 05, 2009  

  



The workers also narrated some stories exposing the general behavior of local 
supervisors and the Sri Lankan management staff. One worker reported:  

“One of my friends was singled out for bad behavior and made to run 10 rounds in 
the company.” 

Another worker reported: “Some of our friends do have such experiences of getting 
hit when they enter in to arguments with the supervisors. ‘J’ is my friend who entered 
in to the argument with her supervisor on quality control issue. She actually felt that 
she was targeted and therefore entered in to an argument and eventually she was 
beaten up by the Srilankans.” 

Both the supervisors interviewed told that they also faced problems when the work 
targets in their lines were not achieved or when there were quality related problems. 
In such conditions generally they were ‘counseled’ in special classes with ‘bosses’. 
However, some times they received the same behavior from bosses as they behave 
with workers. One of the supervisors also expressed the concern that management 
did not here the complaints against Srilankan staff. She said, “Our bosses behave 
badly with us if our line operators are not meeting their targets. One can also 
experience discrimination between Indians and Srilankans. Yes. Yes. Few months 
back when a Srilankan hit a person working in store the matter was reported to HR 
department. They even refused to hear the Indian side of story.” 

However, few workers did not make any comments on these issues and only said that 
‘all is well’, there is no problem. 

 

Wages, Overtime and Working Hours 

The company runs two shifts of 8 hours each. With in 8 hrs working time there is 
only one break of 30 minutes for lunch. There are no tea breaks, however one tea is 
provided to the workers of morning shift. The workers reported that it took not less 
than 10 minutes to go from production department to the locker room and then to 
reach the lunch room; therefore in real terms the lunch time was only of 10 minutes. 
More over, the workers also reported that they had to take permission for going to 
the toilets.  

 

All the workers reported that they received Rs 1200/ per month during the training 
period. When they joined as operator they were getting the gross salary of Rs 
2588/per month (as I saw in one salary slip of October 2008). There were no 
increments in the salary till April 2009. The gross salary in April 2009 remained Rs 



2588/ per month (as I saw in a salary slip of April 2009). In the salary of October 
2008 the basic was only Rs 1500/ and in April 2009 basic became Rs 2141/; however, 
there was no increment in the gross salary. Actually in October 2008, an amount of Rs 
719/ was put as DA and Rs 269/ as VDA; while in the salary slip of April 2009, there 
was no DA and Rs 412/ was put as VDA. There was one additional entry of Rs 35 as 
skill allowance but then also gross salary remained same Rs 2588/. In October 2008, 
PF was deducted at the rate of 12%, while in April 2009 it was deducted at the rate of 
13. 61%. In both the salary slips there were columns for ESI contribution at the rate 
of 4.75%, however, no contribution was deducted and no amount was written against 
this. The workers also told that there was no facility of ESI in the company, however, 
they also told that a process going on for some sort of medical insurance. There was 
also a deduction of Rs 250/ from the salary for transport facility provided by the 
company. After all the deductions workers received Rs 2031/ as net payment. 

The workers reported that in March 2010, most of them were receiving a net payment 
of about Rs 2300 per month. Hence there was an increment of only about Rs 270/in 
their salary in about two years.  

There was a column in the salary slips for overtime payments but in both the salary 
slips the column was blank. The workers told that the overtime was not a daily 
practice but they had to work overtime many days in a month. The overtime was not 
optional but compulsory. Formally the overtime payment was at premium rate, but 
there were unpaid overtime hours also; as a result the actual payments for total 
overtime hours became at the rate of single wages. It was reported that almost no 
worker was able to complete the work targets in eight hours and many times they had 
to complete the work after the working hours (generally two hours) without any extra 
payment.  

CITU also alleged that such overtime work was unpaid: “…Instead of one hour break 
for lunch, the workers were being forced to take just 20 minutes break and asked to 
work for an extra two hours if they failed to meet the hourly targets set for them 
without payment of overtime charges.” 40  

It is interesting to note that salary the workers received was far less than the minimum 
wages. CITU alleged: “the company, which was accorded Special Economic Zone 
status, was also not giving minimum wages of Rs.4600/ for skilled and Rs.3800/ per 
month for unskilled workers. The jobless women, who underwent training by Greater 
Visakhapatnam Municipal Corporation and other agencies on fashion technology, 
were not being offered jobs. They were being asked to undergo fresh training at 
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Pendurthy by the management on payment of a stipend of Rs.1200 a month and later 
taken on payrolls.”41 

More over, the supervisors interviewed, also reported that they were getting a net 
monthly payment of Rs. 5000/ only. Their joining salary was Rs 3500/per month 
(net) only.   

The workers told that they did not receive any annual bonus. However, two 
supervisors interviewed, told that they received annual bonus. 

 

Sexual Harassment 

The workers did not speak any thing on this issue. However, local news papers such 
stories highlighting the issue of sexual harassment.42 CITU, a national level trade 
union led by major left party CPI(M), launched a campaign against the cases of sexual 
harassment of Brandix women workers. However, the Brandix management refuted 
such allegations and issued statements against such campaign.  

About CITU’s allegations related to sexual harassment in Brandix, only this much was 
published in the English news papers:  

“CITU district vice-president Dhanalaxmi and district secretary P. Mani told reporters 
that they had also lodged a complaint at Achyutapuram police station listing out 
specific cases of sexual harassment.”43  

However, the local newspapers reported these allegations with some specific details. 
CPM also organised a sit-in protest (dharna) in front of the gate of Brandix 
demanding inquiry in to allegations of sexual harassment in Brandix and also raised 
the issue of other labour law violations. Some CITU workers were also victimized for 
this by the police. 

Responding to it, the management issues a press statement and “refuted the alleged 
harassment of women employees and other reports and described the allegations 
against the company as `totally baseless and unwarranted.’…….the management 
assured the local community that it had conducted a thorough internal investigation 
and found no specific instance of any form of harassment to its associates. As a 
responsible corporate citizen, Brandix is fully conscious of its responsibilities and its 
compliance standards are amongst the highest in the global apparel industry. ….. 
Without naming anyone, the management said as a consequence of ‘malicious and 
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baseless’ allegations levelled against Brandix and continuous protests and dharnas 
carried out by groups with vested interests, the operation of the supply chain units 
functioning within BIAC were severely hampered, resulting in disruption of 
production, thereby incurring unwarranted additional costs at a time when the global 
economy was in crisis. The management said the worst outcome of these ‘malicious’ 
acts was the distraction to foreign investors.”44  

 

Occupational Health and Safety 

In our interviews with workers, OSH also emerged as one of the major problems in 
the company. Two workers- Saana Durga (19 years) and Kasi Lakshmi (21 years) died 
due to lung disease.45 This was the issue on which the workers spontaneously went on 
strike. We will be discussing the issue in detail in the next chapter. 

Workers told that there was serious problem of dust mainly in stitching and cutting 
departments, and to some extent in packing department also. The workers told that 
central AC was already installed in the production department for reduction of dust, 
but the problem remained. One told: “For every 30minutes we have to clean the 
dust.”  

The workers also told that they were provided with masks but they do not wear it. 
Different workers cited different reasons for it.  

One said: “I wear them quite regularly but feel suffocated in them.”  

Another worker said: “They are of inferior quality so when we wear them we feel very 
uncomfortable.”  

One worker gave an interesting explanation:  “We look like monkeys in those masks, 
so we don’t wear it.”  

While one of the supervisors interviewed, said that actually there was no need of it. 

 

The workers reported serious health problems created by the dust. According to 
them, many were suffering from Cough and other lung related problems. 
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More over, some had to work constantly sitting position and others in constantly 
standing position. For four hours they were not able to change the position. Only 
during 30 minutes Lunch they were able to take rest and change the posture. The 
workers reported that it was creating lot of health problems from leg pain to back 
pain. 

Workers narrated these problems in following words:   

“Many co-workers report cough and asthma due to dust .While cutting and sewing lot 
of dust is generated. 2-3 people died in my knowledge and many workers got ill. The 
workers standing can’t sit and vice versa. Lot of workers experience back pains 
especially during periods”       

“I am suffering from regular fever and headache” 

“I suffer from backache and headache especially during periods” 

“Backache is a common problem and so Headache due to stress 

“Suffering from back pain and cough problem” 

“I had severe lungs problem some time back” 

“Suffering from Severe cough due to heavy dust” 

“Cramps due to constant sitting and headache due to constant pressure” 

“Constant sitting with out break is creating body pains. Dust created breathing 
problems’  

“I experienced severe headache and cough many a times” 

“I am suffering from leg pains” 

One worker told that bananas and Jiggery helped in cough and breathing problems 
created due to inhaling the dust. Therefore during the strike it was also one of the 
demands that the company should provide bananas and Jiggery to workers. However 
this demand was not fulfilled. 

 

The workers also told that there was a medical room in the company with a full time 
nurse. A doctor also came time to time. However, the workers were unable to take 
benefit of this facility, since they had no time to visit the medical room. All the 
workers provided similar responses: “We have a medical room and occasionally 



doctor comes and goes with out examining any body. We have a head nurse but we 
never get time to see her; in fact we are not allowed.” 

A worker reported that the company provided hospital facility when the workers were 
facing serious health problems.” However, this response was not repeated by any 
other worker.  

All the workers reported that there was no chance of accidents in any department. 

 

Paid Leaves  

All the workers reported that they were availing the weekly offs, however, some times, 
in emergency, they had to work on Weekly offs as overtime. They were also getting 
paid leaves on major festivals. In one of the salary slips the leave balance was written 
as 25, however, the workers reported that it was not easy to get permission for leave.  

Some workers said that practically there were no other leaves than the weekly offs and 
festivals; there was salary cut for going on leave. Another worker told that one could 
go on leave only after getting the due permission otherwise there was a salary cut. 

Two workers told that there was facility of paid maternity leave. The two Supervisors 
also told that there was facility of maternity leave in the company. However, other 
workers told that they were not informed about it.   

 

Other Facilities 

All workers told that there were good facilities for drinking water and toilets, safe and 
clean.  

The canteen was there but it was not subsidized. Actually the workers generally did 
not use the canteen. They brought their food from home and there was no time for 
tea.  

All the workers and supervisors reported that the company was in the process of 
establishing a Crèche. It may become operational soon in a moth or two. 

The company provided transport facility but it was not free. There was a deduction of 
Rs 250 from workers salary for it. 

 

Most Pressing Problems as Articulated by Workers 



1. “Lot of stress and very little salary. The company is earning huge profits due to us, 
but it’s the managers and supervisors who get fat salaries. The Srilankans are even 
paid lakhs of rupees.” They said that their poor educational background was also a 
problem. There were no better opportunities for them in nearby areas.  

2. Serious health problems due to dust and posture 

3. Very little salary, lot of stress, mental torture by supervisors and Srilankan 
managers  at work place; and poverty, water and sanitation problems and 
harassment from males (including husbands) in society 

4. Supervisors and Srilankans treat us like dogs and workers are facing a problem of 
loosing their self respect.  

5. Loading and unloading workers said that although they were the people who 
sacrificed their lands for the company, however, they were provided with only 
petty jobs. 

6. It is interesting to note how supervisors articulate their problems. One said:  
“Workers don’t listen to us. Management never gives us leaves. It creates problems 
for us to try for new and more lucrative jobs. Parents don’t allow us to do what 
ever we want to do.” Other supervisor said, “Main problem is of stress. The 
workers are lazy, making them work with out shouting and abusing is a problem. 
India is backward and poor country and many people are uneducated.” 

 

What needs to be done as Proposed by the workers 

1. The workers said that Labour department did not care for them, Trade unions also 
did not help them, they were unable to make representations themselves before 
the management since there was always fear of backlash; therefore they wanted 
their representatives from outside. They said that some form of workers 
organization was urgently needed to resolve their problems and compel the 
management to follow the norms. However, it was also needed to safeguard the 
workers so that they were not fired for it. They articulated: “A workers committee 
needs to be formed with some outside elders to foresee these issues.” 

2. The also said that the management should provide proper medical facilities. 
Periodic check up of workers was urgently needed. It was also needed to provide 
better dust safe guards and proper facilities to reduce the posture related health 
problems 



3. They also expected from the government for doing some thing in terms of 
reducing work pressure and enhancing salary 

 

 

 

SEZs Emerging as the New War Zones of the Working 
Class 

 

The denial of trade union rights is one of the most important concerns related to 
SEZs all over the world. As the recent ILO study reports: “even when there are no 
such limitations under the law, EPZ workers in many countries are unable to 
effectively exercise their freedom of association on account of the anti-union 
discriminatory practices adopted by employers against EPZ workers engaged in trade 
union activities. These include the unjust dismissal, suspension; transfer and 
blacklisting of trade union officials and members. Employers in EPZ enterprises 
sometimes even resort to physical violence to prevent workers from forming and 
joining trade unions of their choosing. The problem is accentuated when there is a 
lack of effective enforcement of laws in the zones, as is often the case.” (William 
Milberg and Matthew Amengual 2008) 

In India also, the conditions are not different. The report of ITC / ILO / ACTRAV 
Trade Union Training program in 2005 on Freedom of Association (FOA) and 
Organizing in the Informal Economy and Economy Processing Zones (EPZs) says: 
“Out of total employment in this zone (Indian zones) nearly 80% of workers are 
female workers. Management is vigilant and keeps very close watch on the 
movements of their employees. In these circumstances female workers in this zone 
are afraid to unite in absence of job security. It is therefore extremely difficult to 
organize these workers and make them conscious to fight for their own right. There 
were many attempts made by various union and organizations to mobilize these 
workers but met with little success.”46 
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There is only one success story of unionization in Indian EPZs/SEZs. Madras EPZ 
(now Madras SEZ) remains the only zone with a recognized trade union viz. Madras 
Export Processing Zone Employees Union. It is affiliated to Centre for Indian Trade 
Unions (CITU). The union was established in 1995, after a struggle for 3 years. CITU 
successfully unionized the workers in 13 units of the zone with a total membership of 
4,500 (20-25% of total workforce). An all-India Convention of SEZ/ EPZ workers 
was also organized by CITU in 2002 at Visakhapatnam and it was the first ever effort 
by a trade union to develop a nationwide coordinated movement of the SEZ workers 
in the country (PRIA 2000 and Agrawal 2007). However it could not make any 
breakthrough in terms of expanding its base; rather it gradually eroded. About three 
unionized companies closed their operations in the Madras zone and shifted else 
where. The leader of the trade union Com. Ponmudi once told me that the 
unionization was became even more difficult in the phase of liberalization. CITU also 
tried to unionize the workers in Vishakhpattanam SEZ. It was successful in 
associating many workers of SEZ with CITU. There were some strikes also. However, 
there were no formal unions in any unit of the Vishakhapattanam SEZ.  

There were also efforts by All India Trade Union Congress to unionize the workers in 
few units of Noida SEZ. The leader of the Export Garment Workers Union (affiliated 
to AITUC) Com. Pramod Rajput told me that despite repeated attempts he could not 
form any union in the zone. However, there were informal committees of workers 
associated to Export Garment Workers Union in some units. Com Pramod Rajput 
told that large numbers of workers in the zones were engaged as casual/contract 
workers, and they enter the zones without any I card or entry-pass. The companies in 
collusion with custom guards manage to take them inside without any such 
formalities. Therefore when they were fired, they had no proof of employment and 
many times they were even unable to claim their wages.  

However, it would be wrong to equate situations of EPZ era with the present SEZ era 
in terms of problems and prospects of unionization. Even if the problems remain the 
same or even if increased (in terms of relaxations/amendments in labour laws for 
SEZs in favour of investors and in terms more state support to investors and highly 
anti-labour politico-economic environment created in the phase of liberalization and 
globalization), the prospects for organizing the workers have increased many fold. 
There are mainly three factors behind this:  

 

1. There were only 7 EPZs and their importance in the economy as a whole was very 
little. Therefore trade unions did not put proper emphasis on organizing the 
workers in these sectors. But now around 1000 SEZs are coming and they are 
going to play a major role, rather, decisive role in the economy as a whole. 



Therefore now almost all national trade unions are realizing the importance 
organizing the zone workers.  

2. EPZs largely hosted comparatively smaller units with few hundred or even less 
employees, therefore the unionization was difficult and victimization of workers 
was easier. But now more and more large units are coming in SEZs with 
thousands of workers, which is increasing the power of workers and creating 
favorable situations for organizing them. It is also emerging as a trend that 
majority of workers in the new zones possess proof of employment. Even if it 
does not provide them any job security, it legally empowers them to demand all 
legal benefits; and also creates better situations for unionization. 

3. In the EPZ era, the unions had strong bases largely in the sectors with secure 
employment. There was almost no emphasis in organizing the workers of informal 
sectors or in the sectors with informal sector like situations. Actually to organize 
such workers needed a strategy qualitatively different to that of shop-floor 
unionism and most of the trade unions had no such experience of working on 
such strategies. However, in the phase of liberalizations with drastic 
informalisation of workforce even in the organized sector, trade unions realized 
the importance to organize these sectors and also started learning to work on 
various strategies suited for these new situations  

 

It is but natural that the initial storm centers will be those zones with comparatively 
larger labour intensive manufacturing units with comparatively larger number of 
workers. It is also obvious that in such situations, with undeclared ban on collective 
bargaining and strikes, initially the struggles can only emerge as sudden outbursts. The 
emergence of wild cat strikes as a trend in the zones world wide can be explained by 
these situations.  

In India, even if up till now, only small proportion of SEZs are operational and they 
started their productions very recently, the workers’ struggles have already started 
emerging and wild cat strikes are becoming a trend. It is also interesting to note that 
particularly those zones housing larger labour intensive manufacturing units with 
comparatively larger number of workers, are emerging as the initial flash points of the 
workers’ struggles.  

 

Apache SEZ in Nellore, Andhra Pradesh has emerged as one such center of the 
struggles. The production in Apache started in November, 2006 and the first strike in 
the company happened in 2007. There was a sudden two day strike against an 



incidence of harassment of a women worker. Majority of workers in the Apache are 
drawn from the surrounding rural and urban areas and mostly from the same district. 
It was reported that a Taiwanese official had hit one of the women workers in the 
company. The next day, workers came to the company and with in hours they 
declared a strike. They completely stopped the production in the company. There was 
no preparation of the strike and therefore management could not smell about it. 
Actually discontent was already growing among the workers against mental and 
physical harassment they were facing, therefore there was no need for preparation, 
what was needed was a person who takes initiative and declares the strike. The strike 
lasted for two days and it was a grand success. The district administration interfered 
with the request from management and the said Taiwanese official was transferred to 
the Taiwan. There was again a two hours sudden strike in April 2008 demanding for 
declaring Ambedakar Jayanti as a holiday. 

In March 10, 2010, the workers again suddenly went on a strike. In retaliations, the 
management declared an indefinite lock out and threatened to close its operations. 
The management argued that the workers went on an illegal strike and resorted to 
violent incidents causing damage to the company. On the other hand, the workers 
argued that the Apache management was forcibly allotting overtime duties to the 
workers, including women, and treating them as slaves. They also alleged that Apache 
officials had detained a worker on February 9, 2010 and thrashed him for questioning 
the hierarchy of the management. The workers were demanding to stop compulsory 
over time, provide medical facilities etc. The lockout lasted for seven days. In this case 
also, the district administration (including Collector K. Ramgopal, Superintendent of 
Police E. Damodar, SEZ officials from Visakhapatnam, Labour Department 
authorities and leaders of various political parties) interfered; but this time no 
demands of the workers were entertained, apparently due to threatening of closure 
from the Apache management.47   

It is to be noted that there is still no trade union in the Apache SEZ, however, some 
national and local trade unions are supporting the movement and trying to build their 
bases among the SEZ workers.  

 

Nokia SEZ has also entered in the similar situations; however, it is trying to handle 
the situation by adopting a different strategy.  
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Nokia SEZ became operational in March 2006. Discontent started appearing in the 
form of demands in 2008; and in 2009 there started a chain of workers protests.  

In August 2009, almost all (about 8000) workers of Nokia went on a strike. According 
to a report, the strike started suddenly on 13th August 2009 after announcement of 
the new pay proposal with a salary hike of only Rs 200/. The workers argued that 
there was no hike in the salary even after repeated requests from workers. The 
demand for a hike in the salary was raised in 2008; however, the company did not 
fulfill the demand. In 2009 also there was no hike in the salary citing problems caused 
by the recession. Therefore the workers went on strike. The strike effectively 
continued only for two days but the production of 300,000 handsets was affected. 
There was very quick response from the labour department pressuring the workers to 
stop the strike and give time to settle the dispute. A report quoted Nokia saying, 
"Nokia internally announced salary increases as part of its salary review process for its 
operator employees at the Chennai factory. This was communicated in a face-to-face 
meeting today. However, some of the employees were dissatisfied resulting in 
disruption of work. Normal operations were restored shortly thereafter and the 
factory is working on schedule. We have open communication channels with 
employees and are engaged with them through elected employee representatives. We 
are committed to our people and abide by all rules and regulations and remain the 
best in class employer."48 On 14th August, the management agreed to talk to the 
workers on their demands and also opened its cards offering a salary hike of Rs 
1400/.49 

It is also interesting to note that trade union wing of ruling DMK party the Labour 
Progressive Federation (LPF) has formed a trade union of Nokia Workers- Nokia 
workers’ progressive union, affiliated to LPF. The strike was a sudden outburst; but 
the negotiations were done by the LPF. Finally a wage pact was signed between 
management and the LPF with a salary hike of Rs 1500.50 “Prior to the revision, the 
employees, who joined Nokia in April 2007, were getting a consolidated pay of Rs 
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4400 to Rs 5800 per month. Now, the intermediate settlement has fetched a hike of 
Rs 1500 to Rs 1750 for those with an experience of 16 months and 24 months 
(including the 15-month training period).” 51  

Times of India reported, “Amidst a cat-and-mouse game between multinationals in 
Tamil Nadu who are reluctant to recognize trade unions and left parties who 
spearhead their cause, the ruling DMK's trade union arm, Labour Progressive Front 
(LPF), has quietly gained a foothold in the Nokia manufacturing unit in 
Sriperumbudur. Enrolling more than 3,000 of the total workforce of 5,000 employed 
by the Finnish mobile handset manufacturer Nokia India, the LPF unfurled its black 
and red flag on the campus of the multinational giant in July-end. The Nokia 
management has agreed to hold talks for wage revision with the LPF-affiliated Nokia 
India Employees' Progressive Union (NIEPU), and the next round of talks will be 
held on Friday. As and when they reach an agreement, the parties will approach the 
state labour commissioner to enter into a tripartite settlement under the Industrial 
Disputes' Act," said M Shanmugam, general secretary of the LPF.52 

Then there was another strike in Nokia in January 2010. Economic Times reported: 
“In January this year, when 3,000 employees struck work for two days in Nokia’s 
Chennai plant, the handset major took action by suspending the “indisciplined” 
workers. “Nokia India had decided to take disciplinary action against them as per the 
government approved Certified Standing Orders of the factory. The employees later 
resorted to protest and disruption of work,” says Sachin Saxena, director-Chennai 
operation, Nokia. The Nokia plant churns out six million handsets a month and the 
two-day strike naturally threw the production process out of gear.”53 

Times of India quoted M Shanmugam, president of Nokia India employees’ 
progressive union, saying that “the standoff was triggered after a worker was asked to 
report for a different shift and he refused it. There was some misunderstanding with 
the management over the issue and he was suspended. More employees joined to 
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protest this, and they were also suspended.” On the other hand, Nokia officials said,” 
The employees have been suspended, and not dismissed, on disciplinary grounds”54 

The strike continued for three days and ended after the assurance from the company 
that the suspended workers would be taken back. The Hindustan Times reported: 
“Peace was brokered on Friday between the NIEPU and the Nokia India 
management at the Joint Labour Commissioner's office here after a long meeting. “As 
per the understanding arrived after the meeting, the suspension orders for 23 workers 
will be revoked when they report to duty on Saturday," LPF general secretary M 
Shanmugam told IANS. "Decision on the balance 40 workers under suspension will 
be taken on Jan 29 at the labour commissioner's office," he added. In its statement 
issued on Friday, Nokia India had said: "The issue has been resolved through mutual 
dialogue and to the satisfaction of all parties involved. However, the suspension 
pending inquiry notice to some employees who are reported to have committed acts 
of serious misconduct still remains and will be concluded through disciplinary 
proceedings." According to workers, nine out of 12 office bearers of NIEPU are 
under suspension. The company has around 3,700 permanent workers, around 2,000 
trainees and 1,000 contract workers.”55 

From the above accounts, it also comes out very clearly that, the state government is 
still playing a greater role in Tamil Nadu SEZs and the autonomous structure of SEZs 
with DC as single point authority, is still not working. This is reflected in the greater 
role played by the labour commissioner of the state in resolving the disputes. Probably 
this also made easier to register a trade union in the zone; since the role of the state 
labour commissioner still exists.  

 

The case of Branbix India Apparell City SEZ 

The workers and the CITU leader Ganisetty Satyanarayana told in the interviews that 
there was a major strike in Brandix India Apparel City SEZ in November, 2009.  

A women worker Sana Durga died 9th November 2009 due to lungs infection caused 
by the dust problem in the company. She was from Kasimkota village, 10kms from 
Anakapalle on the Howrah-Chennai highway. The next day when workers came in the 
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company and heard the news, they were so angry that all of a sudden they declared a 
strike. All the workers came out of the factory, started shouting slogans. CITU also 
got involved in the movement and a massive protest demonstration was organized at 
Atchuthapuram junction. It was also reported by eyewitnesses that whole local 
population and even the policemen were sympathetic to the workers.  

 

The strike continued for three days and production was completely stopped. The 
workers also formulated and raised their demands other than the compensation and a 
job to Sana Durga’s family. Their demands were related to wage hike and 
improvement in working conditions. They also demanded improvements to reduce 
health problems. Workers told that one of the demands was also to provide Bananas 
and Jiggery to fight against lung diseases caused due to dust. 

On 11th morning some of the CITU activists involved in the movement were taken 
in to police custody. On the other hand, Police persuaded the workers to leave he 
crowded Atchtapuram junction and organize protest demonstrations at the factory 
gate. According to workers, when they came at the SEZ gate, the company executives 
appeared before them and Deputy GM signed on the memorandum of workers saying 
“I will consider”. The memorandum listing the demands of the workers was prepared 
by workers themselves and it was written in Telagu. The Deputy GM did not bother 
to get it translated so that he can read it, he just signed on it saying: “I will consider”. 
However, by this act, he was able to persuade the workers to end the strike.  

Once the strike was over, the workers’ collective power was gone and the 
management was able to even cut the three days wages from the salary of all workers. 
No demand of the workers was fulfilled. There was no improvement in the working 
conditions. Moreover, according to workers, the burden of overtime work was 
increased after the movement. The management was no more interested on talking on 
demands. 

A compensation of few lakh rupees was paid to the family members of Sana Durga; 
however, no one knows exactly how much. Employment to any family member of 
Sana Durga’s family was not provided. When we tried to talk to the family members 
of Sana Durga, they were not ready to talk and only said that what ever happened, the 
chapter was closed. 

Ganisetty Satyanarayana, president, CITU, Visakhapatnam district, told that there 
were two other movements of the Brandix workers. One movement was before this 
strike against a similar incidence when another worker Kasilakshmi died due to same 
reasons-lung disease cause by inhaling of cotton dust in the company. Second 
movement was more recent and against the cases of sexual harassment.  



 

According to him, in early 2009, a women worker Kasilakshmi died due to lungs 
infection arising out of dust. The workers were mobilized and a campaign was 
launched on the issue. CITU played a major role in this movement. On the pressure 
of the movement Brandix promised a compensation of 3akh rupees and a job to one 
of her family members. But they also put up a condition that CITU must not be 
involved in this case; and the management will only deal with the members of 
Kasilakshmi’ family. Ultimately the company paid only two lakh rupees as 
compensation. The job was not provided to any of her family member. 

 

A campaign movement was started mainly by CITU in 2009-10 alleging that there 
were gross violations of labour rights in the BIAC SEZ and that women workers in 
the SEZ were facing sexual harassment. Union leaders also cited examples of specific 
cases. CITU launched a campaign around these issues and it was highlighted in local 
as well as English dailies. CITU also started Dharna at the gate of the SEZ demanding 
enquiry on cases of sexual harassment. The Hindu reported:  
 
“The Centre of Indian Trade Unions (CITU) affiliated to Communist Party of India 
(Marxist) on Wednesday alleged violation of labour laws and sexual harassment of 
women workers at Brandix India Apparel City, Achyutapuram. CITU district vice-
president Dhanalaxmi and district secretary P. Mani told reporters that they had also 
lodged a complaint at Achyutapuram police station listing out specific cases of sexual 
harassment.  They said the management, which got 1,000 acres on lease at Re. 1 per 
year with a promise to provide 60,000 jobs in three years, had been exploiting the 
women workers by not giving them minimum wages and fringe benefits. Ms. 
Dhanalaxmi and Ms. Mani alleged that they employed only 3,500 instead of the 
promised 60,000 women and due to heavy work pressure, 700 workers were quitting 
every year. They said instead of one hour break for lunch, the workers were being 
forced to take just 20 minutes break and asked to work for an extra two hours if they 
failed to meet the hourly targets set for them without payment of overtime charges. 
The CITU leaders said the company, which was accorded Special Economic Zone 
status, was also not giving minimum wages of Rs.4,600 for skilled and Rs.3,800 per 
month for unskilled workers. The jobless women, who underwent training by Greater 
Visakhapatnam Municipal Corporation and other agencies on fashion technology 
were not being offered jobs. They were being asked to undergo fresh training at 
Pendurthy by the management on payment of a stipend of Rs.1200 a month and later 
taken on payrolls.”56 
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The management refuted the allegations. The Hindu reported: 

“Brandix management on Wednesday refuted the alleged harassment of women 
employees and other reports and described the allegations against the company as 
`totally baseless and unwarranted.’ In a press release, the management assured the 
local community that it had conducted a thorough internal investigation and found no 
specific instance of any form of harassment to its associates. As a responsible 
corporate citizen, Brandix is fully conscious of its responsibilities and its compliance 
standards are amongst the highest in the global apparel industry. .… Without naming 
anyone, the management said as a consequence of `malicious and baseless’ allegations 
levelled against Brandix and continuous protests and dharnas carried out by groups 
with vested interests, the operation of the supply chain units functioning within BIAC 
were severely hampered, resulting in disruption of production, thereby incurring 
unwarranted additional costs at a time when the global economy was in crisis. The 
management said the worst outcome of these ‘malicious’ acts was the distraction to 
foreign investors.”57  

It is worth mentioning here that even if there was no formal organization of workers 
in the Brandix, the workers were closely linked with each other and some sort of 
networking existed. There was no formal leadership, but there were workers with 
leadership qualities and spontaneously they took the initiatives, as it happened during 
the strike. The workers do not completely rely on CITU. Some workers who actively 
participated in the strike clearly conveyed it also. However, CITU (particularly the 
Women leadership) enjoyed a respect among the workers, since it was the only union 
continuously raising their issues and supporting them.  

 

The Nature of Conflicts Demanding New Organizing Strategies 

Fully grasping the above situations, keeping in view the extreme anti-labour practices 
in the zones, it can be safely projected that SEZs are going to emerge as the new war 
zones of the working class.  

On the one hand, the zone investors and the state will never allow the workers to 
realize the union rights and improvement in working conditions; since the whole 
strategy for making the SEZ units internationally competitive is lastly based on 
ensuring the supply of cheap labour. On the other hand, workers with their increased 
strength will not tolerate these extreme exploitative conditions for longer. Increasing 
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strength of workers in particular zones and support coming from national trade 
unions will certainly covert the zones permanently in to the conflict zones.  

It is also interesting to note that the situations are favorable to workers on one more 
count. Generally, the export units can not face longer protests of workers, since; there 
will be losses not only in terms of production and profits but also of export orders. 
Therefore, the impact will not be only short term but also long term. However, there 
is another aspect also. Actually, this situation puts limits to the workers struggles also. 
Since the capital has attained unrestricted mobility, there is always fear of 
disinvestment. With labour struggles intensifying, the unit may choose to close down 
its operations in the zone to shift elsewhere. Hence there is always fear of loosing the 
jobs. In such situations, many times workers may be compelled to compromise; as it 
happened in case of workers struggle in Apache SEZ in 2010. 

It is clear from the above that a sustained and intense conflict between labour and 
capital is inbuilt in the nature of SEZs. This may many times lead to closures and 
shifting of companies throwing out large number of workers on the road and leading 
to more intense and wider conflicts.  

It also reflects on the need for strong solidarity among workers at national, regional 
and international level to put effective restrictions on such movements of capital and 
its hunt for cheaper labour.  

Most important factors making the unionization process difficult in SEZs can be 
listed as follows: 

1. Legislations either banning the trade union activities in the zones or erecting 
restrictions on it so that forming a union becomes almost next to impossible 

2.  Highly casualized work force, generally hired and fired frequently    
3. Unmarried women workers in significant proportion, many always thinking to 

leave the job after marriage, therefore not taking interest in the unionization 
process 

4. Special nature of the zones with restricted entry and minimum scope for 
interactions among workers on the one hand and almost entry ban for outside 
trade union organizers 

5. The inbuilt nature of SEZ economy based on FDI and Exports, which creates 
such situations that different countries for providing the super profits to the 
investors are competing with each other in providing the cheapest labour  

With the above situations, it is obvious that the traditional strategies of shop-floor 
unionism may not work in case of SEZs. The general scenario as reflected in case of 
Brandix SEZ and also in case of Apache SEZ demands a qualitatively different 



strategy for organizing the workers. Following points demand urgent attention for 
organizing the SEZ workers: 

1. There is little scope of interactions among the workers and absolutely no scope for 
trade union organizers for interacting with workers in the zone boundaries (not 
only due to obvious restrictions, but also workers have no time for it because of 
long overtime work), Therefore the initial organizational work can only be done at 
the places they live 

2. The workers can be fired very easily therefore they hesitate to participate in any 
unionization efforts, gate meetings etc. Therefore the initial organizational bases 
can be established only at the places they live. For workers, this problem is most 
crucial and therefore they themselves suggested that the organization must be 
formed in the leadership of elders from outside so that the workers are not 
exposed and their job is secure.  

This issue becomes most important since even if SEZs are not exempted from the 
trade union laws, this right is consciously and forcefully denied by the state 
officials. Hence, even a hint of unionization efforts leads to firing out of workers.  
This can be understood by making a parallel with DTA. If the workers out side the 
zones possess proof of employment (particularly in manufacturing units), it can be 
taken for granted that with in few months there will be a union. But with all proof 
of employment, it is becoming impossible for SEZ workers to form a union with 
in the zone.  

3. The nature of SEZ workers struggle is such that many times they face such 
situations when the companies threaten to close down the units (as it happened in 
case of recent Apache workers struggle). In such situations they can not win the 
battle without broader support of the community. Hence the scope of 
organizational work must be widened to include involvement in various 
community struggles with labour perspective, to build broader solidarity with the 
community 

4. The women constitute the large proportion of the workforce in SEZs, therefore, 
the organization of workers must provide larger space for their issues both at the 
workplace and in the society; and also insure larger space for them in leadership 

5. The isolation of zone workers reduces their strength. Therefore there is a need to 
build broader alliances to break this isolation and to extend effective outside 
support to zone level struggles. More over, the violation of labour rights in SEZs 
is not particular zone specific problem, but a general problem of zones; therefore 
one can not win the battle by an isolated struggle in a particular zone. Hence, it is 
urgent to develop state level and national level workers fronts to launch broader 
campaigns and struggles to realize labour rights in SEZs. 



6. There are always chances of closure of units in the zone and reopening some 
where else, when the workers struggles intensify in the zones. Therefore, state and 
national level fronts of SEZ workers are needed to effectively block such shifting 
of industries. For the same reason and purpose, establishing international solidarity 
among workers also becomes an urgent task. The international support is also 
becoming crucial for putting effective pressures on the government and the SEZ 
investors to respect the labour laws. We can cite the example of Bangladesh 
workers successful struggle for trade union rights in zones. The pressure created 
by American Federation of Labour and Congress of Industrial Organisation (AFL-
CIO) played a crucial role in compelling the government and the investors to 
respect the trade union rights of workers in the zone. 

7. The unionization of workers in Nokia SEZ presents a different case. However, it 
seems exception rather than the general trend; since the ruling party (Labour 
Progressive Front is trade union wing of ruling DMK party) in the state is 
involved. It seems it is a case similar to the efforts of Congress party just after 
independence and during emergency, to promote its unions in different industries 
for reducing the power of left unions. The industrialists also felt secured with a 
union of ruling party. Probably, Nokia also feels secure with a union of ruling 
party. However, this can also be one of the future strategies of SEZ investors to 
avoid the increasing incidences of wild cat strikes. However, it may also open 
scope for democratic struggles for realizing the trade union rights in all SEZs in 
the state. But even in such situations, above points are valid in terms of 
establishing a strong and sustainable organization of workers 

 

 

Concluding Remarks  

 

There is a multidimensional impact of SEZ rush in India affecting the economy, 
society and polity as a whole. The major impacts of the SEZ rush can be summarized 
as follows: 

1. Acquisition of huge amount of agriculture is leading to mass destruction of 
livelihoods and mass displacement of the population. SEZ rush will cause eviction 
of about one million people. It is expected that there will be loss of grain output 
by one million tons per year due to land acquisitions. More over, SEZs are going 
to create an irrigation water crisis by consuming huge amount of irrigation water of 
canals and rivers; therefore they will also affect the agriculture production in 
surrounding regions. There is also destruction of livelihood of fishermen and those 



engaged in other traditional occupations. The cumulative impact of SEZ rush may 
aggravate the crisis of food security 

2. The anti-SEZ movement in the country is largely focussing on the land acquisition 
issue with a slogan-scrap SEZ act. The nature of movement is different in 
different states depending on the specific Economic, social and political 
conditions. In few regions like West Bengal, Orissa, Maharashtra and Goa the 
people’s movement is strongest, while in some regions like Tamil Nadu and 
Gujarat the movement is weakest. Along with specificity of economic situations of 
different regions, the social factors are playing a role in the movement. In some 
regions, particularly in south, many Dalit leaders are supporting the SEZ rush and 
articulating that dismantling of the rural economy and diversification of job 
opportunities for wage workers may be instrumental to end the caste oppression.  

3. The over all SEZ rush, follows the trend of job less growth.  IT&ITES sector 
which has very low employment generating potential accounts for more than 50% 
of SEZs. The employment claimed to be created by SEZs is far less than the 
livelihoods destroyed. The emerging trends show that actual employment creation 
is far less than the claimed. More over, if we look at the total picture the SEZ rush, 
there is minimum scope for employment for local population affected by the SEZ 
land acquisition 

4. The SEZs are emerging as the role model of the policies of liberalisation and 
globalisation; in the sense that what ever could not be achieved in the economy as 
a whole is being realised by establishing large number of autonomous SEZs. 
Therefore to get the benefits of fully liberalised autonomous zones, the companies, 
both foreign and local are either rushing to shift in the zones or demanding SEZ 
status for themselves. There is even a demand to grant SEZ status to north east as 
a whole. A complete picture of this phenomenon is still not available due to lack 
of data in this regard; however, the trend is very much clear. If this rush continues, 
the major part of the industrial economy may shift in to the zones. Moreover, 
many export oriented companies outside the zones are also getting most of the 
benefits granted to SEZs and operate largely in the same framework. Therefore 
very little may be left outside the zones and the whole economy will be virtually 
the SEZ economy 

5. The nature of growth promoted by SEZs is by no means a sustainable growth. 
Recurrent crisis is inbuilt in the nature of SEZ based growth. There may a phase of 
very high growth but soon it may enter in a phase of severe crisis. At one point of 
time it may attract huge investments generating large number of employment 
opportunities, but soon it may face disinvestments and creating mass 
unemployment. 



6. The working conditions in the zones are one of the worse. The conditions are 
similar to informal sector rather than the formal sector; and we can say that this is 
actually transforming the formal sector to informal sector. The wages are very low. 
In Brandix India Apparel City SEZ workers are not getting the minimum wages. 
Overtime is compulsory for all workers. In terms of Occupational health, the 
situation is most serious and need urgent attention. Two Brandix workers died due 
to lungs disease caused by dust pollution at shopfloor  

7. Legally all the labour laws apply in the zones, but practically no labour laws are 
implemented. SEZs are actually establishing an interesting labour relations regime, 
in which workers are provided with proof of employment (ID cards and salary 
slips), but by virtue of relaxation in labour laws they have no job security and they 
are completely powerless. They have proof of employment and legally they have 
the right to form the trade union; but they are denied this right by force. The 
Development Commissioner being the Labour Commissioner and trade union 
registrar for SEZs, practically it is next to impossible to register a trade union. 
There can be practically no legal strikes in the zones by virtue of extension of 
public utility service status to SEZs 

8. Workers’ protests in the zones are emerging as sudden outbursts (or wild cat 
strikes). This is largely due absence of trade union rights and restrictions on the 
strike. Particularly, in SEZs with larger labour intensive manufacturing units, it is 
emerging as a trend. The discontent is growing among the workers and when it 
becomes unbearable they suddenly stop the work. Generally the workers are not 
aware of their rights, they have always a fear of loosing the job; but they realise 
that trade union is must for them.  

9. The conditions in SEZs demand an organising strategy qualitatively different from 
the traditional shop-floor unionism. The initial organisational bases may not be 
established easily at workplace, but it can be established at places they live. There is 
also a need to provide more space for women in the organisation both in terms of 
issues and also in terms of leadership 
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